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EVER WONDER WHERE
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Nobody offers faster customs clearance than UPS. We send information electrontcally
t h e momen t ou r p la nes leave t h e g r ound. So UPS brokers clear your packages as soon as
they a r rive. Call 1-800-PICK - UPS or vtsit ups. com Offer not good for humans.
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Brain Surgeon Leads
dical Revolution
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with uncontrollable muscu-

lar spasms.

RIVERSIDE

Dr. Robert P. Iacono is
in the business of gtvmg
people their hves back.

RANKED 131
ON HISPANI C
B USINESS

MAGAZINE'S
ANNUAL LIST

This is the world of
Robert Iacono.
Iacono, affiliated with
Lorna Linda University
Medical Center and with
Oinical Neuroscience, Inc.,
cominued 011 page 35
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500 HISPANICOWNED

Sections

BUSINESSES
(1-r) Ramon Alvarez. CEO, Alvarez Lzncoln Mercm;; Mark Hutchins,
P residen4 Lincoln Mercury

ATDE
ProLogis
and
Sou t h ern
C alifornia L o g isti cs Airport
(SC LA) in Victor Valley Form
Strategic Alliance for Build-toSuit Distributio n Facilities
ProLogis has been selected
to provide build-to-suit industrial development for tenants
requiring 150,000 to 2 million
square feet.
Burlington Northern and
Santa Fe Railway Company
(BNS F), one of the largest rail
networks in North America, will
provide ra tl services for manufacturing and distributi on compani es located at the 5,000-acre
complete multimodal b us iness
cent er over a rail easement.
Redwood S ystems, a w hollyo wn ed
subs idiary
of
Consohdated Freight ways, wtll
provide SCLA users with fretght
forward111 g and thi rd-party
logistics.
A 5,0 00-acre complete multi modal business com plex,
Southe rn Cali fo rni a Logistics
continued on page 32

IE Businesses Make
'Hispanic 500' List
by Steve E//io/1

Ten of the companies
featured
on
Hi.lpanic
Business magazine's annual
list of the top 500 Hispamcowned businesses in the
nation are based m the Inland
Empire.
Complas Inc. of Corona
remains by far the top Inland
Empue company on the list,
rising to 24 from last year's
30 ranki ng. Founded in
1989, Complas I> involved in
telecommu nications equipment and sales and has 123
employees. The firm reported $130 mi lhon in revenues
for 1998.
Three of the 10 are mak·
ing their debul'> on the list
this year: automotive dealers
Alvarez Lincoln Mercury
Inc. of Riverside (131 ); meat
processors Far West Meats of
Highland, doing business as

Raemica (234); and electrical contractors MBE Electric
Inc. of Riverside (492).
Alvarez
Lincoln
Mercury Inc. CEO Ramon
Alvarez first teamed his
dealership was on the list
when the Inland Empire
Business Journal called him
for a reaction. "To be recognized like this is the ultimate
honor," an excited Alvarez
exclaimed. "There are thou
sands of Hispanic businesses
in the United States; never
did I think I would be on the
list.
"We've only been here
three years," Alvarez told the
Journal. "We've gone from
10 cars a month to 90 or 100
consistently." So what
allowed Alvarez to come so
far so fast'l "If you tell the
people what you'll do and
C0/111/llled on pugt! 39

Dr Robert P Iacono

Imagine for a moment,
if you will, having the
power to restore normal
functioning to a person who
has lost the ability to coordinate muscular movemenl'>. lmagme giving the
gift of walking back to a
person who can no longer
take a step without falling.
Imagine seeing a patient
laughmg and running down
the hospnal hall who, only
yesterday, was drawn up

A
Riverside-based
advertising fi rm has won a
na tional award from an
orgamzation of industry
professionals.
The
Ame rican
Advertising
Federation presented an
" A ddy"
award
to
Geographies for its promotional campaign fo r a
UC Riverside exhibit. The
"Chance Encounters: The
LA Project" was a photog-

Warehousing
page 17
World Trade
page 26
Health Care
page 30
Stock Sheet
page 51

raphy exh ibit co-sponsored by UCR and the
Californi a Museum of
Photography.
Before
earning
national recognition, the
project earned top honors
in an Inland Empire area
competition. Later, it
received special recognition at a regional competitiOn that encompassed all
continued on page 32
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Infrastructure. It's what the delivery trucks roll on. It's the stuff gas and
water flows through. It delivers electricity to homes, factories and
stores. It is the unnoticed stuff that makes a civilization civ1hzed. E.L.
Yeager's work on the 57/91 Freeway intercha~ge, pictured on this
month's IEBJ cover, is the firm's latest contnbullon to the localmfrastructure. For more information on this company's contributions to the
Inland Empire, turn to page 47.
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Where the populace rise at once against the
neverending audacity of elected persons.

-Walt Whitman (1819-1892)
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Executive Notes

Marks zts Fzrst Year in California
by Steve Elliott
April 1 marked the one-year
anniversary of electric industry
deregulation in Califorma. Electric
power customers and industry figures have seen a 60-year-old industry reinvent itself in the past 12
months, metamorphosing from a
monopoly to a market-based structure.

As we enter the second year of
customer choice, there are three
reasons why California's move
toward competition in the electric
power industry was a good choice,
accordmg to Karen K. Caldwell,
managing director of New West
Energy, a subs1diary of Phoenixbased Salt River Project.
"Number one, one year later,
competition is alive and well,"
Caldwell said. "The fact that larger
commercial and industrial customers were among the first to
exercise choice is well known."
Caldwell said that about 1,000 customers representing 30 percent of
California's commercial and industrial load have switched so far. "Of
the

customers

who

exercised

choice th1s first year, few are
returning to the1r original utility,"
she said.
"Number two, beyond price
savings, deregulation will force
innovation and value," Caldwell
said. The goal of deregulation was
to lower prices and encourage new
competitors to enter the market.
For residential and small busmess
customers, the 10 percent mandated rate reduction was the first step
toward lower prices. For business
customers, the ab1lity to shop
around brought with it the power to
negotiate a better deal.
"Number three, the new system moved all industry players
toward being customer-focused,
for the first time in h1story,"
Caldwell said. Old companies had
to learn new ways of transacting
business during the f1rst year of
deregulation, and new companies
built data mfrastructure to mteract
with legacy utility systems.
"On balance, electric deregulation brought positive, beneficial
change to California," Caldwell
said. "Other states are on the brink
of following Califorma's lead."

Entrepreneur of the Year
A Closer Look at the Oscar of Business
The Entrepreneur of The Year is America's most prestigious award for
those trailblazers who turn brilliant ideas into thriving businesses.
The awards program, started in 1986 in Milwaukee by Ernst & Young
LLP, has grown to 47 regional contests across the U.S.
Nine Inland Empire/Las Vegas winners were announced June 17 at a
banquet in Riverside. This is the 11th year for the program in the Inland
Empire.
Ernst & Young LLP, the world's leading business service firm, sponsors the event to recognize entrepreneurs whose enthusiasm, creativity, and
determination make them an example for all Americans.
Nominees must be owner/managers with responsibility for the recent
performance of privately-held companies at least two years old.
Founders of public companies are eligible if they are active in top management.
Anyone who has made an outstanding contribution to the entrepreneurial spirit or has helped an entrepreneur become successful also is eligible.
Anyone who is associated with a successful entrepreneur may nominate a candidate. This includes colleagues, spouses, customers, attorneys
and employees.
The nominating process requires only the completion of an official
nomination form. Nominations generally are accepted from January
through March.
The judges are fellow entrepreneurs as well as prominent members of

continued on page 37

R1chard L. Gaukler has hcen appo1n1ed vice pres1den1 of manufaciUnng for
J&J Enterpri!>es, an Ontano-based manufacturer of slamless slcci au1omo11ve
aflermarkel products. He is Ihe son of company co-founder John Gaukler The new
v1ce presidenl has 23 years of aulomolive aflermarkel expenence. He rcs1des m
Lake Elsinore
Claremonl's Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden has received a $1 million
endowment 10 eslabllsh a new dircclor of research posi11on. The 86-acre garden displays na11vc California planls in a scienlific selling. It is pari of lhe Claremonl
Graduale Universily bolany program. The gifl came from Jud11h Bryan! Fnend
whose grandmolher, Susanna Bixby Bryant, crealed lhe garden's ongmal lrusl in
1934 ...

Rober! D G101a has been named chairman of lhe board of Cliffstar
Corporation. The New York-based beverage bolller operales a manufaciUring
facil11y in Fonlana ...
The Riverside Community Health Foundation has celebrated lhe arnval of
lhe "Heailh 10 Molion" mobile clm1c Operaled in conJunclion with Parkview
Community Hospital Medical Center, lhe vehicle will be Riverside's firsl "free
clin1c on wheels" ..
SMA Equipment Company of Riverside has starled a new flexible financmg
program. As an openmg offer, contraclors can lease American's favorile backhoe,
lhe JCB 214, for as lillie as $850 per monlh in1eres1-free on a one-year commilmenl..
The Rancho Cucamonga Family Sports Center has received an award for
design excellence of a commumly facilily from Ihe California Parks and Recrealion
Sociely. The facilily opened in December and feaiUres lhree gymnasiUmS, five rae·
quetball courts, a dedicaled aerobics room and an arcade ...
Dallas-based Dave & Buster's, Inc., operators of an Onlario Mills rcstauranl
of Ihe same name, reponed a 53 percenl mcrease in revenues, a lola I of nearly $60
million, for the second quarler of 1999 above the same period las I year The increases include a 2 percenl increase from existing locations and revenue from new locations ...
Sheraton Suites Fairplex has added lhree new faces 10 iiS managemenl slaff.
B1ll Nazur is lhe new direclor of markeling, Barry R. Snyder IS now the chief engineer and Lin a Vidal has Ia ken over lhe direclor of housekeeping posilion. Alllhree
have many years of industry experience al olher Sou1hern California properlies ...
Debra Howland has been appoinled as lhe new direclor of managed care for
Corona Regional Medical Center. She has more Ihan eight years of experience in
the industry and most recently worked al Saddleback Memorial Med1cal Cemcr 10
Laguna Hills ..
CSUSB siUdent Rober! Collins was recently honored With the school's I 998
OuiSianding Graduate S1uden1 Research Award. He has had research published in
lhe journal P.lyc!rop!rarmacology and will earn a Ph.D. from lhe Universily of
Houston ...
James Walliser, a CSUSB natural sciences student, also earned .~peciai honors
a1 lhe univers1ty's commencement ceremony. He was recognized for leachmg and
research contribulions, including work on Sue, the largest and most complete
Tyrannosaurus rex ever found ..
Lorna Linda's Lois Clark has been named 10 rece1ve the Cal State University
Sys1em 's Oulslanding Teacher Award. Clark has taugh1 language arts a1 Mission
Middle School in Riverside for the last 23 years. She has a bachelor's degree in history and a master's in school administration
Veteran Lockheed atlorney Raymond A. Schm1d1 and his son, Chrislopher,
have opened a new law firm in Temecula, Schmidt & Schmidt, LLP. The eider
Schmidt is former company counsel 10 Lockheed Corporation. His son is a graduale of lhe Southweslern University School of Law. He has held posls al Lockheed
and in a private practice firm ...
Citizens Business Bank has announced the arrival of lwo new members of it~
managemenl slaff Diann Granlund has joined CBB after several years with Bank
of America, for whom she managed a Moreno Valley branch. She is active in chamber of commerce and polilical aclivilies in the Palm Desert area. Granlund will
serve as vice president and regional service manager for CBB 's sales and service
division.
Deborah Loveland is the firm's new assistant vice president in the same division. Loveland brings a wide array of experience 10 her post, including stints in
donor solicitalion with two major Los Angeles hospitals. She holds a bachelor of
arts degree in psychology from UC Davis ...
Associated Engineers is handling site planning and civil engineering for the
new San Manuel spring water bottling plant The 2.5 acre facility is on a geologically-complex hillside and lhe AE staff is working around restrictive seismic setback requirements ...
The Rancho Cucamonga Chamber of Commerce will hold ils annual inau·
guration and gala on July 10 at the Red Hill Country Club. Charles T. Buquct will
be inducled at the ceremony. The cost is $50 per person.
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HMO Payment Guarantees:
a Needed Protection
by Steve Elliott

raise their prices for paying customers to cover for the HMOs'
unpaid bills - with the same net
effect of consumers footing the bill.
According
to
Elizabeth
Phillips, supervising examiner at
the California Department of
Corporations, health care providers
in our state have no guarantee of
payment should an HMO go bankrupt.
"There is not a deposit for
insuring payment to health care
providers," Phillips told the Inland
Empire Business Journal. As pointed out in the Journal last month, if
HMOs go bankrupt in California,
hospitals can be left holding the
bag, with no guarantee of payment
and no recourse other than the
courts.
Legislation similar to that
being considered in New York
should be introduced in California.
It isn't unreasonable of hospitals
and doctors to expect payment for
services rendered in good faith.

Who insurers the insurers?
Health care providers are asking this
question as a result of financial
shakiness exhibited by some health
maintenance organizations (HMOs).
A bill currently before the New
York State Senate would legislate
the creation of a guarantee fund,
financed by HMOs and other insurers_ to pay claims in the event an
HMO fails. It would, in effect,
mandate that the HMOs themselves have insurance, to prevent
the "stiffing" of hospitals and doctors.
This is welcome news to the
health care providers. Insurance
companies, on the other hand, have
pointed out that HMO premiums
will likely rise to cover the additional costs.
But if such payment guarantees
aren't instituted, it isn't as if the
costs will just go away. Health care
providers would eventually have to
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CLOSE- UP

Don't Let Legislators KO Your Dental Plan
Round three of the great HMO
reform debate is underway. The
major players have come out
swinging. Consumer groups, special interest groups and legislators
have tossed their ideas into the ring
on how to reform the managed care
industry.
Former Governor Wilson delivered a TKO in rounds one and two
by vetoing controversial measures
that came before him. But 1999
has a new fighter in the ring and a
new set of referees - Governor
Gray Davis and the democratic
majority in the legislature.
Many of the measures that
were vetoed last year by Wilson
have popped up once again.
Liability, external review, mandated coverage, etc ... would seem like
early favorites to be signed by the
Governor. But Davis realizes that
he must carefully evaluate the controversial issues before him and dig
deep to make the most sound decisions. Davis has looked to the
managed care industry to work out
their ·most fundamental problems
but has gone to great lengths to
make sure consumers have a safeguard.
The problem is that there are no
easy solutions to HMO reform.
The intent of most health care
measures is to hold the HMO
industry accountable for iL~ actions
and to give more rights to patients.
Unfortunately, many health care
reform measures are drafted with a
narrow focus on full-serv1ce health
plans; i.e., medical plans. Little or
no thought has gone into what
effects these changes will have on
specialty plaiL" such as dental or
vision.
Dental and vision plans are
governed under the same KnoxKeene Health Care Service Plan
Act of 1975 that regulates the fullservice plans. So, when legislators,
consumers and special interest
groups rush to reform how medical
services are provided, they are
unwittingly changing the face of
how dental managed care is delivered. Many Californians' will be
forced to swallow the repercussions
of this "legislative tooth decay."
Righi now over 15 million

Californians are covered by a managed care dental plan. Legislation
that opens the door to frivolous
lawsuits or creates a separate,
unnecessary bureaucracy will
directly impact the preventive care
provided by dental plans. Dental
HMOs encourage patients to take
responsibility for their own care
and develop preventive habits.
Unlike medical plans, dental plans
operate on a low premium while
providing important preventive
services, thus lowering the need for
major, more costly procedures.
Faced with increased liability
and administrative burdens, dental
plans will have no choice but to
pass this expense along to consumers and increase their premiums. Many Californians do not
have access to basic, preventive
dental care.
Raising costs will
only create greater numbers of
uninsured
Before legislation is enacted
that may cause unintended consequences for all Californians, legislators should understand the fundamental differences between medical and dental plans. Dental managed care has a proven track record
in California. In fact, requests for
assistance
filed
with
the
Department of Corporations, the
state entity responsible for regulating dental plans, equal less than
.0000168 percent.
Quality, access, affordability,
and prevention are some of the key
words that descnbe a dental managed care plan. Legislation that
would hamper any one of these
fundamental characteristics would
be no better than having your front
teeth knocked out, leaving you
down for the count.
Dental is different and should
be treated as such.

Candee Bolyog is president of
Managed Dental Care, a whollyowned subsidiary of Guardian Life
Insurance Company of America.
She is on the board of directors of
the California Association of
Dental Plans as well as chairs the
Government Relations Commission
for the National Association of
Denlill Plans.

Cruse Looks to Future for Ontario Chamber
by Rober/ Parry
Stan Cruse has been working in
the commumty banking industry
for more than 20 years. During the
last two decades, he has worked
hand-in-hand wtth small and large
businesses of all types and varieties. Being a part of the community has been a part of his job and a
part of his life.
Those efforts have now converged. Cruse became president of
the Ontario Chamber of Commerce
in June, and now helps build business by strengthening the community
"Bemg that I've been a banker
for bustness for most of my life, I
can say that community is a focal
point
for
business,"
Cruse
explained. Contacts and busmess
development are key communityrelated aspects of chamber participation, he said.
A native of Toronto, Canada,
who immigrated to the United
States at age 14, Cruse has been an
American citizen since 1972. He
resides in Covina with his wife and
children. He enjoys golfing, camping and the outdoors, in general.
Cruse comes to the chamber as
it reaches a period of stabilization
and settling. The past few years
have seen difficulties with personnel shake-ups, financial prioritization and changes of address. He
praised past chamber presidents
Don Driftmeier and April Morris
for their work in returning the
organization to operational excellence.
He also made a special note of
the efforts of Robert Traister, the
chamber's executive vice president, and full-time administrative
leader for a staff of six. Traister,
Cruse said, handles the day-to-day
chores leaving the president
focused on strategic matters. "I
don't need to manage the chamber.
That's why we have Bob, and he
does an excellent job.
"We're there to represent our
members," Cruse said of the chamber board. "The president is a
sounding board for the executive."

Having inherited an operation
that has its own aff<ms in order,
Cruse can devote his time to putting it to its intended use - serving, improving and retaining the
businesses in Ontano.
Ontario busmess is important
to Cruse, both as a banking professional and as a community leader
He recently JOmed San Bernardinobased Busmess Bank of California
after spending four years at Golden
Pacific Bank. At BBC, he has the
task of opening the firm 's westernmost branch, a special executive
banking office on Inland Empire
Boulevard ncar !Iaven Avenue
"This is really becoming the financial distnct of Ontario," said Cruse.
The new branch will be a fullservice inslltution featuring tellers
and all the usual amenities. But, it
is located on the second floor of an
Ontario office building and will

"We're there to
represent our
members,"
Cruse said of
the chamber
board. "The
president is a
sounding
board for the
executive. "
cater to business executives.
It is that same brand of business-focused service that Cruse
wants to have as the hallmark of his
tenure. llis top priority is business
retention. and he intends to use a
multi-pronged approach to keep
every operation in the city that he
can.
Ontario came close to losing
Mag Instruments, one of iL~ premier manufacturers a few years
ago. But, through a combined

effort of local,
county and state
officials, the firm
opted to stay tn
California instead
of relocating out of
state. That is the
type of situation
Cruse feels the
chamber
should
prevent from happening in the first
place.
The chamber's
Busrness
Retention
Committee makes
regular visits with
city officials to
local businesses
This gives businesses a forum for
addressing
concerns before they
become the types of problems that
will force companies away from
the community.
Another
group,
the
Government Relations Committee,
gives the business community, as a
whole, a voice in policy decisions.
Cruse noted that issues such as
transportation and taxes are of
major concern to business.
Representing these concerns,
as well as networking and making
business contacts, is what makes a
chamber effective, Cruse said. "I
first see the chamber as a kind of
melting pot," Cruse said. "It puts
people in touch with the right people."
Another mission to which
Cruse is dedicated is that of publicity. "Our job is to market Ontario as
a destination city for tourists and
business," he said. Advertising to
bring new businesses to the area is
important to growing the local
economy.
This is not Cruse's first stint
as the head of a chamber. He is a
past president of the Arcadia
Chamber of Commerce and has
been active in other chambers as
a part of his work in the banking
industry.
Organizationally, Cruse says

Stan Cruse

he b fortunate to have been given
the reins of an operation which is in
top form. He has set a goal of raising membership from 800 to 850.
The group has a sales staff dedicated to that cause. A small business
with about five employees pays
$275 to join the chamber, Cruse
said.
Another advantage of the organizational stability has been
improved relations with the city
staff and community as a whole.
Invitations for events, which were
once rare, are now regular fare at
the office. In addition, Traister and
Ontario City Manager Greg
Devereaux have established a ~olid
working relationship.
Cruse said that one of the best
things to happen between the city
and chamber was the addition of
Mary Jane Olhasso to the city's
economic development staff.
" She's a real dynamo. She sought
out the chamber when she started,"
Cruse said.
"We're not on the outside looking in any more. We're putting
together the right people at the
right times." Being part of the community structure is what makes a
successful chamber function, he
observed.
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THE ISSUE: With the Democrats now firmly in control in Sacramento, many moves have begun to make changes
to insurance and business laws that came from 16 years of Republican governors. Some observers say that one bill,
SB 1237, will subject California businesses to horrendous regulation and insurance expenses. We asked two players this question: Doesn't California have enough business and insurance regulation already?

SB 1237 Costs Small Business Dearly We Need the Fair Insurance
by Martyn Hopper, Calzforma State
Director, National Federation of
Independent Business
Ten years ago. the California
Supreme Court took a significant
step toward controlling runaway
"litigation fever" by outlawing
third-party lawsuits -lawsuits filed
by personal injury attorneys directly
against another person's insurance
company. This action halted a flood
of frivolous lawsuits, saving consumers and businesses millions of
dollars on their insurance rates and
other costs.
Unfortunately, the Legislature
soon will be asked by the lawyers to
resurrect this legal quirk through
Senate Bill 1237 (authored by Sen.
Martha Escutia D-Montebello), even
though the state's highest court has
said it caused serious public harm in
its previous life. Third-party lawsuits
would allow personal injury attorneys to file lawsuits directly against
another policyholder's insurance•
company on behalf of a claimant.
The second lawsuit is in addition to
claims for out-of-pocket expenses
and pain and suffering damages.
If approved, SB 1237 will lead to
a huge financial burden on businesses and consumers alike in the form of
higher insurance claims, more lawsuits, more hassles, higher insurance
premiums, and more fraud. In fact,
former Legislative Analyst Bill
Hamm recently reported that reinstatement of third-party lawsuits, as
proposed by SB 1237, could cost
Californians more than $1.5 billion
-or 14.5 percent a year in increased
insurance premiums.
Independent businesses struggle
every day to survive. The cost of
doing business seems to escalate
faster than the prices of the goods
and services, while big chain stores
depress profit margins even further.
But consumer choice is one of the
mainstays of the American way of
life. Our products offer variety and
creativity 10 make our world a little
more diverse and interesting. Small

busine~ses

provide employment
opportunities and convenient proxImity to consumers. The last thing we
need IS the threat of more frivolous
lawsuits and the corresponding hike
in liabilit} insurance rates.
Small business owners not onl}
cannot afford the time away from
work to appear in court, but the legal
fees and mcreased operating costs
could pnce us out of the market.
Many businesses could fail, and
many others could choose the risky
option of operating without insurance.
Worse yet, third-party lawsuits
have no limits. SB 1237 means that
businesses can be sued for unlimited
damages. These lawsuits put businesses at increased risk of fraudulent
lawsuits based on alleged slip-andfall
cases,
Americans
with
Disabilities Act disputes, negligent
injuries, and many others.
Even when lawsuits do not affect
us directly, the costs to small businesses increase dramatically when
our suppliers also face added lawsuit
risks and higher insurance rates. And
when our schools and local government agencies face greater hablity
expenses, we can fully expect to be
saddled with higher taxes andlor
fewer services. It is a simple equation.
Ultimately. the consumer pays
the price. When the consumer feels
the pinch, it comes back around to
small business.
In a perfect world, the threat of
legal action can protect consumers by
encouraging safe products and environments; however, too much litigation harms the economic foundation
of small business and bogs down our
entire system.
Personal injury lawsuits exploded in the 1980s wh~n third-party liability lawsuits were legal. This had a
direct impact on California's economy, something we simply cannot
afford again. Third-party lawsuits
were a bad idea in the 1980s, and the
idea has not improved with age.
SB 1237 must be defeated.

Responsibility Act, SB 1237
by Senator Martha Escutia
A drunk dnver runs a red light
and seriously hurts you. But you,
the mjured victim. have no right to
sue that driver·~ insurance company for acting in bad faith if they
wrongfully refuse or deny paying
your legitimate claim. It happens
every day. Without the right to sue,
consumers are at the mercy of powerful insurance companies who can
use delay and bullying tactics to
avoid paying legitimate claims.
Senate Bill 1237, by Senator
Martha Escutia, will give thirdparty victims the right to sue an
insurance company for acting in
bad faith. The narrow provisions of
the bill will dramatically limit the
number of potential bad faith lawsuits, but still protect consumers.
While victims can't sue, insurers have no financial incentive to

In the past decade, the
number of claims paid
to California victims
decreased 26 percent,
while nationwide it
increased 8.5 percent.
honor claims made by injured parties in a reasonable, prompt, or
timely manner. This situation has
led to numerous abuses including
instances where insurers stalled
paying legitimate claims to waiting
for an elderly or seriously injured
person to die, denied claims based
on the race or sex of the claimant,
delayed paying claims to victims
who lacked the financial resources
to pursue litigation, and destroyed
evidence to deny payment of
claims.
Californians want the right to
sue insurance companies when

they delay a legitimate claim. A
recent statewide poll of voters in
California shows 85 percent of
Californians believe they should
have the basic right to sue insurance companies if they unreasonably delay or deny claims.
Opponents claim that exposing
insurance companies to bad faith
liability will make 11 more d1fficult
to investigate fraud. Nothing in SB
1237 ~tops insurance companies or
prosecutors from investigating
fraudulent claims. This bill will
only stop insurers from using fraud
as an excuse to deny legitimate
claims.
During the 1990s, California
insurance companies steadily
reduced the size and number of
claims paid to automobile accident
victims although their profits rose
to record heights. Those who did
win settlements were likely to
receive payments that were much
lower than they would have been a
decade earlier. While the rest of the
nation was seeing an increase in the
amounts that insurance companies
paid victims of accidents to compensate for injuries, health care
costs, and wage losses, in
California, just the opposite was
occurring.
In the past decade, the number
of claims paid to California victims
decreased 26 percent, while nationwide it increased 8.5 percent. At
the same time, the value of the
claims that were paid to victims of
accidents on California highways
dropped 4.5 percent, compared to a
nationwide increase of 16 percent.
Insurance company profit margins have increased by 400 percent
in the last decade. In 1997, in
California alone, insurance carriers
collected $8.5 billion in premiums,
but only paid out $4.1 billion in
claims. There's certainly enough
profit there to pay consumers' legitimate claims.
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Decade After 1st Hand-Held GPS, Magellan Sets Sights on Future
The year was 1986. San Gabriel
Valley venture capitalist Ed Tuck had
just learned about a new technology
called the Global Positioning System
(GPS). It could pinpoint the position of
a person or object with incredible
accuracy using a network of defense
department satellites. Moreover, it
could do so anywhere, any time, in
almost any conditions.
As a pilot and sailor, Tuck knew
the vast potential of such a system.
Within months he had formed
Magellan Systems Corporation in a
nondescript freeway-side office in
West Covina. He hired a company
president, Ralph Hoffman, and set him
out with a mandate to find the people
who would build the company to take
full advantage of GPS.
Today, Magellan is a subsidiary of
Orbital Sciences Corp (NYSE: ORB),
recording $100 million 10 annual revenues. Until last year, the firm was
headquartered 10 San Dimas. The company has 500 employees around the
globe, includ10g 160 in a San D1mas
facility that, until recently, was its corporate headquarters. And the firm may
be ready for a massive expansion in
GPS use that will directly impact
almost everyone around the globe.
GPS is high technology with a
low-tech concept. According to Jim
White, Magellan's vice president or
corporate communications, GPS uses
a network of 24 satellites to time signals with atomic accuracy and calculate a particular position. The basic
concept is very simple, White said. "If
I can write it so I can understand it,
anyone else can understand it."
The basics of GPS are thus: A
user's GPS system receives a signal
from as many of the satellites as it can
"see" from horizon-to-horizon. The
receiver times the arrival of the signal
exactly. Because they are in a geosynchronous orbit (over the exact same
spot on the earth at all times) and the
signal travels at a constant speed, the
satellites' distance from the receiver
can be calculated based on the signal
time. Linking' with three satellites
gives nearly precise ground locations,
and a fourth provides eh:vation information.
Because of the precision elements
of the system, the Department of
Defense has programmed the satellites
to create a certain amount of error in
their signals. So, consumer-grade systems are accurate only to within about

50 yards. That's close enough to find
your location in the woods or on the
ocean, but not accurate enough for a
terrorist to put a rocket m the front
door of the White House, White
explained.
Magellan no longer produces
equipment for the Department of
Defense. It lost a bid in 1994 after
investmg $! milhon for research and
quickly decided to focus on the more
stable commercial market.
But, White says, one of the great
moments in GPS and Magellan history
was most definitely the 1991 Gulf
War. Faced with the prospect of combat navigation under harsh desert conditions set on featureless terrain, the
Pentagon rushed acquis1tion of 3,000
of Magellan's first hand-ht:ld GPS
umts. The firm added a few military

Magellan IS one of about 10 GPS
companies
actively
conducting
research and development. About 300
companies produce GPS products for a
variety of uses.
Magellan was the first company to
produce a hand-held GPS receiver.
The NAVlOOO model prem1ered in
May of 1989 and sold for $3,000. It
took the firm four years to move its
first 25,000 units. Today, the GPS 300
sells for $99 and the company produces about nearly 50,000 unit~ each
month, Wh1te said.
Nearly 2.5 million Magellan GPS
receivers are in use today.
The company moved its headquarters to the Silicon Valley town of
Santa Clara last year after Orbital
bought Ashtech, another GPS firm and
merged it with Magellan.

Magellan's NAV 65/0 Lr putting GPS technology Ul -ryday lrfe. It pro"des precise location and
di~cJion informalion and con plot a cours~ to almost any de.stifUJIIon, It can M foond in th~ Jlcrrz
Nn;~rLos~ rental fl~n and is m.alcU.g its way into th~ consum~r market

features, such as target-estimating software, and shipped them to the war
zone in a military color scheme.
Perhaps more impressively, individual soldiers called to request them.
"We had parents of soldiers calling us
and giving us credit card numbers asking to ship a GPS to their son in the
Gulf," said White. Some individual
units even bought them with extra
funds.
Using GPS navigation, the allied
forces made a sweeping move through
the barren Iraqi desert. They
enveloped the Iraqi right flank and
brought a swift end to the war, and
Magl!llan played a key role in their
success.
Though not used in quite as dramatic a fashion, Magellan's growing list
of products is becoming a part of everyday life, whether we realize it or not.

The company's 500 employees
are divided into five divisions in every
aspect of GPS technology except the
military.
Outdoorsmen, boaters and other
active folks are likely familiar with the
company's consumer product~ which
have become common among backpackers, hunters, boaters and pilots.
These systems help keep thousands of
users on course and out of trouble on a
daily basis. The most basic system
sells for $99 and, for a little more, can
be upgraded to include software that
will log and track a trip, providing a
map for "backtracking" on the way
out. Other unit~ include maps and
ocean chart~. compleh: with depths,
roads, buoys and other landmarks.
Magellan's OEM unit produces
circuit boards and GPS chips- the guts
of the system - for other company's

GPS products.
Another division produces professional surveying and mapping GPS
products. These systems use fixedpoint systems at previously set locations in coordination with a moving
GPS system. By comparing the GPS
coordinates of the fixed units to their
known locations, the coordinates of
the moving unit can be calculated to
millimeter accuracy, Wh ite said. This
is extremely useful in large scale
endeavors such as open-pit mining and
forestry.
The GPS systems that are becoming most fam1liar to the "man on the
street" are likely those produced by
Magellan's
Driver
Information
Systems division (DIS). These products include the NAY 6510 ($1,399)
system which features mobile mapping software. With a few buttons, it
can tell you where you are and how to
get where you want to be.
Hertz Rental Car company's
NeverLost® fleet features these unit~
in about 10,000 cars internationally.
These systems are also becoming
available in the retail market.
But it may be Magellan's wireless
communications division that will
most directly impact business and
daily life as we know it. Imagine a soft
drink vending machine that tells the
home office when it is low on change
and overheating. Consider the advantages of a trucking fleet that can be
tracked closely for the most efficient
pick-ups.
In the future, GPS will be used in
ways that can only be guessed at now.
It is possible for entire farming operations to be coordinated and automated
using GPS. Harvesting equipment will
be able to self-navigate fields, and
meters will count grain hauls, evaluating which parts of a field are most fertile.
The company has established
operations in Moscow and Detroit.
The Russian facility is integrating the
GLONASS Russian system into the
GPS units, making many more satellites available to use. And a recent
partnership agreement with Magna,
one of the world's leading car interior
product designers. will mean that
Magellan GPS may soon be featured
in the dashboards of new American
automobiles.
The possibilities are endless, but
Magellan knows that it is heading in
the right direction.
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GETTING ORGANIZED

Is Your Net Working?
by Peta Penson
Longer hours of daylight are
upon us, and while the temptation
may be to put in more desk time
and bale out the back garden of
weeds known as your e-mails,
you'd do well to consider another
potentially highly-leveraged use
of a few of those hours.
The secret to finding the better
supplier, the source for capital, the
perfect employee, the next assignment, the better deal, the better
job, is utilizing your network of
the people you have known. Often
you find your best personal vendors or service providers-your
best childcare, haircut, cleaners,
tax preparer-from such networks. But less frequently we
consciously maintain and use
them to find better business
financing, a marketing breakthrough idea, or that next job.

Networks link a variety of
people m seen and unseen way::..
In the workplace, networks operate like the regular interactions of
organizational members except
that they are composed of a larger
variety of people and groups of
people. On the job you see them
operating in members who take
breaks together, keep meeting
each other at airports, or in those
who socialize outside of work.
The} serve to link people together
to increase the meaning derived
from the workplace. Members
serve as opinion leaders and
sometimes gatekeepers or bridges
to other areas of the company, or
to the outside. A smart manager
knows they're the essential socializing units of a company.
How do you break the habit of
under-utilizing what may be your
best source for great leads? First
of all, reframe the whole activity.
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For those of you who believe that
networking is standing at a cocktail party and flappmg your hps,
get out your notebooks.
Let's suppose that you have
your radar d1sh up for a new JOb.
It's not that you hate the one you
have, but It\ been a long time
between thank yous at your office,
and it\ getting to you. The first
step in the Great Affimty Search IS
to start a hst. Write down all the
people you know and love, including family members, best fnends,
old
running
partners,
exboyfriends. Then go back through
your career history and add the
names of the people you've
worked with: peers, consultants,
vendors, direct reports, administrative assistants, bosses. Cross
out the ones you hated.
You've now got a start of a
personal affinity list -or netw~rk
_ that you should learn to roamtam. Real networking ought to
feel more like an intellectuallystimulating process. You aren't
going to waste time with them,
you aren't going to mislead them
or separate them from somcth.ing
they are unwilling to give. You are
simply going to make a point to
keep in touch with them. Once a
month, take two from this list of
kindred souls to lunch, or have a
good conversation on the phone.
Go to a lecture or an event together-something that is good for
both of you. Do it for no ulterior
motive other than that you enjoy
their company and want to stay
connected.
To make full use of these
interactions, explore career ideas
floating in the back of your mind
with this person. Have they had

expenence workmg in a familyowned bu~iness? What organizations do they think are in the forefront of innovallve marketing? Do
they know people who do meaningful work three days a week?
How happy are they these days at
work?
The natural flow of conversation is likely to lead to the names
of other people, known and
unknown to you . Be sure to ask if
you could call them to get further
information or better acquamted.
This is how your affinity list
grows. If you do this in the spirit
of full candor, the other person is
likely to be emboldened to do the
same, and then it is an extreme
win for both of you. (Suppose the
merger goes through and you suddenly are looking for a job, these
people will be crucial to you and
the best way to cultivate this safety net is to keep 11 active - way
before you need it.)
What's likely to happen is that
within these conversations you'll
discover ideas for new businesses,
different ways of delivering products, of financmg, of sharing services that will surprise both of you.
Back on the JOb-finding trail,
while you are being provocative
and informed about your lunch
guest's business problems, there
may just be that "click" where
your confidant sees you as the
solution. Perhaps he or she
remembers a similar discussion
with someone you really ought to
meet. But these lucky breaks will
never occur if you haven't decided
to cultivate your garden regularly
and keep that network humming.
So toss the dead e-mails and get
on with fertilizing your living.
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For Insight on Inland Empire Business ...

The Art of Prioritizing
by Cymli J. Torres
Did you leave from the office
last night With a trail of unfinished
projects, unreturned phone calls,
unread mail, and an unanswered
e-mail or two? How many fires
have you put out today? How
many irons arc in the fire for
tomorrow? If you're feeling more
like a firefighter than a [fill in
your title here], you're not alone.
I recently worked with a client
who described her day as "busy
putting out fires,'' a familiar sentiment shared by many. After we
identified the crisis of the day, she
unearthed her with-good-intentions-to-do list, and fondly
referred to her other priority projects and tasks as smoldering
embers. I've now added smoldering embers to my catch phrases
when coaching clients on prioritizing.
If it isn't your boss or a coworker imposing a crisis, it's
probably a nervy client Right.
It couldn't be that one crisis
arose from a job you left unfinished in order to work on another
unfimshed job. Nor could it be a
crisis caused by failing to make a
decision or take an action that
would have prevented It in the
first place. No, of course not.
The fact is we are living in a
culture where being busy is a status symbol. It implies importance.
If you are, however, firefighting
your way through your workday,
it is really caused by two things:
losing focus on your true priorities and not knowing how or when
to say "No." If you do find it difficult to say "No," yet find others
constantly imposing their crises
on you, you might want to consider attending a seminar on selfconfidence, in order to get the
"No" thing down. Read on,
though, for some tips on prioritizing.
The most traditional method
of prioritizing is listing your projects and tasks, then assigning
each with a category of A (critical), B (important) and C (optional). For variety's sake, you could

categonze usmg l /2/3, high.·medium/low, red lycllow/blue, or my
favonte,
o n-fire/smoldenng
embers/ashy. The next step IS to
analyze the critical, important,
and optional tasks and assign an
appropnate sequence, i e. , Al, A2,
A3, or Red 1, Red 2, Red 3.
Some time
management
experts reco mmend finishing all
critical tasks, then completing
important tasks, and lastly,
optional tasks. Again, very basic.
For this traditional method of prioritizing, I recommend planning
only about 60% of your week,
filling it in with a nice blend of
critical, important and optional
tasks. Believe it or not, some of
the tasks identified as optional
(sorting through mail, filing, reading, etc.) are so important, yet
often ignored. A few good crises
and interruptions will surely fill in
the other 40% of your week.
Another prioritizing tool is
the "paired comparison" method.
Let 's say, for example, it's 2:30
p.m ., and as you're completing
the focus group report summary
for the staff meeting tomorrow
morning, your boss rushes in hitting you with a fire you must deal
with at once. You still have a key
account conference call at 4:30
p.m ., and the 4:50 p.m. daily
appointment with your assistant.
You had also planned on a quick
sort through the stack of mail in
your in-box, and don't forget
about the report you were in the
middle of working on at the time
of interruption. What do you do
first?
On a blank sheet of paper,
draw a table with four columns
labeled Item #, Task, Check, and
Rank. In no order of priority, list
each of the five things in the preceding paragraph. Compare the
task in Row 1 with the task in
Row 2, and decide to do one over
the other. Ask yourself, "If I could
only do one, which one would I
do?" If you chose the task in Row
1 over Row 2, place a checkmark •
in the Check column in Row 1.
Next, compare task 1 to 3, I to 4,
and 1 to 5, placing a checkmark in

whichever task you dec1de to do
over the other Then, compare 2-3,
2-4, 2-5, then 3-4, 3-5, then 4-5.
The final step m Paired
Comparison IS to pnoritize. In the
Rank column, the task with the
most checkmarks carries the highest priority. R ocket science it
isn't. But it does force you to
make decisions. Give it a try.
The "paired companson
method of pnoritizing works well
in helping you prioritize tasks on
a daily bas1s. Also use it with the
traditional method when you have
several critical priorities, and find
it difficult to assign an appropnate
sequence. When hit with a crisis,
you can also use this method to
re-prioritize and help keep you
focused on your true priorities,
such as in the preceding scenario.

Remember that these are only
tools for staying organized. No
one else is going to get your work
done except you, and oh, yes, ...
a lot of self-discipline.

Cyndi J. Torres is founder and
of
Streamline
principal
Organizing, a Pomona-based
consulting business specializing
in information and time management. She helps bu~y people get
organized, save money, gain time,
and increase their productivity.
Her clcents range from corporate
executives to small busmess
entrepreneurs. Cynd1 IS also
available for in-house seminars
on the subject of orgamzation.
She can be reached by e-mail at
streamlineco@earthlinknet or by
calling (909) 241-2690.

Call us today ilt 1.800.9.Subnet (800.978.2638) to d1scuss
your Internet PrOJeCt, or v1s1t us on the World W1de Web
at www.subnet.org/leb]
We are look<ng forward to speak1ng w1th you ...
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Bugs and Upgrades for Sale!!
by 1 Allen Leinberger
In an early scene in the last
James Bond movie, '·Tomorrow
Never D1es," the evil media baron
holds a teleconference where he asks
his computer division the status of
his new operating system. He is told
that it has so many bugs in it that
they'll be selling upgrades for years
to come. The evil media baron is
delighted.
Now I'm not saying that Bill
Gates or Steve Jobs are evil media
barons, but they both know that we
are more than willing to pay out for
the changes and upgrades that they
keep feeding us.
It is true, as writer David Pogue
has said, that you never want to buy
program 1.0 of anything. Still, it is
beginning to seem as if we no sooner
buy version 2.5, than 3.0 comes out
and we are left behind the bell curve.
Steve Jobs, interim president
and founder of Apple Computer, had
no sooner come back to Cupertino
than he introduced the wildly successful Bondi Blue iMAC. At under

$1,200 retailers couldn't keep it on
the shelf. But it carne with the new
USB plug system instead of the old
SCSI sockets. That meant that owners had to buy new printers, Zip
drives and more. In fact, the new
iMAC had no floppy drive, so you
had to buy one of those too.
Then Jobs came out with five
colors of iMAC, with more hard
drive and megahertz power. But the
peripheral companies had just come
out with their Bondi Blue USB
devises by then. Today, fmally, you
can buy external pieces for your
iMAC that match the color of the
base unit - if you can find a computer store that stocks them.
On top of that, the new MAC
OS 8.5 operating system does not
work on my four-year-old Perforrna
computer. I have been told I need to
buy a new Power PC Macintosh
with several gigs of hard drive and at
least 64 megs of Ram. OS 8.6 is now
available on CD for $19.95.
I suddenly feel so old.
Meanwhile, up in Seattle, Office
2000 ha~ just come out, in time to
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replace everyone's Microsoft Office
97. And the Windows 2000 operating system, based on the Windows
NT kernel, is on the way. Many people have been getting used to the
public Beta test version and now
they have to pay out for the new offiCial release copy which, the customer must presume, has improved
or corrected features.
Many people, you may recall,
used the Word program in Office 97
and hated it so much that they went
back to their ~lder copy. Microsoft
program~. whether written for MAC
or Windows, tend to eat up a great
deal of memory.
As you buy any hardware or
software, you must know that a better version is already on a drawing
board somewhere. When the G3
debuted, I asked people at Apple
when we could expect a G4 or G5.
They got very quiet and said that
such things were not yet for discussion. The same is probably true of
Intel's Pentium TV and PentiUm V
chips.
As mentioned here before, the
popular Palm Pilot has been
replaced by the Palm Ill, which has
already been replaced by the Palm V,
even though the Palm VII has
already been announced.
There will always be upgrades.
Scientific advances make that
inevitable. There will always be
patches, which are less involved
than upgrades and are rushed out to
correct newly discovered problems.
These are usually available for

lncorporattJ Now

downloading on the Web for free.
Usually.
The sad part of all of this is that
just as the auto industry used to be
accused of "planned obsolescence,"
so too the computer companies of
today are planning to up-sell you
just as soon as you sign on.
We live in transitory times. New
discoveries are coming out everyday. What you buy is old before you
get it home. The pity is that we are
supporting the computer companies
by investing in what amounts to
interim programming when we buy
it.
I mentioned recently that I do
not intend to buy a High Definition
TV for about five years. The reason
is simple. My current TV works just
fine. In about 5 years, when I am in
the market anyhow, I will look at
what the market has to offer. I will
consider it. And I will live with it for
as long as I feel my investment is
worth it.
Computers and computer programming are the same. If you are
happy with Word 5 or PageMaker 6
or your old 486 machine, be happy.
Replace it when the lime is right for
you. Most current upgrades are JUSt
"improved Internet connectivity"
anyhow.
And consider this. Many of the
new advancements 111 computers are
for graphic designers, web surfers
and game players anyway. If you are
not one of those, and your computer
works just fine, put your checkbook
away.

Self-employed?
You pay a 15.3 % tax.
INCORPORATED'?
You can pay ZERO ...

50 State Incorporations

Make O\'er $50,000'?
You'n hit the 28c/c
bracket.

Laughlin Global, Inc
www.laughlin-global.com
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AB 60 was amended and
passed the state assembly on
May 27, 1999. The bill now goes
to the California Senate in a
revised version. Although the
amended bill appears to add flexibility, this proposed law still
cancels out the real latitude
enjoyed by Californians to enter
into
individual
workweek
arrangements, up-front and free
from constraints. Indeed, the new
version of this bill carries additional constraints from the former version. It is ironic that the
alternative workweek arrangement rules under pre-1998 regulation actually afforded more
flexibility.
Individuals concerned with
true work schedule flexibility,
and who care about a vital state
economy, are urged to contmue
to express their opposition to th1s
bill now. For those who have not
previously been involved, now is
the critical time for you to start
makmg your opinions known.
Write your senate members, as
well as the governor, and Jet
them know that this legislati~e

Call to Action

attempt IS bad fo r personal
lifestyles and bad fo r business.
Estimates of the costs of this
bill to California businesses
approach $1 billion.
The following aspects of the
amended bill underscore the need
to get and stay involved:
Increased
Bureaucratic
Regulation
Amendments to AB 60 call
for
the Industrial Welfare
Commission (IWC) to set procedures for alternative workweek
elections, their adoption, as well
as their repeal. There were no previous detailed regulations under
the old regs, just basic requirements. Under this bill, the IWC
will, among other charges, designate how an employer may repeal
an alternative workweek arrangement (there was no previously
existing rule). More importantly,
the IWC will have responsibility
for designating "criteria for designating the work unit" (defining
the work group that votes).
Heretofore, no such criteria existed and this intrusion is particularly disadvantageous to the adoption of alternative schedules.

Make-up Time
The c urrent, amended, bill
calls fo r an y amount of make-up
time as lo ng as hours m excess of
11 are pa1d overtime And each
make-up occaswn requires an
employee 's
signed,
written
request. But why approach flexibility backwards? Why not have
individual workweek arrangements up-front and not after the
fact?

Limiting
Alternative
Schedules
to
10
Hour
Workdays - Healthcare workers on prev1ous schedules are
exempted, (until 2000), but
many other industries and
employees have enjoyed the
flexibility that such schedules
have allowed and this should
continue.

Exemption Classifications
This version calls for the
IWC to "review, retain and
eliminate" exemptions valid as
of 1997 and allows the IWC to
establish
new
exemptions
through 1/2004. If it 's required
for the " health, welfare of workers in a particular occupation,
trade, or industry. Under present
state regulation (and federal
law) exemptions are based on
the nature of the JOb. This new
requirement adds a new test that
an exemption is good for health
and welfare (more hurdles). The
extension of this test to a particular occupation etc. adds an
"isolationist" approach; the
same exemption will have to be

Individual Liability
AB 60, in its current amended version, provides for the personal liability of individuals
who break its requirements. The
requirements
are
many,
detailed, and cumbersome to
juggle. Should every supervisor
become a labor expert? Or punished for not being one?
Another disincentive for the
adoption of alternative schedules.
These are but a few of the
onerous
and
burdensome
aspects of this bill. We urge you
to stand up for flexibility in the
workplace for employers, as
well
as
employees.
Get
involved. Stay involved.

''defended again and again ."
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You can now incorporate in any
state, including name reservation,
by phone, fax, or Internet. Think
of it. In less than 7 minutes, your
small business can be enjoying
big business benefits. Call now.
• Complete Services
• Low-Cost Guarantee
• Guaran1eed Workmanship

AB 60 -

by Matt Bartosiak
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t Do Core Competencies Have to Do With Mark~ting? ..

·by Ron Burgess

Marketing has been defined as
those activities which bring a product or service to the customer,
including distribution channels,
research, advertising, sales and promotion. It is perhaps better defined
as all activities that match an organization's core competencies with
the customer need (client, patient,
donor) with a profit or surplus.

shoe store's competencies are buying from a world supply and finding
and keeping its customers. Federal
Express' core competency is not
flying planes, or dnving trucks. It is
logisltcs. An independent parts
plant must have competencies in
manufacturing, but with automation, many processes are less skillbased and more niche intelligence
based.
Nike has never been skilled at

· new age o f 1ntellectual
In thts
...
. ·tors ·md con1rae
property, ~u .,-con
· '
· ·s not eas·y to define a
sultants, 11
core competence. Wh ere capital
used to d e fime power• today the
knowled ge se I o f the team can
define competence. Old Competen-

a customer. ts hke a worthless
.
invention wtth
. . no. market. Matchmg
.
..
competenctes
wtth the customer ts
. .
an mtncate dance between
two
.
opposing and yet symbtottc forces.
The competency must be communicated to the customer, and the

cies of manufacturing may need to
become engineering know-how.
Defining competencies may
reqmre thmking out of the box. One
·
1,
approach is certainly the trad .tltona

customer may require adaptations
to the competencies. When they are
aligned, then market positioning
and building value can follow.
What do core competencies

facilitated executive planning meet-

have to do with marketing? What
don't they have to do with market-

< 11ow-up
ing, but this meeting or •0
meetings must also review and

CORE
COMPETENCY

CUSTOMER

Marketing Defined
This puts an obvious emphasis
on the question: what are your company's core competencies? And,
who is your customer? In fact, these
are the two real issues of marketing.
Discovering, knowing and
properly defining your company's
"core competencies" is indeed a
key area of marketing. It influences
every other activity (financial, personnel and marketing) in the company. If the three-legged stool of
businesses consists of finance, people and marketing, then the core
competency is the seat of the stool.
If the stool has the strength, the customer will sit on the stool...for a

making shoes. They have always
been skilled at designing shoes for a
specific market. When I looked at
the first two styles from Phil Knight
himself, he was careful to ask, "But
would you buy them if they were
made in Korea?" I did buy them.
Phil Knight knew from the start that
their core competence was in the
area of sports, not manufacturing.
Nike calls themselves a "marketing
and design" company, never a shoe
or apparel company.
Noted management consultant
and business author Tom Peters,
cites in Liberation Management,

core competencies is tougher than
ever. It used to be that the cobbler's
competency was making well fit-

MCI's competence (he calls it
"soul") is "putting together new
telecommunications packages that
can, at the drop of a hat, serve a
customer better." Integrating the
work of outsiders is also a special

ting boots and shoes. Today the

competence.

fee!
Determining an organization's

ED'

Founded: Family Owned and Operated Since 1985
The De
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TOffCS, JOK"rb. Jube, M..ry•M •lkJ Toay

909/881~131/J:Z

• Fu

909/881~133

define your customer. If your customer changes, your competency
may need to change, or your marketing niches may need to change.
Competencies must align with
the customer, otherwise the competency may define the product, making the company a product driven
company, rather than a market driven company. A competency without

ing? Everything!

Ron Burgess is president of Burgess
Group, a marketing management
consulting company, specializing in
relationship marketing and marketing systems integration. He can be
reached by phone at (909) 7987092, e-mail at Br1rgessgroup
@excelonline.com or on the web at
www.Burgessman.com.
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Ten Easy Steps Employers Should Follow to Lower Their Reserve Account Charges
by Laurence T. Emert, AdmllllStrative
Law Judge
When Don Hagen opened bis
mail, be couldn't believe what be saw.
The owner of Stanyer & Edrnondsen, a
Goodyear 1ire distributor with locations in Ontario and Pasadena, Hagen
bad appeared two weeks earlier at a
hearing to contest an unemployment
insurance claim. Although be thought
be bad an ironclad case, Hagen lost his
appeal.
Hagen was concerned about the
outcome of his appeal because of the
way in which unemployment insurance
benefits are financed Employers pay
both a flat-rate federal unemployment
insurance tax and an experience rated
state unemployment insurance tax. Ifan
employer maintains a stable woril: force
with little turnover, and defeats unmeritorious claims, it can benefit with a
reduced tax rate on the state level.
So what can an employer do to
avoid having to pay out benefits on
claims to separated employees? Here
are 10 suggested steps to follow.
1. STATE WHY THE CLAIM

lACKS MERIT.
When an employee files a claim
for benefits, his last employer is given
written notice. Treat the claim form
seriously! Take advantage of the opportunity to present your side of the story.
without interruption. Submit your
response on time. A late submission
may not be considered.

2. PARTICIPATE IN mE TELEPHONE INTERVIEW.
Don't feel put upon when the EDD
(Employment
Development
Department) calls to ask why the
employee is no longer working for you.
The typical telephone mtcrview lasts a
few minutes. Have someone with firsthand knowledge furnish the requested
information. It is helpful to have the
employee's personnel file in front of
you when responding to questions.
3. GET YOUR APPEAL IN ON

TIME.
If the EDD's adjudicator rules in
favor of the employee, you may file an
appeal. A hearing is then conducted
before an Admmistrative Law Judge
(AU). Heanngs are mlormal - the
strict rules of evtdence don't apply and
procedural rules are relaxed If you
don't get your appeal in on time. it rna)
be dismis.<;ed An appeal must be submined m writing. An iratt: telephone
call to the EDD to vent doesn't count.

State why you dJSagrec wtth the dectsion.

4. FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF
WITH 111E LAW.
The EDD will be happy to furnish
any business with written material on
how the unemployment insurance program works. The material will help you
understand what eligibility conditions
must be met before an applicant can
collect benefits. A better way to
become acquainted with the law is to
join an Employer Advisory Council in
your area. Geared for the small- to
medium-sized business, the EAC
worts hand in hand with the EDD
sponsoring symposiums.
5. PREPARE FOR YOUR APPEAL
HEARING EARLY.
If you wait for the last minute to
prepare for your hearing, the results
will be disastrous. You could end losing a winnable appeal. You will get at
least 10 days notice of the hearing.
Immediately calendar the date, time
and place. Retrieve all relevant documents (e.g. warning notices, timecards,
personnel policies, etc.), and notify all
percipient witnesses to clear their
schedule so they can testify if needed
6. APPEAR IN PERSON.
If your drive to the hearing site is
more than an hour, you can be granted
a telephone hearing. Still, appearing in
person has definite advantages. It
allows you to estabiL\h a rapport with
the AU. Questioning the claimant in
person, and pointing out some inconsistency in his testimony, can be more
dramatic (and persuasive) when you're
in the hearing room with your opponent If you can't make the hearing date
because of a schedulmg conflict,
unmediatcly call the Appeals Office
and request a continuance.
7. CONSIDER RETAINING AN
EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE.
If you do not have an experienced
human resources staff, you should give
serious consideration to using an outside firm to represent you at a hearing.
Employer representative companies
typtcally charge a per-hearing fee
which is negotiable depending upon
what other services they might provide
for you in the field of labor law. The
representative can prepare you for a
hearing, and a.<;.,isI you tn subm ittmg
testimon} and document' to present
your most effecttve ca.<;<: hefore the
hearing officer.
8. BRING ALL RECORDS AND
WITNESSES TO THE HEARING.

When you fire an employee, you
must establish it was for willful misbehavior (or mtsconduct) to get a favorable decision. (When the employee
quits, he must show good cause for
leaving.) Documents can provide compelling proof of why you Jet the
employee go. 1bey can corroborate
testimony of witnesses. Handbooks
setting out rules of conducts and writeups documenting misbehavior are a
musL (Make sure each warning is
signed by the employee). Warnings
aeate a paper trail -which is hard to
dispute later on. 1bey also demonstrate
the progressive nature of your disciplinary system. Don' t rely upon verbal
warnings- which are easily disputed
and often forgotten.
9. GET TO THE HEARING ON

TIME.
If you're late to the appeal hearing,
it may be dismissed - even if you
would have prevailed had you presented your evidence. The AU has a busy
schedule and doesn't have the time (or
inclination) to wait forever for your
arrival. Obtain directions from the
appeals office. Factor in enough time

for traffic and parlong. If you're running late, let the hearing officer know.
An early arrival helps calm nerves
and lets you acclimate yourself to the
hearing room set-up.

10. DON'T BITE THE HAND
THAT FEEDS YOU.
Even if yOUT dealings with the
EDD were diffirult, coming into tbe
hearing with a chip on yOUT shoulder is
counterproductive. The AU prides herself on her professionalism and impartiality. She will not rubberstamp the
decision made by the adjudicator.
Respond to questions asked directly
and submit all relevant documents.
(Bring a copy for the judge and the
other side.) Don't be argumentative or
sarcastic. The hearing officer will not
tolerate iL Maintain a businesslike
demeanor.
Following these 10 steps cannot
always guarantee victory in contesting
claims for benefits. However, it will
allow you to vigorously contest and
often beat claims that you feel are not
valid The payoff in defeating meritless
claims is a lower tax rate- which will
add to your profitability.
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Inland Empire Warehousing and Industrial Real Estate Markets Continuing Strong Growth
Rise of Local Land Economy "Almost Scary," One Developer Observes
by Robert Parry
The Inland Empire 10dustrial
and warehouse real estate and
developmenl markels are contiOuing to display robust health as new,
bigger and beller prOJects spnng up
on available parcels faster than the
weeds on lhe same vacant lots.
Real estate giant Grubb & Ellis'
1999 mid-year forecast makes clear
!hat continued growlh rs in the
immediate future for the region. "A~
lhe fastesl growing of lhe five
Soulhern California melropolitan
areas, this maturing market continues lo be a strong draw for many
relailers seeking to follow lhe path
of growth," the report says. That

"/ would say that, compared to
the other markets we are in Chicago, Dallas, Portland and
Denver- the Inland Empire is
most competitive with the
slimmest margins.
"There's a lot of savvy developers out there," McPhee said.
retail growth is being spurred by
new jobs and residential expansion,
all of which are anchored in industrial and warehousing developmenl.
Accord10g to Grubb & Ellis, the
Inland Empire is the sixth-fastest
growing among 172 economic
regions in the country tracked by the
U.S Dept. of Commerce.
The Inland Empire office space
market is heating up, too. Office
vacancy rates have dipped below 20
percent and are on track to be near
15 percent by the year 2001. As a
result, lease rates ,are slowly but
consistently rising and now stand
just below $1.50/ sq. ft. That still
puts the local lease rates well below
the $2.00 Orange County market
average. Vacancy rates in !hat area
are under 10 percent.
These statistical indicators are
backed up by scads of anecdotal
evidence and a stack of announcements about new projects and new

opponunities. A shon Its! JUS! from
late April and May
• TIIG, Ltd., parenl company of
a limousine manufaciUrer, purchases a 17,280-square-foot 10dustrial
building in Corona for aboul
$880,000.
• Nonh American Pel Products
makes a $2.1 millton purchase of a
4l.ii20-square-foot industrial buildlOg 10 Corona . Occupalron rs slated
for Augusl.
• Dugmore & Duncan, the
national dislributor of Sargenl door
producls, breaks ground on a new
facility in Corona's Graphite
Business Park. The final developmen! wrll feature 29 buildings and
the first phase will open in the fall.
• A 366,000-square-foot second
phase of the Ga1eway Industrial
Park in Mrra Lorna gets rolling with
two burldings sold and two leased
before ground IS broken.
• A $55 million investment for
five buildings in Ontano is slated to
cover a whopping 1.5 million
square
feet
for
Investment
Development Services, a Los
Angeles-based developer. It will fill
some of the last available real estate
along the Pomona freeway near
Haven Avenue.
• Koll Development and Home
Depot ink a $2.3 million deal for a
five-year lease on 100,000 square
feet at its Koll Arrow Center in
Rancho Cucamonga. It is just part
of the second phase of a project that
will be nearly a half-million square
feet when completed. It will house
the West Coast lumber operations
for the world's largest home
improvement chain.
"The ongoing stream of distribution businesses moving into the
area over the last four years is a testament to the logistical advantages
offered by the Inland Empire," said
Nader Shah, Koll 's vice president of
development.
One developmenl official who
is very familiar with the flourishing
local market is Christy Clow, vice
president of Turner Development, a
privately-held development compa-

Robert Cullum, prcstdcnt of Dugmore & Duncan of Ca/iforma, at Ius firms new distribu-

tion site at Corona :5 Graphite Business Park.

ny. Her firm has enjoyed remarkable success with several local projects. The Turner Grove distribution
cenler al the corner of Philadelphia
and Grove streets in Ontano is 10 its
second phase. All butldings from
the first phase are already sold or
leased. Tenants include Fujitsu (the
firm's first Southern California
location) and other manufacturers

and distributors.
Clow says that feature which is
making the Inland Empire hot is the
same thing that is key in all real
estate issues: "Location, location,
location." The comb10ation of local
freeways and the Ontario Airport
make the Inland Empire ideal for

continued on page 21

Huge Pier 1 Project Not Likely to
be Region's Last, Developer Says
Local Government Helped Make Project Possible;
Low Rents, Access Will Lure More
by Robert Parry
One of the largest, newest and
most-notable warehousing development projects in the Inland
Empire will be opening in south
Ontario in lhe middle of January.
The new Pier 1 Imports distribution
center is the center piece of Lennar
Partner's new Philadelphia Place
development. The 750,000-squarefoot, 38-acre project is only one
part of the 113-acre Philadelphia
Place development. A total of 24
parcels fill lhe master-planned site.
Pier I will be moving from its
current Rancho Cucamonga distribution facility (a mere 450,000
square feet) to expand its West

Coast operations. The new warehouse will serve 145 stores in 11
western states wilh more than 100
employees.
Philadelphia Place and Pier I is
Lennar's first venture into the
Inland Empire market. The company holds $1.8 billion in real estate
across the globe, including 6 million square feet of industrial and
office use space. The company also
has projects in Chino Hills.
Lang Cottrell, a Lennar official. said that getting such a massive project completed was significantly helped by government officials who worked with the company. "We worked through these

continued on page 21
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Inland Empire Manufacturing Competitiveness
by Paul Syzem, Director, Inland
Empzre Center of the Californza
Manufacturing Technology Center.

"Small Manufacturer" IS a big
term in the manufacturing commumty. There are over 381,000 small
manufacturers in the U.S. and they
contribute more than half to this
country's total value in manufacturing. The bulk of the manufacturing
entities in the Inland Empire fall in
this "Small Manufacturer" category.
The Inland Empire's small manufacturers have cause to celebrate~
The manufacturing sector in the
western states is growmg at better
than twice the national average. The
Inland Empire is a key part of that
growth . Even manufacturing productivity levels in the western states,
already high compared to most other
regions, are growmg faster than the
national average
With all this good news for
small manufacturers in the Inland
Empire, does it mean that we can
relax and enjoy because success is
assured? Well, here are some of the
challenges to consider:
Challenge #1. Productivity
This is a journey without an end.
Big manufacturers constantly strive
to improve productivity under the
banner of Continuous Improvement.
Small manufacturers lag but strive
to keep up. Showing improvement
is not enough; the bigger task for
keeping up with the productivity
challenge is how much and how fast
a company continues to improve on
its improvements. Just going
through one cycle of improvements
is not enough anymore. National figures indicate that productivity
increases for small manufacturers
are 50% of big companies. Inland
Empire manufacturers parallel the
national trend. What this means is
that each employee working for a
large manufacturer is helping the
company put more money in the
bank faster than his or her counterpart in a small manufacturing enterprise.
C hallenge 12. Competitiveness
Over the past 12 months, U.S.
producer prices have declined by

almost 2%. Th1s challenge IS compounded by the fact that the employment growth rate in the western
states is more than double the
nauonal average, while wage and
salary payments are on the upswing.
We are part of th1s trend. What this
means is that our customers want
lower prices while we struggle with
finding good employees that we can
afford within the existing salary
structure of the company. Also, this
means that staying profitable and
competitive while delivering quality
products on lime, all the time, to our
customers continues to be a challenge.
There are a number of things
that small manufacturers can do to
address these challenges. Two of the
most widely used approaches are
operational excellence through best
practices
and
organizational
improvement through people development
Approach
#1.
Operational
Excellence Through Best Practices
In the past, mass production
brought about low-cost production
for products which were essentially
clones of each other. High-volume
production was the name of the
game. Today's market challenge is
to deliver more variety to the customer at an equivalent low price. In
other words, how can a company
deliver more variety in their product
lines at lower cost to the customer
and improve their profits at the same
time? Fortunately, American pioneers such as Dr. Richard
Schonberger showed us how to do
this under the banner of "World
Class Manufacturing." Most companies implement these improvement
programs under banners such as
"World Class Manufacturing,"
"Lean Manufacturing," "Toyota
Production
System," "Kaizen
Events," and others. The results are
usually phenomenal.
As documented by Industry
Week, a company, embarking on lean
manufacturing in the Inland Empire
accomplishing 50% inventory
reduction, 50% floor space reduction, and impressive profitability
improvement at the same time. This
is not unusual for Inland Empire

compan1es embarking on a lean
manufacturing journey, and it
exceeds America's best plants' averages, which have been documented
by Industry Week as follows: 43%
five-year productiVIty increase
(value-added per employee), 64%
five-year productivity increase
(sales per employee), 21% five-year
reduction in manufacturing costs
and a very impressive 73% annual
work-in-process turns.

EDISON
l~lfR .... AIIONAL

Approach #2. Organizational
Improvement Through People
Development
Operational Excellence, by
adopting new approaches to manufacturing, brings about dramatic
changes in how work is done. Cross
trainmg of people on the manufacturing floor to allow greater flexibility in how work is balanced in cellular manufacturing IS one example.
Havmg people maintain their own
assembly equipment m a cellular
manufactunng environment, traditionally done by a mamtenance
department, is another example.
Boundaries of who does what
job are less defined, and departmental barriers that hinder workflow are
bemg torn down. It used to be that
job descriptions were clearly outlined, not so anymore. To illustrate,
let us say that someone is recruited
and hired for task X. As the company adopts best practices for operational excellence, the individual
doing task X finds that doing task X
10 conjunction with tasks A, B, C
and D is more exciting and brings
about significant gains to the organization. This poses a challenge for
the entire work force. Some of the
challenges are psycholog1cal and are
associated with having to change
what one has always been doing for
a long time. Another big challenge
is associated with learning the skills
to identify what needs to be changed
in one's work environment. The
organization's challenge is to nurture a culture where people's ability
to develop and change is celebrated
rather than ridiculed.
Organizations embarking on the
operational-excellence journey recognize the opportunity to leverage
productivity gains by tapping on the

www.onta no.org

Paul Syzem
potential of their entire work force.
One of the more progressive Inland
Empire companies, that has invested
resources m developing their people, calls th1s activity the
"Unleashing of Talent" in their
organization
and has done very
well by unleashing the talent at
every level of the orgamzation.
The challenge for decision makers is to make all this happen. These
are some of the to-do's.

• Thmk out of the box
• Take a leadership role in gathering
the wealth of knowledge on best
practices
• Find someone with experience in
the area who can help minimize the
learning pains
• Introduce the improvement opportunities to the organization
• Champion the changes
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Most importantly, champion a
culture which identifies and nurtures
one cycle of change after another.
Organizations that are successful at
making this happen are called
"learning organizations." Textbooks
define learning organizations as
organizations in which everyone in
the organization is engaged in identifying and solving problems to continuously renew the organization.
The nice part of being a contributor in learning organizations is that
it makes the company more profitable and competitive, it makes customers more satisfied and it makes
individuals in the organization
evolve and grow. The best part is
that people in learning organizations
find their jobs more fulfilling and
exciting.
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WAREHOUSING
On behalf of KES \'ESTURI

Inland Empire Warehousing ...
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cominucd from page 17
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major distribution centers.
Turner is currently workmg on
two proJects in the region. Ford
Motor Company 1s usmg Turner as
a consultant on its !:.mpire Busmess
Center in Mira Lorna and the second phase of Turner Grove is a
tremendous success. Though the
proJect IS not complete, Clow said
she already has offers on all of iL~
bu1ldings.

lrc thank the major sponsors wlto made tire
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Even so, the margins are not so
low that developers are gomg to
lose mterest in the reg1on "There's
a lot of savvy developers out there,"
McPhee said.
McPhee also said that he finds
the vast majority of local development to be for local relocation, not
new busmess. Only about 20 percent of the new tenants Catellub
finds in the area are new to the
Inland Empire.
One problem the Inland Emp1re
must overcome is its physical distance from Los Angeles. "Tenants
who can look at price (only) will
look at the Inland Empire," he sa1d.
But, "man} of those in Los Angeles
have to he down there "They must
rem am dose to downtown for logistics, infrastructure or resource reasons, he explained
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tor?
A. Barry Goldwater
Q. What is your favorite Cask-NCieaver entree?
A. Smothered hleu-top sirloin.
Q. Where d1d you spend your last
vacation?
A. Napa.
Q. What would you he doing If
you weren't in the restaurant business?
A. Growing wine grapes.
Q. What was the last book you
read?
A. "The Roaring 2000s" by Harry
Dent.
Q. What is your management phi-

Pier 1 project...
continued from page 17
1ssues to arrive at a design that fit
mto both the tenant's
spec1fic
requlrements and
the city's aesthetic and functional
requirements,"
said
Cottrell.
"The
process
moved
very
smoothly
and
qlllckly,"
he
added.
Cottrell concurred w1th other
local developers'

able space, has kept rents down
and means that doing business in
the region is becoming less eco-

============

"We worked through
these issues to
arrive at a design
that fit into both the
tenant's specific
requirements and
the city s aesthetic
and functional
requirements, " said
Cottrell.

nomically feasible for new prOJects.
At

the
time, he
that
the
region's convenient access to all
of
Southern

same
said

California, combmed with low
rents for distribulion space, will
continue
to
attract more dis-

statements that
trihutors to the
land prices are
reg1on.
More
becoming
very - - - - - - - - - - - - compames like
high. That, combined with the
Pier 1 will definitely be coming to
ever-expanding market of availthe region, he said.
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Still, Turner is always "lookmg
for the right deal," she said.
Catellus is a build-to-hold
developer with four major Inland
Emp1rc projects. Most notable
among them is the 225-acre.
Crossroads Center in Ontario. All of
Catcllus · cx1sting space m the
Inland Empire has been leased.
McPhee docsn 't see any major
upswmg in rent and feels pricmg in

McPhee oversees the western
region operations for Catellus (a
spin-off of the Santa Fe Pac1fic Rail
Road) and observed that the local
market 1s one of the toughest in the
country. "I would say that, compared to the other markets we are in
- Chicago, Dallas, Portland and
Denver - the Inland Empire is
most competitive with the slimmest
margms."

I.E. PROFILE

D IDRAUN

~ Roche Laboratories

,

Charles McPhee, semor vice
pres1dent of commercial development at Orange-County based
Catellus (NYSE: COX), described
the market as "very strong." That
sentiment was echoed by Clow
who described the current trends as
"almost scary" and reminiscent of
the mid 1980s One warning sign is
the rocketing asking price for undeveloped land "How high can you
go for buildings in Ontario? What's
the limit?"

the reg10n will remain fa1rly even
At the same lime, he says, there is
no indicatiOn that demand is slowing.

lk4ister to win
e-vent v-nly.
held at 7:00 fllll.

durin~ t/ii.-;
Drawin~

losophy?
A. Hire good people that are
smarter than you and get out of
their way.
Q. What are your long-term goals?
A. Travel, learn another language.
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Ontario Mills Bringing 'Shoppertainment' to Inland
by Steve Elliott
One thing becomes abundantly clear immediately upon entering Ontano Mills: This is no ordinary mall. Rather than simply a
place to buy goods, it is a futuristic, high-tech environment providing something for everyone.
Called "California's top
tourist attraction" by Time magazine, Ontario Mills is located
at the intersection of interstates
10 and 15 in o'ntario. This
expanse of concrete and steel
the size of 38 football fields is
hard to miss.
Since its opening in 1996, its
combination of a unique shopping
environment, 14 anchors and more
than 200 value-oriented and specialty retailers has drawn about 18
million visitors annually, with
1999 looking to be a record year.
According to Mills Executive
Vice-President Mark Rivers, the
mall is adding five anchors this

along wtth neighbors Rancho
Cucamonga and Fontana, also
benefiting from the spurt of development.
America's outlet retailers last
year voted Ontario Mtlls number
four in their annual Top 30 list of
outlet centers. The mall was voted
number one in the nation in 1996,
its year of debut.
Mills Corporation Chairman
and CEO Larry Siegel has made it
his goal to revolutionize the way
Americans shop; he calls his concept "shoppertamment."
"Shoppertainment is a word
that we coined and that we own,"
Rivers told the Inland Empire
Business Journal. ''Our malls,
including Ontario Mills, are
designed to be destinations from
long distances, where shoppers
stay for a long time.
"Ontario is our fifth Mills
project, and is probably the most
revolutionary," Rivers said. " It has
been exceptional year after year

year, totaling more than 125,000
square feet. The addittons are targeted
for
completion
by
Christmas.
The anchor additions will be
Vans Skate Park, Hollytron (L.A.based consumer electronics), Cost
Plus (Oakland-based home furnishings/gourmet products), Sam
Ash Music (New York-based
musical instruments and equipment), and Iguana Amerimex
(Oakland-based
southwestern
home furmshmgs).
Among the many other attractions at the 1.7 million square foot
megamall are two huge cineplexes
which boast a whopping combined
total of 52 screens. "The combined 52 screens of AMC and
Edwards are the highest grossing
movie zone in the United States,"
Rivers said.
This customer traffic has
made the east side of Ontario a
haven for retatl and hotel establishments, with the entire city,

and continues to be exceptional in
volume and visitation It has been
a real blockbuster of a proJect for
us.
"What we've found is that
people come with their families
and friends and stay for a long
period of time- on the average,
three hours per visit," Rivers said.
"They have been making an event
of it. They come to shop, to be
entertained, and to dine.
"We have proven that when
you create a destination environment like that, you can rewrite a
lot of the shopping center rules,"
Rivers said.
The Mills Corporation, a selfmanaged real estate investment
trust based in Arlington, Va., is the
only corporation in the U.S. that
has successfully branded a shopping mall. The company's malls
are reported to be more productive
in sales, per square foot, than any
other type of shopping format in
existence.
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Community Coalition Reports Success
of Public School Improvements
There is great commitment to
the improvement of public education tn San Bernardino County,
according to a recently-released
report on the success of a series of
education improvement programs
initiated by the Community
Coalition.
The findings are noted in the
report, "Revtewing the Operation
and Impact of Four Education
Improvement Initiatives," prepared
by Douglas Mitchell, professor with
the California Educational Research
Cooperative at the University of
California, Riverside.
Program plannmg, staffing and
implementation were undertaken by
County Superintendent of Schools
Hubert Fischer's office and participating school districts countywide,
with support from association, law
enforcement and business partners.
"Together with our districts and
other Coalition partners, we put programs in place to see that our students have a strong foundation in

baste skills, receive a quality educallon enriched with technology and
career opportunities, and that they're
provtded safe and secure learning
environments," Fischer said.
According to FL<;eher, the report
findings will be shared with district
superintendenL~. teachers and others
to determine how programs should
be modified to best meet the needs
of distncts in serving students.
First formed tn 1994, the
Community Coahtion ts an alliance
of volunteers representing business,
community, education, government,
law enforcement, parents, senior citizens, students, the California
Teachers Association, the Cahfomia
School Employees Association, the
County School Boards A-;sociation
and Parent Teachers Association.
The Community Coalition partnership spearheaded programs to
address the needs of public education in the areas of early literacy,
technology, career and college readiness, and school safety.

Santiago High School's Perez Selected for
Toyota International Teacher Program

:
1
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by Steve Elliott

"THANK

)'0UfOR
HOlDING"

··-hello?

Your company may no! leave callers 'on-hold' !his long ......
But iO.Y ~'on-hold' can seem like an eternity, unless you
provide !hem wi1h valuable jnforma!ion !hat can help !hem
make informed decisions aboul doing business wi !h your
company.

Little Bear Enterprises
1-714-899-9310
Contact Teddy
HHelping people create a better future"

Santiago High School teacher
Dennis Perez is one of only 20
teachers statewide chosen for the
1999 Toyota International Teacher
Program.
The teachers visited Japan in
June on a 12-day Toyota-sponsored
study program designed to give
them an in-depth look at the country - from tts schools and its factories to its palaces and sacred
shrines.
"Any time a teacher, especially
a history teacher, has a chance to
visit the international community,
it makes us as teachers a little more
realistic and credible to the students when we present the subject
matter," Perez told the Inland
Empire Business Journal.
_
The California educators are
among 50 teachers from four states
who successfully competed for the
all-expense-paid educational and
cultural trip.

"This is an opportunity for
teachers to experience Japan from a
unique perspective," said Yale
Gieszl, TMS executive vice president. "We believe that they will
bring back a deeper understanding
of Japan and the global issues facing both our countries We commend the teachers' plans to incorporate what they learn abroad into
their teaching at home," Gieszl
said.
Perez expressed his thanks to
Santiago High School Assistant
Principal Jesse Balderas, social science department chair Arlin Elvik,
and
fellow
teacher
Edie
Sonnenberg for their letters of recommendation.
"I'm excited about the opportunity to represent Sanllago High
School and the Corona-Norco
Unified School District when I
travel to Japan in a couple of
weeks," Perez said. "I'm very
grateful to Toyota for this wonderful opportunity."

Faces in Business
D. Tad Lowrey
jackson Federal Bank
Jackson Federal Bank has appointed D.
Tad Lowrey as chairman and ceo. Mr. Lowrey
has over 23 years of financial servtces industry
experience. He previously was director of
Golden State Bancorp, owner of Glendale
Federal Bank. The $40-billion institution is
owned by Jackson National Life Corp., and plans to expand its loan offerings and other services in the community under Lowrey's leadership.

Debra Howland
Corona Regional Medical Center
Howland has been named dtrector of managed care for the 228-bed hospttal. She comes to
Corona from Saddleback Memorial Medical
Center in L1guna Hills where she held a similar
post. The position involved dealing with more
than 80 managed care contracts. She has eight
years' experience in the field, and ts a member of
several professional organizations. She holds a bachelor's degree from the
Umversity of Minnesota.

Elizabeth T. Olsen
RHI Management Resources
Olsen has joined RHI's new Ontario office
as division director. RHI is North America's
largest consulting firm for senior-level accounting and finance professionals on a project basis.
Olsen has 20 years of financial industry experience, most recently as director of finance for
Case Swayne Inc. in Corona. She has two master's degrees in related fields,
and serves on the board of the Financial Executive Institute.

"'The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

Galleano Winery
Wine Tasting Daily
Tours Every Sat. & Sun.
Private Labeling
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available
4231 Wineville Rd., Mira Loma, CA 91752
(909) 685-5376
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Hart "Winery: From
Obsession to Expansion
Almost 20 years ago, Joe Hart
decided to act on his obsession.
Hart had dreamed of owning
his own winery; however, he wasn't
sure about taking the plunge.
"But then the obsession became
so strong that in 1979, I took a leave
from my junior high school teaching job," Hart relates. "By the fall
of 1980, I was able to crush enough
grapes for about 800 cases of wine.
Eight hundred cases is not very
hard to sell; that's a tiny amount.
But the wine sold very well," he
said.
"We didn't even have electricity in the building for the first batch
of grapes we crushed," Hart reminisced. "We had electricity by the
end of the harvest," he added with a
chuckle.
Two decades down the line,
Hart's obsession has become a successful business. "We've grown to
about 4,000 cases per year now; we
have the capacity now to do proba-

bly 6,000 cases," Hart said.
Hart Winery recently doubled
the saze of its warehouse to 3,600
square feet.
"The winery has new crushing
equipment and a new press. We
now have much gentler equipment
with the net result that we can produce softer, gentler wines," Hart
explained.
"We produce primarily dry red,
and a couple of dry whites," Hart
said. "We've had a great deal of
success with Grenache Rose, with
grapes from Cucamonga. All those
grapes up there are old vines, and
we can get very intense flavors out
of them."
Hart invites the public to visit
the winery near Temecula on
Rancho California Road, about four
miles east of I-15, or call 909-6766300 or toll-free at 877-638-8788.
Hart Winery is open from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Drucker Kicks Off Executive
Management F.orum Series
by Steve Elliott
Famed economic analyst Peter
F. Drucker kicked off the Executive
Management Forum Series at
Claremont Graduate University
(CGU) on June 9.
Drucker began the series with
his presentation, "Management
Challenges for the 21st Century,"
based on his recently-published
book of the same name, which
focuses upon forces that will
impact society and business in the
future.
Drucker delighted the crowd at
Garrison Theater on the CGU campus with his keen wit and probing
insight into management and international economics, past, present
and future.
The noted author has taught at
CGU since 1971 and continues to
be active as both a writer and as a
consultant.
He was joined by senior economics editor and columnist James
Flanigan of the Los Angeles Tunes.

Flanigan offered remarks and
asked questions of Drucker after
the main presentation.
Sponsored by the Peter F.
Drucker Graduate School of
Management at CGU, the series is
free and open to the public.
The Executive Forum Series,
which features Drucker school faculty discussing their latest publications and research, will continue
throughout the year at the Burkle
Family
Building,
1021
N.
Dartmouth Ave., Claremont, at
CGU.
The next event in the series
will be "Strategic Thinking: An
Executive Perspective," presented
by Cornelis de Kluyver on
Tuesday, Sept. 14. The program
will be an overview of the field of
strategy, based on de Kluyver's
book "Strategic Thinking."
Those planning to attend
should RSVP by visiting the
Drucker School Website at
www.dgu.edu/drucker or by calling
909-621-8877.

Commercial Tire Establishes
Coachella Valley Facility
Commercial Tire of Fresno has
signed a lease to locate a specialty
tare distribution facihty an the
Rancho Coachella Business Park.
The facility is expected to open
about July 1
The Coachella Valley operation
will begin with the employment of
a handful of people, according to
Commercial Tire representative
Don Perry "The new location will
be perfectly suited to servace both
the agriculture and resort communities," Perry said.

Commercaal Tire will be making use of incentives available
through the Coachella Valley
Enterprise Zone.
Michael Bracken, executave
director of the Coachella Valley
Economic Partnership (CVEP),
said that Commercial Tire first contacted CVEP in January.
After working with CVEP
partners to identify potential
sites, Commercial Tire selected
the Rancho Coachella Business
Park.

NOTICES
PERMITS
NEW
$1,395,585
5/27/99
Ref. #38
Menifee

~500,000

OR LARGER

20 SFAS & ATT GAR FROM $60,168 TO $77,907
OWNER: Diamond Brothers Seven LLC, 18645 East
Gale Ave., City of Industry, CA 91748, 626-912-0123
CONTRACTOR: Alpha Service Technology, 18645 So.
Gale Ave., Ste. 205, City of Industry. CA 91748,
626-854-5541
PROJECT: 29129-29188 Peridot Cir., 29696-29718
Desert Jewel

COMM'L
$1.591,744
5/26/99
Ref. #67
Thermal

GREENHOUSE #1-2, SHADE HOUSE, POTTING
SHED; CONTACT: Richard Wilson, 626-969-3585
OWNER: Elmer E. Plum, 83300 Avenue 58, Thermal,
CA92274
PROJECT: 83300 Avenue 58

NEW
$2,104,388
5/25/99
Ref. #13
Corona

21 SFAS & ATT GAR FROM $88,605 TO 113,687
OWNER: Presley Homes, 19 Corporate Plaza, Newport
Beach, CA 92660, 714-640-6400
PROJECT: 13725-13785 Buckskin Trail Dr., 2750327576 Wild Fire Ct.

NEW
$1,648,990
5/25/99
Ref. #60
Riverside

30 SFAS & ATI GAR FROM $49,895 TO $63,515
OWNER: Fairway Homes, 914 Westwood Blvd., #537
Los Angeles, CA 90024, 310-475-3540
CONTRACTOR: Carlin Development, 16843 Valley
Blvd., #4, Fontana, CA 92335, 909-276-2754
PROJECT: 4286-4334 Royal Pine Cir., 4282-4333 Guild
Cir., 9286-9310 Signature St.

Southern California Construction Reports
Phone: (800) 383-1723 or (310) 451-7660
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Groups Call for End to State Monopoly on Infrastructure
by Ste~·e Ellwtt
Leaders of the Cahfornia
Taxpayers' Association (Cal-Tax)
and the California Chamber of
Commerce have called for an end
to the state monopoly on public
works projects.
Contracting for such services is
now constrained as a result of a
series of lawsuits brought by state
employed engineers (Professional
Engineers
in
California
Government or PECG).
The state monopoly is behind
the $3 billion bottleneck in state
transportation projects, according
to leaders of the two groups. "As
California continues to grow, we
face increasing demands for new
infrastructure work," said Larry
McCarthy, president of Cal-Tax.
Much of California's infrastructure was built several decades
ago, and the state's highways,
water delivery and sewer systems,
prisons, schools and higher educa-

lion facilities are neanng the end of
their intended hfe.
Traffic volume has far outstripped freeway capacity all over
the state. Those who frequent
Inland Empire freeways at rush
hour can attest to the fact that neargridlock conditions are a regrettable fact of life for commuters.
Studies have shown that freeway congestion has increased up to
33 percent, due to population and
traffic growth in the state. As
California's economy and population skyrocketed in the post-World
War II years, governors and
Legislatures responded with massive public works construction at least, up until the late 1970s.
For two decades, billions of
dollars was expended on public
works, with construction reached
its zenith during the Pat Brown
administration in the early 1960s.
But construction then began to
slow as the state's consensus on
spending and taxes fragmented,

bus1ness 1ournaI
iNLAND EMPIRE
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exemphfied by the passage of
Proposition 13 in 1978.
Public works spendang plummeted, eventually declining by
three-fourths in relative terms.
Which brings us to potholed
streets, hazardous, jam-packed
freeways, schools with leaky roofs
and prisoners housed in converted
gymnasiums.
Cal-Tax and the California
Chamber of Commerce have issued
a report, "Meeting California's
Infrastructure Challenge: Assuring
Cost-Effective and Timely Project
Delivery," which details the state's
infrastructure needs for new
bridges and highways, schools,
water facilities and other public
works project, as well as retrofitting and repairs on existing facilities. The overall cost for the needed projects, according to the report,
exceeds $90 billion. Other estimates range from $75 billion to
more than $100 billion.
"Giving state and local govern-

ments the option of using private
architectural and engineering companies is a cost-effective way to
meet California's infrastructure
needs," said Allan Zaremberg,
president of the California
Chamber of Commerce.
According to the report, counties around the state, including San
Bernardino County, have successfully worked with the private sector
to build critical highway projects
faster and for less money than if the
job had been done by Caltrans.
"Our report found that contracting out has been a success here
at home, and around the country,"
said McCarthy of Cal-Tax. "With a
need for billions of dollars in infrastructure improvements ahead, we
need to get the most for our
money."
Copies of the report can be
obtained by calling the California
Taxpayers' Association at 916930-3104, or e-mailing ron@caltax.org.

BE IN THE KNow
AND BE KNOWN
The Inland Empire Book of Lists 2000 puts ~·oua· company's
message in f.-ont of the people who know what they want, get
what they want and know where to find it. The Book of Lists
2000 edition has more lists and higher circulation than enr
before. We know that you want the most for your adn a·tising
investment, making the Book of Lists an excellent adna·tising
choice.

The opportunity to advertise your company's message next to the list of your choice is available.
Call the Inland Empire Business Journal at 909-484-9765 ext. 21 & 26.
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NAFTA Makes Mexico a Prime Exporting Market
Whenever I speak to firms
about starting to export, I always
first mention the potential of
Mexico. Mexico is the nation's second most important trading partner,
(behind Canada), and until recently, California's second highest trading partner as well. Mexico imporL'i
about 80"0 of all its products from
the United States, indicating a
tremendous
preference
for
American products. With its geographic proximity (which greatly
lowers export shipping costs) and
partnership in our only truly successful bilateral trade agreement NAFfA- Mexico is poised to continue to grow as a partner in years
to come.
The main goal of NAFfA is to
eliminate tariffs and quotas on all
North American products by 2003.
This obviously will allow us even
more of a comparative advantage
with Mexico than other foreign

competitors, as well as a chance to
continue developing the export
market for Mexico to us.
California exports to Mexico
declined by 4.2 percent in the first
quarter of 1999 to total $3.0 bilhon.
This decline in exports dropped
Mexico to the third position among
California's top export markets.
This reflects some normal slowing
in Mexico's economy after it
roared hack following the peso
devaluation and economic crisis in
1995. The peso devaluation actually proved to be a positive force for
California's exports during that
period, which dropped less than 4%
in 1995 compared to a national
average of 9%. Texas' exports,
which are dominated by consumer
products, plunged nearly 28%.
This was caused by Mexico's
peso devaluation which, while
making imported products more
expensive, made their products
much cheaper and created a significant increase in exports to the
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Manageinent May Never Be the Sa01e

WORLD TRADE

Commentary by Dal'id Lynch

JULY 1999

ment fell by 14 percent, wh1le
exports of industrial machinery
rose 3 percent through the first
three months of 1999. Although
total California exports to Mexico
experienced a decline, seven of the
top 15 export sectors experienced
growth m the first three months of
1999.
In the first five years of
NAFfA, California exports to
Mexico have increased 72 percent
or $5.6 billion.
Today, California exports to
Mexico directly and indirectly support approximately 186,200 jobs in
the Golden State, with 78,400 of
these jobs resulting from export
growth under NAFfA.

United States In order to fill those
orders, Mexican industry, which
remams technologically-dependent
upon us, needed to buy more industrial products, electronics and
machinery in order to meet their
production demands. Many of
these firms hold dollar accounts
and were not impacted as much as
other, consumer-oriented companies which needed to exchange
pesos for dollars in order to buy
American products. At three-times
the 1994 prices, this became a
pamful expenence mdeed, thus
lowering consumer product exports
significantly, a problem which has
lingering impacts today.
California exports to Mexico
continue to he driven by exports of
electronics, electrical equipment,
industrial machinery, computer
equipment. Exports in these two
sectors comprise 50 percent of
California exports to Mexico.
California exports to Mexico of
electronics and electrical equip-

Dennis Lynch is the immediate
past-president of rhe Jnumd Empire
Jnremarional Business Association
based in Ontario. His company,
The Export Mechanics, provides
export training and consulting. He
can be reached at (714) 540-1994.

by Dr. George Wearhersby
ls the traditional concept of
management reaching the end of
the road? It is a scary thought We
live in an environment that is bombarded with change, and we still
haven't come to terms with what
that means.
One thing we know for certam
1s that creating economic value by
running a successful business is a
d1fferent proposition now than it
was 100 years or even 25 years
ago. During the course of the 20th
century, wealth was tied first to the
land and then, in the industrialized
nations, to the ownership of factories, machines and financial capital.
Today, the creation of economic value is tied to information,
brain power and ideas. As a result,
wealth 1s generated by intellectual
and financial capital, which 1s
available from a vast spectrum of
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Certified Public Accountant Firms
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Company Name

I CPA's In I.E.

Addras

I Prtnrs In I.E.

City/State/Zip

Year
Founded

Ttl. Emplys in I.E.

4
2
6

1975

Michael L. Cox & Assodale!l
23. 5050 Palo Verde, Stc. 213
Monlclair. CA 91763

3

1995

Froderkk Reiss & Company
25. 164 Hosp11.1111y Lane, Sle. 6A
San Bernardino, CA 92408

loldoe A D'AJdle, CPAI

6

3
4

Oatl'monl

Monlcla~r

Au1omob1le Dcatersh1p Audlling.
Accounllng.
Tax

R1versidc

Agric-ultural. Profes&ionaL Cons1tUC110n,
Bu"""" Dt:vctopmenl, Management Consutling.
SySiems Dt:'elopmen~ Compulcr Services

5

San Bemardmo

Palm Spraass, CA 92:262
Walter D. McLau&faUD, CPA

2

19R3

Palm Spnngs

Hcallhcare, Es1.11e Planning,
Busmcss Managemenl for Physic1ans
& Individuals
Med1cal, Profc,SJonal, Trusts,

'

President
(909) 781-6480/781-20'26

Owner
(909) 890-3533/890-3543
Mldl~le

Bolanos

Managing Partner
(760) 325-5095/325-6105

Owner
(760) 320-57481320~536

- -

-

Debnl..Burr

Walter D. McLaughlin

Eslales. Conslrucllon.
Rcprcscnlallon

Palm Spnng>

Managing Panncr
(909) 398-1310/398-1317

Fred Reiss

Fmanc1al Slalcmenb. E.'lale Plannmg, Tax. Audil,
Computer Consul! mg

I

5

Gary Hilliard

Michael L. Cox
Owner
(909) 482-4374/482-4379
danacox335@aoi.com

All induslru:s & Individuals,

1947

1997

27. 400 S. Farrell Dr.• Sle B-103
Palm Spnng.s, CA 92262

1bp Local Executive
Title
Ttiepbooe/Fax
E-Mail Address

Industries and Specialities

Tax & Acccunling,
Pnva1e BusinCSii Consulling.
Fanannal Plann1ng Income Taxes, Rtliremenl, Eslales

1992

2
2
8

U. 901 E. Tabqwtz Canyon Way, Ste. A·202

I Omces In I.E.

lllfllrt

I Omces in Co.

2

2
t

lht In/ami /

Headquarters

1111118nl, IJeDIIie a: Co. CPA's
.U. 250 W. FUlll St , Ste 320
Oaremoat, CA 91711

Pal: nd Ban-, CPAI
:&4. SOlS Caoyoo Crest Dr
Rivcrllde, CA 92S07

111

-

Compamcs that can help customt:rs
tdentify and resolve thetr problems
-and ddiver on lofty promiseswill win the order every time
• From a focus on management
to a focus on the shareholder
Investors dislike arrogance Time
and again, the market has shown
that when compames persist in the
riction that all wisdom resides at
the top, they perform poorly, lose
investors and find it hard to finance
themselves.
• From finance-onented to
idea- and people-oriented. The old
system of sending orders down and
reporting financials up won't work
as hierarchies are replaced by work
groups, virtual teams and other
nontraditiOnal approaches to work.
The idea of the employee as mindless automaton is dead.
• From efficient and stable
environments to constantly changing environments. The idea of a
standard operating procedure,

whtch is decided at the top and carned out at the bottom, doesn't
make sense in an environment
where customers requtre flexibtlity
and responsiveness.
• From hierarchy to hnkages.
The new customer primacy, along
with technological change and
intense competition, makes a
mockery of the centrally planned,
command-and-control
management model Orgamzattons are
increasingly decentralized and
linked.
• From vertical integration to
networks. There's not enough time
to even think about creating a vertically integrated company By the
time you had it all destgned, your
product might be obsolete.

Editors Note: Dr. George
Weathersby is president and chief
executrve officer of the American
Management Association International. He is the author of six
books and more than 50 articles.

Wade Cook Financial Corp. Under Investigation
by Steve Elliotl

,

sources.
In this global economy, the
entire technology sector began hfe
as a global mdustry. But traditional
companies also have taken advantage of advances m technology and
communicatwns to produce products and pursue customers globally.
A new paradigm is emerging
that requires companies to make
the following changes:
• From a focus on price to a
focus on the customer. The global,
idea-based economy has created
ophons for customers, and there
are many organizations worldwide
competing for the same order and
the same customer dollar.
• From a quantity mmd-set to a
quality mind-set. Today's customer
wants quality and tailoring to meet
his or her particular needs.
• From being product-driven to
being solution- and performancedriven. Time has truly become
money in the Information Age.

Wade Cook Financial Corp.,
wh•ch runs investment seminars
nationwide and recently opened a center in Orange County, is the subject of
an investigation and lawsuit by the
Fresno County Distnct Attorney's
office and the California Attorney
General's office.
The investigation, whtch began
last year, centers around the no-refund
policy of the Cook corporation which
violates California state law, according
to Fresno County Senior Deputy
Dtstrict Attorney Alan Yengoyan.
Yengoyan told the baland Emprre
B11stness Jo11mal that his ofllce has
JUSt requested a list of Wade Cook customers. According to Yengoyan, the
company has shown some reluctance
to turn the list over to his office.
Yengoyan sa.d the company would
have 30 days to officially respond.
lf the county wins its lawsuit,
Yengoyan said the Wade Cook company could face a maximum penalty of
$2,500 for each violation, in addition
to refunds.
Yengoyan wants all Wade Cook
customers in California to be able to
cancel their seminar contracts and get

-~----

-~-~~---·

their money back. He said the total
amount to be refunded could run into
millions of dollars.
Seminars in California provided
the Wade Cook company more than
$10 mtlhon of its tota11997 revenue of
$104.9 million.
California is Cook's number one
market. State law requires semmar
firms to give prospective students
three days after sign-up to change their
minds and ask for a refund. The law
requires that a student's right to rescind
the contract be disclosed in every seminar contract. If the right is not disclosed, customers can get their money
back, according to the lav..
Until recently, Wade Cook's contracts read, "All sales are final," wh1ch,
according to Yengoyan, is illegal.
The company has opened a Wade
Cook Financtal Education Center m
Santa Ana_ It was the first such ct:nter
ouL~ide of Washington for students
who want to conduct research or buy
books and pubhcatit)ns.
The company maintains a Weh
site at www.wadecook.com.
Former cabdriver and college
dropout Wade Cook is considered a
"rags to riches" story since he filed for
bankruptcy in 1984. Hts seminars offer

stock market investment advice.
According to the Los Angeles Times, in
1997 the Wade Cook company iL~elf
lost $804,493 trading secunties.
In 1997. the Seanle-hased company presented 3,293 seminars in 379
cittes, according to a report filed with
the Securities and
Exchange
Commission.
According to Yengoyan, a lawsuit
against Wade Cook Financial Corp. is
also pending in Texas, with
Washington state securities regulators
and Illinms officials currently investi-

gating the practices of the company.
A Securities and Exchange
Commtsston probe into possible securities fraud is also underway. having
started in March 1996.
Cook and the company have
denied any wrongdoing.
A Web site, www.garywall.com,
has posted what Yengoyan characterized as "Wade Cook horror stories" on
the Internet. According to Yengoyan,
the allegations are taken from the
Cook company's own !OK report filed
as required by law in March of 1998.

SBA LOANS
Direct From

GeLETI\ N1\TIE)N1\L "-81\NK
one of the largest
SBA PREFERRED LENDERS
In California

"Never a Packaging Fee"
PETER COULTIS
Ass1stant V1ce Pres1dtntl
SBA Loan SpecialiSt

0<- •

LONG TERM FINANCING
• Com!M<Ciol RMI Ea• WO<I<ong C8p>lal
PurchaM
Equopment Fnancong
• ConetrucUonllmprowmentw • PurchCM of Buseness
CALL

Peter Coultls
OUR VERY EXPERIENCED SBA LOAN SPECIALIST IN
L.A ANO ORANGE COUNTIES

_,,,_,

(714) 434-7700
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I.E. PEOPLE
Old World Ambiance in Riverside
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1998
I or Employees
S S.les Volum• Ytlr Est•blish<d

~ ..._Gr8(11dcs

L

44,000,000

300
1955

l810WIIIII Dr.
Min 1.-, CA 917S2
Califonla otrsd Pri11tm
17277 KaJsoo Circle
Riverside, CA 92508

20,000,000

2.

VBS ......... GrOIIp
2577 ltese8rdl Dr.

17,500,000

l.

7.

13,000,000

\aley Prt.len, lac.
2180 Iowa Ave.
Rivemldc, CA 92S07

9,000,000

Crowa Prilltm
250 W Rialto Ave.
San Bemardioo, CA 92408

6,200,000

56

Commercial Printing & Packaging. P.S.
Labels, Busines. Forms,
Books, Manuals

Sheet Fed & Web
1-6 Colon;
& Tower Coating

Lay Oat, Perfett Bonding,
Die CUtting & Fol<l!Giue,
Ek:c. Pre-Press/Dirett to Plate,
Full Service Fulfillment

Gtllt Hamrick
PresodenlJOwner
(909) 273-7900/.!73-7912

Electronoc Pre-Press,
Multiple Color, Complete
Bindery & Finishmg, Delivery

Walt Vidan
Presidem
(909) 889-97731884-8142
pnnt@franklonpressllc.com

85
1936

72
1968

Commercial Printing
Cal.llogs, Brochures
Magazines, Digests

Web & Sheet fed
6 Colors

6 Color Web Print

L. Vega
President
(909) 682-5539/686-4930

50

Complete Prinung Scrvoces Publications,
Annual Reports, Brochures, Manuals,
Point of Purchase, Adverlisong, Direct Mail

Sheet-Fed Komori
1-6 Colors
2-Color Perfectong

Desktop Publl!.hong,
Complete Design
& EPP

Denny Sbortll
President
(909) 888-7531/889-1639

3,700,000

32
1971

Stocha.llc,
Hexachrome, Uve
Color Priming

3,300,000

30
1975

Commercial Sheet-Fed Printing,
Annual Reports, Brochures, Catalogs,
Manuals, l'logr.ms, ~

3,200,000

33
1979

3,200,000

26
1981

Commercial Printing.
Brochuns, Posters,
Catalogs, Newsletters

2,000,000

15
1979
16

18.

An Prillllq Co.
948 Vella Road
Palm Springs, CA 92264

..............
42327 Roo Ncdo

T-u, CA 92590

J1

Advuced 011or Graplllcs
245 York Place
Oaremont, CA 91711

c.-.....,

1,500,000

16Sl,__Rd.

1980

O.....CA91720
14.

1,100.000

11.

Complete Electronic Pre-Press,
CrCIIive De&ignm, Full Color
Commeraal Printing, Full Bindery

Mike Roblnsoa
President
(909) 676-1871/676-5912

4-Color 10 Single Color Pronllng,
Brochures, Ayers, Repo,
Point of Purchase

Akiyama, Heidelberg,
Hamada
1-4

Full Color CommerCial Printing,
Full Bindery

Sttve Thompson
Owner
(909) 625-3381/625-2081

Broch~res. Promotional Folden,
Corporate Brochures, Publications,
Annual Reports, Direct Mail

Heidel her~
1,2,4 Colors

FuU Service, Desktop Publ.
CrCIIive Anwork, ConunerciaJ
Priatia&, Qualiry \\brkmanship

C11try1 Del Grippo

Commercial Printing,
Brochuns, Poslers,
Color Separations

Upland, CA 91786

A to Z l'rilldllc Co.puy, me. 993,000
4330 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503

Komori, RyobJ, AB Dick 9810 Full Service, Desktop Publish.,
I, 2, 4 Colors
Commercial Printing,
Quality Customer Services
~Roland

1-4 Color

Business Slalionery & Forms, Atlvenising 2 Color trek 3985
Materials, Newsteuers, Price Lists, Booklets, AB Dick 9800 Series
Labels, Color Copies
I, 2 and 3 Spot Color

6

llrocbuJes, Labels,

1992

Dirott Mail, Forms,
Cmnmercial Priating

16
1921

Sheet F<d Mitsubishi/ Conventional & Elettronic Pre-Press, Guy Gaissaaie
Akiyallli/Heidelbcrg la-Une Aqueous Coating, In-House General Manager
1-6 !'1m Aqana a- Biodcry, Complete Lellerpre£$ Serv. (Q09) 686-7100/686-4203

Heidel bergs
1-4

8
1988
12
1970

Haig Atamian
President/CEO
(760) 77S-3757mS-376t
haigs@earthlink.net

M1rk Lawrence
Owner
(760) 323-27071322-3547
mark@aceprtg.com

r;400,ooo

...,........_fiiSo.Call. 1,140,000
893 West 9tb Sl.

Komoris
1-6 w/coaling

ln-Une Aqueous Coaling,
Conventional and Electronic
Pre-Press, In-House Bindery

Commercial Priming

........ C\92508

Top-Quality Brochures,
Magazines, Annual
Reports - All Dog~tal

6!40-4/2(J{}J40

Multi-Color, Sheet-Fed, Brochures,
Komori Sheet Fed
Promotional Ayers, Programs, Newslellers, 1-5+ Aqueous Coaler
Pu~call0r6, Sa!OC Cola Sepualloo1 IRJSI!rnaging

16
1983

727J 11itJmJ 21S l!all

Rea~

High Resolution Printing on
Sheet-Fed Roland 700 ~ 1o Plale Elcdromc Pre-~ Doll Faw;t
Paper or Synthetia; (PioiS!ics) Board,
1-8 Colen
High Res. Printing/Packaging,
President
Foiling, Em~ong, Die Cutting, Packaging
Paper or Synthetics (Plastics)
(909) 980-1577/989-9716

C.'Ddl c-dlil"tii6c 1,410,000
1601 OUcago Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

,.,..............
16.

Catalogs, D~recl Mao I,
Heidelberg, Komori
Documentation, Newsleners, 2-6 Colors + Coating
Corporate Communications

D~rectone.,

lfaic's Qaalily PriiiW.C

'·

President/CEO
(909) 361-71001361-7085
jk<A$U@abgraphics.com
Howard Bonchel
Region Manager
(909) 656-0460/656-0460
coppnnts.com

34
1963

UGnpltia

Nl Elcalaic ~1'15
ElectJConv. Pre-Press,
Bondery, Polybagging,
Ma~long, Start-up Publocallons

5,300,000

3S47 Mime Sl.
JUveniciD, CA 92SIIJ

Docurnelll & Prn Mpt.. ~
& t.flliq k.. Daign. 1yPelclling'

by Steve Elliott

Joba Ko.ta

3 Hcatsel Presses,
Print 1-3 Wide Webs
1-6 Colors

1970

8656 Uticl Ave~ Ste. 100
RuclloOamoap, CA 91730

II OS N Gene Autry
Palms Springs, CA 92262

12.

Fo11'11S, Labels, Digital, Commercial Priming 31 Web & SheCI Fed
Duect Mail, Oeata•·e Servo=.
1-8 Co1013, 1-8 Foils
Fullillmcnt, Warehousing, Distribuhon
& Coating

.................

8.

JL

Colon

Multo-color, Multo-signature,
Periodicals, Catalogs, Tech Manuals,
Directories. tOM Min.

1986

Fruldill Press
100I S. Arrowhead Ave.
San Bemanbno, CA 92408

Top Local Encutin
Title
Phone/Fax
E-M1il Address

Press'I)'pt

115
1962

Oaroaa, CA 91720

4.

Products

Owners
(909) 788-1 500{788-2328

Offset Printing, Mailing Services,
High-Speed Copying,
Color Copying

Nancy DtDiemar
CEO
(909) 981-5715/981-9396
info@printingresources.com

\lkb .t Sllect Foci
1-6Colom

Ryobi 2 Color

John and Clri;tine Szukala

Dafld'lllarp
Owner
(909) 653-4922/6S3-Ja

Boots, Mags., Brochures, Catalogs, Heidelberg, Hanis, Multi 2650
Ayers, Newsletlers, lellerbeads,
Envelopes, Cards, Pads, Labels

Prcsidenl
(Q09) 737-7020m7-tS33

CQnmcrcial Prillling.
Color Sqwatiolls,
Film Oulpd.Jn-House Art DcpL

I•HouseDI*p,
Fldli1Jmcal,
Mliliag
In-House Art Dept.,
lellerpress, Folding,
Bindery, Union Label

PWalle Rlldllald

P11111er
(909) 273-7YJIJIT13-73?5
Alllooa D1le
General Manager
(909) 689-4411/687-6387
mailbox@a-zprinting.com

*..,..,.= u- ,..,_,,_.
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Excellence means everything
to Leone Palagi.
Palagi, a third-generation
chef who was born in Tuscany,
Italy, has lived in California
since the age of four when his
parents emigrated. He shows his
commitment lo excellence with
every dish he prepares at Mario's
Place at 1725 Spruce Street in
Riverside.
Whether it's the Marne lobster claw with new potatoes and
truffle butter, the wild mushroom
rav10li for which people come
from miles around, the roast veal
loin with green garlic farro and
shtitake mushrooms, or any of
the specialties which made the
restaurant famous, when you
dine at Mario's, you know you
are experiencrng Leone Palagi's
personal best.
"We've tried to provide at
every level, from the food to the
jazz to the wine list, a sophisticated restaurant," Palagi said.
"The goal is not just to get by; it
rs to be the best we can possibly
be."
Mario's Place has been
bringing Old World ambiance
and sophistication to Riverside
for almost two decades. Leone's
father, the famed Mario Palagi,
came to town in 1981, having
previously been the proprietor
and head chef at Mario Palagi's
Ristorante Italiano in West
Hollywood.
Unfortunately, Mario passed
away in 1984 after being diagnosed with lung cancer. But his
three sons - Leone and fraternal
twins Andrea and Arrigo - were
proud to carry on the family tradition.
Leone, the eldest of the
three, was only 18 when he lost
his father. Having literally grown
up in the restaurant business,
Leone had been working as a
chef for about a year and a half.
"My father was my idol,"
Leone said proudly. "Whatever
he was, is what I wanted to be.
He was like a god to me; I want-

ed to follow rn his footsteps."
The three brothers pulled
together, and with the help of
their mother, kept the family
business going. "When we first
started running the business, we
were literally kids," Leone said.
After two years of continued

apprentrceship, Leone officially
took over as head chef in 1986.
Andrea handles the dining room
and special events, and Arrigo
mans the office. "We're a good
team; everybody's got different
skills," Leone said. "Andrea is
very good with people, and

Arrigo is really good with
mechanical things."
Mario's Place specializes in
upscale northern Italian contemporary cuisine. "The contemporary aspect gives us the latitude
to bring in different elements,"
continued on page 37
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HEALTH CARE

Commercial Printers

, "'""//' ,." lrom l'ug,· :!s

Corona Regional's Cancer Program Approved
The Commission on Cancer of
the American College of Surgeons
has granted approval to the cancer
program at Corona Regional
Medical Center.
Established by the American
College of Surgeons in 1932, the

Approvals Program sets standards
for cancer programs and reviews the
programs to make sure they conform
to those standards. Recognizing that
cancer is a complex group of diseases, the program promotes consultation among surgeons, medical

111~1
"" ''" .... .
'"''

,

oncologists, radiation oncologists,
diagnostic radiologists, pathologists,
and other cancer specialists. This
multidisciplinary cooperation results
in improved patient care.
Receiving care at a Commission
on
Cancer-approved
program

ensures that a patient will have
access to quality care closer to home;
comprehensive care offering a range
of state-of-the-art services and
equipment; a multispecialty, team
approach to coordinate the best treatment options available to cancer
patients; information about cancer
clinical trials; lifelong patient follow-up; and ongoing monitoring and
improvement of care.
Corona Medical Center is a fullservice, fully-accredited, not-forprofit hospital with 228 beds. The
hospital has more than 900 employees and medical staff of more than
300 physicians.

Managed Care Reform
Legislation Could
Raise Premiums
•

Sure savings. Fly Like an

Eagle:·~•@#

lntroducmg
Delivery Confirmation
for Priority Mail"'
Now you can ship important
packages m2-3 days startmg
at $320 and confirm delivery
for JUSt 35~ extra. For your
free Priority Mail starter
kit call 1-800-THE-USPS,
ext. EP1025.
~

~

UNITED STJlTES
POSTIJL SERVICE

www.usps.com

The California Association of
Health Plans (CAHP) recently
released a compilation of mdependent cost estimates indicating that the
65 managed care reform bills that
have cleared one house of the state
Legislature could increase health premiums by 10 to 20 percent.
According to CAHP, the costs to
employers and consumers could be
between $4 billion and $8 billion.
The estimates are based on
research findings of independent
organizations,
mcluding
the
Congressional Budget Office, the
Kaiser Family Foundation, and the
Barents Group.
CAHP President Waller Zelman
said the association hoped to focus
allention on the big picture, not on
specific dollar amounts or proposals.
Zelman noted that the fate of many of
the bills is still unce rtain and
allempts to estimate costs and
impacts on different employer groups
vary widely.
"The big picture is clear,"
Zelman asserted. " If enacted in anywhere near the current form and
scope, the package of reforms now
before the Legislature would raise
premtums by at least 10 percent and
could easily raise them by much
more."
Zelman emphasized that health
plans believe that the Legislature
must address public concerns regarding managed care, and that the association supports many reform proposals. "But it is imperative that the
Legislatu re step back and look at the
total cost impact of all the managed
care reform proposals," he said.

Name
Address
City/Siatt/Zip

HanAt·tl hy /fJfJX Sttle\

1998
I or Employees
$Salts Volume Year Established

7
1984

Redlands Blueprint &
Commercial Printing Co.
922 B New York St.
Redlands, CA 9"..374

729,000

21.

RDS Printinc & Graphics Ctr. 700,000
603 S. Milliken
Ontano, CA 9t761

22.

Pomona Print Shop
487,000
9087 Arrow Rte., Ste. 130
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

1977

23.

Harpu's
1956 N. "E" St.
San Bcmardmo, CA 92405

1984

24.

FPC Graphics
2682 Market St
Roversode, CA 9250 I

20.

Services
Sptclallies

Press 'JYpt
Colors

Top Local Executive
Title

Phone/Fax
E-Mall Address

Prlntillg & Promotion Plus
925,000
by Mlnuteman I'm!
930 South ML Vernon Ave., Ste. 200
Cotton, CA 92324-3928

19.

V,,{,,,..

Products

250,000

WND

Graphoc Desogn
Complete Copy & Printing Strvoce
Dedicated to Customer Servoce

Jon Melzer, Mgr.
Unda Metzer, Owner
(909) 370.0860/824-2396
printproplu~ com

12
1946

Busoness Stationery, Brochures,
AD Dick 9800 Stnes, ln·House Graphocs & Typeseuong,
Booklets, Folders, Newsleners,
2 Color Komoro Perfector
Color Copoes
Reprographu:., Color Copoes
I & 4 Color>
Str'!ce Is Our Specoally
Labels, Courtroom Dosplays, Reports

Daney Bachiu
Manager/Owner
(909) 792·3478/335·tl2t

3
1990

Commercial Pnnting,
Graphoc Design,
High Volume Copying, Dogital Colot

3

Volume Copoes, Busoness Forms,
Ayers, Busoness Cards, Envelopes,
Manuals, Catalo~

2

31
1955

Desogn, 14 Color Pnnung.
High· Volume Cop;es,
OffMJtlo Dignal

Ryobt
Multi
1-4 Color

J Hamadas
Full Servoce, ln·House From Desogn Mr. & M<>. Robert Saiz
2 C'olor/1 Color
to Pnntcd Produetlncludong
Owners
DOC 40 Digotal Color
Bindery and Copying
(909) 39().6670/390-6672

ltek 960,
AB Dick 360

Hogh Volume
Copy Usage

Joe & Neal Cantone
Owners
(909) 593·8993/989-5352

Fax, Typeseui ng,
Self. Full Service
Copying, Binding

Elmer Harper
Owner
(909> 882·12J.I/882-27n

Graphic Desogn,
Futfillment Strvoces,
Rotary Busoncss Forms

Michael Vaughan
Presodenl
(909) 686-02321686·2734

t

2 AB Dick 9800's
Books, Magazoncs,
l-4
Bus Staloonery, Typestnong. Bondong. Velo
& Spond Booklets. Hardcover Foil Stampong
Electronoc Pre· Press, Commercial Pronung,
Komori, M1ehle,
Busoness Forms, Fulfillment Strvoces
Doddo. Western Gear
1-4 color

NIA. s Ncc!.ppUtohk WND. Would NotlhJdOM IJIIIS lk1t U~'fldultk Tlf< Ut{CJffNICUI/t In die- fllkwr lnt-.'Uf uh4l1Md ,,..., lh< tfl'lffp!lnlr"l lt.~tcJ TIJ '"~ lt..:" tJ{t~Ur J.,.~fnltc tit< vrfow-alltttt tuppbnl itU<fllfllf('Q,a ,,~ ''""'~ ~hdt:O<Ct) c•lfvr1 U mtlll~ ID OIQU't'
~ tH...:rtro'7 Mi ~gbtl-J uf dtt lar. QMt.tsil:wlf llfttl typDKf"flhrcol crtut' lu-dU.C.r ouur. Plca.w: u:llll ctwtL"cl/tMt nr uJJJlldll, llfl c.vmllll") IC'tt.-tllf"l411 In Tlu: llllond £"'f"r.: Buuf'JCuJtnuriiJ. 8'i60 ViJrcylllrJ Ah· Suw: 30&, R&us clw Cwc.IIMOif,tlll. C4 9Jno
4352. lln<ar<lt<4 by Jrrry Slrii!U! Copynp! 1999/•hmd f.Mplr< B~UU~<SJ J...r..t

Thl· Bunk uf Lbh ;1\ailahll' on Disk, CalllJO'J--'M-'-9765 or Du\\nluad :\u\\ fn1m "'"L Tu pLi ~ t.c u m

l.:tnt•s .tre d<"eJ Ofl-r..tllllb art xone \nd n>nstntction is nlll\ ong fa.s ter than trafltc \II
in Ltvor of driving the ">'i freewa} to lrvtne raise your hl<xxl pressure
All opposed

take The l'astem Toll Road

The l~tstern t.tkes you arounJ and awa} from bump.:r-to·humper traftit .mJ l·onstruction
delays. \o you c.tn drive direUI) to If\ one and south Or..tngl' Count), or connect to 1·5
and the tO'i free\\ .tys on your '"'~ to san Diego or Los Angeles.
All .tt 6'5 mph.
You t~m pay your tolls wnh cash, or for non-stop automatic toll payment get a FasTrak"'
tr..111spondt•r for your wondshield
So take The Eastern t<xl:t\ It's the shortest distann: bct>vecn vou, "here you re
going .1nd maybe t.'\ en lower blcxxl pressure

The To\\ Roads
.I •

a ~

• I •

"CAU•C

• E

T

1-800-378-TRAK (8725)

For more information, questions, trip planning or toll calculation assist.nce, or to
open your FasTrak- account over the phone with a credit card, call The Toll Roads
Service Center at 1·800-378-TRAK (8725). Or visit our web site at -.tollroad.com.
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REAL ESTATE NOTES
Construction has commenced
on the $55 million Haven
Gateway Centre in Ontario. The
1.5 million-square-foot industrial
center covers 88 acres on one of
the last parcels adjacent to the
Pomona Freeway. Occupancy is
slated for Oct. 1.
A five-building portfolio,
totaling nearly 1.5 million square
feet of Class A distribution space
in Ontario, has been purchased by
ProLogis, an industnal REIT
located m Aurora, Co. The deal
was handled by Darla Longo, a
senior vice president for CB
R1chard Ellis. It is ProLogis' first
foray mto the Inland Empire market. Major tenants include Best
Buy, Galoob Toys and Skechers
USA ProLogis invested $53.8
million in the deal, and will add it
to portfolios the company holds in
94 other global markets ..
Grubb & Ellis' Ontario office
has added Enrique "Rick" Soto to
its staff as a research analyst. Soto
hold~ a bachelor's degree in economics from Cal Poly Pomona ...
That office also recently
helped close a deal for an 88-unit
apartment complex in Corona. The
$4.2 million Parkridge Meadows
complex, which was 95 percent
leased at the time of the sale, was
purchased by PFC Enterprises.
PFC is a San Jose-based private
investor. In addition, that office
recently helped broker sales on a
$2.4 million industrial building in
San Dimas and a $2.5 million
medical
office building in
Fontana. The latter is a 14-acre
campus and will be the site of a
new church for Water of Life
Community Church and a seminary sponsored by Campus

Crusade for Christ.. ..
Lee & Associates has opened
us first office m Temecula and two
of the regiOn's real estate leaders
will lead its staff Charles Black
and Michael W. Strode, both formerly of Grubb & Ellis, will be
the principal brokers. Both ha ve
more than a decade of industry
experience ...
Construction has begun on the
6,910-yard Yucaipa Valley Golf
Club. The $10 milliOn public
course 1s part of the Chapman
Heights master-planned community ...
John Burnham and Co. Real
Estate Serv1ces has brokered the
sale of the 40,000-square-foot
Perris Valley Spectrum. The multitenant reta1l center sold for $3.2
m1llion.
Paul Biane and Joe Hensley of
Capital Commerciai/NAI represented
Rancho
Pacific

Development Corp. in the purchase of a 21,000-square-foot, 2story, freestanding office building
on Haven Avenue in Rancho
Cucamonga. The $1,000,000
building is located in the Virgina
Dare Winery Plaza. Grubb & Ellis
represented the seller, RC
Concordia Investments LLC ...
Capital Commercial's John
Boyer and Chris Hauso have been
appointed exclusive leasing agents
for the Commerce Square industrial park in Rivers1de. They will
oversee 245,000 square feet of
space, including a rail-served
building.
Grubb & Ellis recently leased
an 8,000-square-foot retail space
1n Rivers1de to The Original
Roadhouse Grill, a Minnesotabased chain of steakhouses which
is expanding into the Inland
Empire. The building is located in
the Tyler Plaza.

No-Growth Plans a Threat to
Affordable Housing, BIA Says
Leaders of a housing industry
lobbying and professional orgamzation have raised alarm about
the affects of no-growth mitiatives in California. Brian Catalde,
president of the California
Buildmg Industry Association,
described local no-growth intitiatives as "irresponsible policy"
and a threat to affordable housing.
According to Catalde, the
median home price in California
is $208,500, a full $50,000 above.
the national average. Moreover,
while the state has seen a 50 percent increase in population in the
last 20 years, the road capacity

has increased only 7 percent. That
failure to mvest public funds in
infrastructure will have harmful
impacts in the long run.
The situation is especially
bad in the booming Sll1con Valley
where growth-limitatiOn laws
have increased home prices
$50,000 in the last two years to
more than $370,000, putting
housing out of reach for even
wealthy high-tech employees.
Catalde said that, contrary to
growth lim1tation plans, the state
needs to add 250,000 new homes
each year to shelter the 1,700
people who arrive from out-ofstate every day.

featured accompanying text from
conversations, a catalogue and a
CD-ROM compilation. The promotional package was used to promote
the show to other museums that had
an mterest in hosting it.
The promotional package
included dig1tal print-out~ of some
of the pictures, a demo of the CDROM and an explanation of the
exhibit, all included in a brushed

aluminum box.
The "Chance Encounters" promotional work not only has garnered industry awards, but it also
was a commercial success. The
exhibit has been featured at a number of gallenes and libraries nationally and locally. It is on display at
the Central Branch of the Los
Angeles Public Library through
September.

Geographies ...
continued from page 3
of Southern California and Las
Vega~. In fact. the regional judges
gave it the highest score of any
entry in any competition.
The package promoted a show
of 85 photographs taken throughout
Los Angeles by photographer
Douglas
McCulloh, one of
Geographies' owners. The show
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At deadline ...
continued from page 3
Airport mtegrates office and
industrial uses with dedicated
international air cargo a1rport,
rail service and tracking hub.
Located in Victor Valley,
approximately 3 miles off
Interstate 15, SCLA is approximately 40 miles northeast of Los
Angeles County and 40 minutes
north of Ontario Airport.
California Creates 60,000 New
High-tech Jobs Since 1996
California's h1gh-technology
industry, the nation 's largest, is
roaring ahead, adding 60,000
new jobs to the state's payroll
between 1996 and 1997 alone.
The state employed more
than 784,000 workers 111 1997,
twice as many as second-ranked
Texas, according to "Cyberstates
3.0: A State-by-State Overview
of High-Technology Industry,"
released by the American
Electronics A~soc1ation (AEA)
Lorna Linda Children's Hospital
to Receive $100,000 Grant
Lorna
Linda
Children's
Hospital has been awarded a
$100,000 grant from their new
partnership with Community
Health Corporation for the benefit of Riverside-area res1dents
who will participate in the
Hospital's new Family-Center
Care Program.
"This grant will enable us to
modify existing facilities and
develop programs to help families learn better· how to care for
their critically ill infants while
they are in the hospital, as well as
at home during their recovery
period," said Norm McBride,
vice president for Children's
Services at the Children's
Hospital.
Community
Health
Corporation is the parent organization
of
the
Riverside
Community Health Foundation,
and retains 25 percent ownership
of
Riverside
Community
Hospital The company uses proceeds of a trust to award grants to
qualified non-profit health care
providers serving Riverside residents.

I
Solutions tha t

Hearing
1m proves

.

..

VISIOn.

are individually des1gned to fit
your growing needs can only come
tmm people who listen better And
see farther. Together. we can th1nk
and do more. Let's talk
www.eycom
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MEXICAN BUSINESS NORTH & SOUTH

Mexican Business is Booming in the Inland Empire
They have jrOducls as diver.;e as any
group ofbminess leados oould imagine: fire
JrOieetion, electronics, medical instrumenlS,
leather goods, environmental protection
fXOducts, food stuffS and filtration systems.
Their last names are as much of a melting
pll as any group at Ellis Island oould have

been: Baldwin, Sabounjian, Delaney,
Yamakawa, Gonn!les, Cooper, Edwards.
But, when it comes to business, they all

have one hori2on exp1nding strategy in
mind: They all eXJXll1 to Mexico.
With a populaoon of 100 million people, and a growing middle class, Mexico is a

accountancy coqxxation

growing market for consumer goods. With
lower wages and a steady stream of U.S.
comparues openmg operations south of the
border, it is also becoming a hoC ~ for
manufactunng equipment exporters.
In fact, the counny's mam unport rroduct is manufucturing machinery. That IS a

ifllpany

Tax
Consulting
Auditing & Accounting
Estate & Financial Planning
Litigation Support Services
c:<»>
A Full Service CPA Firm for Business
Areas of Emphasis include but not limited to

Retail Automotive
Medical Service
Construction Contractors
Manufacturing
San Gabriel Valley
1041 W. Badillo St., Suite 112
Covina, CA 91722
(626) 858-5100
Fax (626) 332-7012

Inland Empire
876 N. Mountain Ave., Suite 201
Upland, CA 91786
(909) 982-1511
Fax (909) 985-1317

Partners: Donald B. Cullen, CPA; Floyd C. Clem, CPA; David Wm. Couch, CPA; Dale E. Duncan, CPA;
George A. Applebaum, CPA

result of the rise of the Maquiladora-U.S.
factones staffed by lower-wage Mexicam
wluch produce goods for export back to the

u.s.

With the rise of the ecooomy in the
Inland Fmpre, it is no SUlJXise that more and
more comfllllies in this region are beginning
to CXJllnd their markets by sending goods to
our netglllxn in the south.
Fred Latuperissa, head of the local
oflice of the United States [)qxutrnent of
Commerce, rep::rted that his staff is ~t

ly worlcmg with eight comfllllies that eXJXll1
IOMeXJCO.
They reported different levels of success and different experience working in
Mexico. TIOCCO Filtration, an Ontario-based
manufacturer of filtration systems for industrial and commercial hy<hulic and heating
fluids has had limited success, said Byron
Baldwin, the finn's vice JRSident of sales.
"They're not as concerned with reducing
operations and maintenaoce costs in
Mexico," said Baldwin. Because Mexican
factories and pOOuction ~ tend to pay
less attention to maintenance, it makes it
hard to sell hiS systems on tbeir outstanding
maintenance pogram.
TKXXXl first got into the Mexican market when one of its major customers opened
a Maquiladora. Since then, they have had little repeat business because, Baldwin said,
Mexican manufacturers tend to keep using
the same maclunery until it JUSI OOe:in't work
any more. 1ioa:o is noc JX!ying much attention to the market as a result
The same cannot be said for Aquamar,
a producer of imitation crab meat, or
Precision Transducer Systems, an audio
speaker company. Both firms were formed
with the Mexican rruuket m mind. Aquamar
offiCials said that they opened here in the
Inland Fmpire specifically to be claie to
Mexico. By creating gcogrn(Xlic proximity,
they gained a significant advantage over
their oornpetitors, alrna;t all of whom are in
the Seattle area. Mexican aJS!orJlm; need
only take a short drive up the 1-15 to reach
Aquamar's~

Ontari<rbased Precision Transducer
Systems is an all international finn. Not only
is 60 percent of its rruuket in Mexico, 100
percent of its J70ducts are imported from
OUna. The audio speaker manufacturer and
distnbutor was set up specifically with the
idea of shiwing a lruge amount of its
Qtinese-made speaker components to
Mexican markets.
Vtee rresident of sales Bill Gonzales
said that one advantage of doing OO;iness in
Mexico IS the terms for deals. "They don't
know what credit is in Mexico. Everything is
paid for up-front" That means less risk and
more profit PTS deals mainly with disttibutors for it~ Titan line of products. That also
limits the exposure to flUblems the oornpany faces.
Aquamar re!Xlfted that 90 percent of its
Mexico deals are for cash up-front as weU.
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Inland Empire Brain Surgeon ...
coni/Tilled from page 3

in Redlands, is considered the United
States' leading practitioner and proponent of a revolutionary technique
which allows many Parkinson's disease patients to recover function and
reverse symptoms of the disease and
the Side effects of Lrdopa, the medication used to treat it.
The surgery has dramatic effects
in many cases, allowing patients to
resume normal lives. Patients usually
feel immediate relief from tremor or
perpetually stiff and cramped muscles. Many are filled with joy as
physical relief, and the realization
that their burden has been lifted,
sweeps over them.
There are about a million
patients with Parkmson 's in the
United States. "Some patients have
been on the Lrdopa medication for
12 to 15 years, but these medications
really don't work very well," Iacono
said. "I started to get mvolved in
Parkmson 's research around 1980. I
was also doing pain research and
research on neurosurgery at that
time."
Seeds of a revolution
A native of Los Angeles, Dr.
Iacono received his M.D. from the
University of Southern California in
1978. He did his intem~h1p m Los
Angeles County, and completed his
residency in neurosurgery at Duke
University Medical Center in
Durham, N.C.
It was during his residency at
Duke that Iacono met a remarkable
man, Dr. Blame S. Nashold. "I cut
my eye-teeth with Dr. Nashold,"
Iacono said. "He was one of the first
generation of old school neurosurgeons, the neurosurgeons that
explored the structure and function
of the brain."
By the time he completed his
residency in 1984, Iacono was chief
res1dent at Duke. "I became very
interested in neurosurgery as it
relates to the relief of pain, epilepsy
and restricted movement," Iacono
said.
Even though brain surgery techniques had been explored for some
time, when L-dopa was invented in
1967, most surgeons stopped operating for Parkinson's disease. "The
specialty of investigating into the

brain cooled off and became kind of
a dinosaur," Iacono said.
In the history of neurosurgery
over the last 20 years, the big revolution has been in imaging, specifically cr (computer tomography) and
MRI (magnetic resonance imagmg).
"This has led us to the point where
we are using instruments to 'change
the settings' of various areas of the
bram," Iacono explained.
"Imaging techniques like Cf
and MRI came up while I was a neophyte surgeort," Iacono said. "People
started once again looking at structure, tumors and abscesses of the
brain." One of the eventual results of
the detailed neural maps made possible by Cf scans wa~ stereotactic neurosurgery.
Iacono's professional career
took him to University of Arizona,
where he performed brain tumor and
Parkinson's research. Then, in a
move that would determine his medical future, he went to mainland
China in 1988. That's when he started doing fetal graft.
Th1s research involved the use of
fetal cells to rejuvenate the brains of
Parkinson's patients. Fetal tissue
research hadn't yet been approved in
the United States.
These fetal graft techniques
were developed by Swedish
researchers in the 1980s. "The operations, which I did on North
American patients and some Chinese
patients, were successful," Iacono
said. "The fetal graft taught me that
Parkinson's was reversible."
Enter Dr. Lauri Laitinen, a
Finnish surgeon at Unea University
who taught Iacono the technique of
stereotactic pallidotomy. "When I
was in Sweden, I nollced that the pallidotomy was having the same kind
of reversal of symptoms and progression of the disea<;e as fetal graft did.
It was stanhng to find out a conventional operation could reverse
Parkinson's," Iacono said. "The
results are even better than with fetal
graft."
Iacono brought the technique
back to Lorna Linda. Parkinson 's
patienL~ come to the Inland Empire
from all over the world for the procedure; Iacono has now performed
more than 1,600 pallidotomies.
"It's remarkable, because the
way it works is by rebalancing and

enhancing the bram chemistry," the
brain surgeon enthused.
Long-lasting effects
"The operatiOn works very well
and has very long-lasting benefits,"
Iacono satd. "We've had people
who've had the operation for about
six years. About one third of them
are doing exceptionally well, about
one thud are doing much better than
before surgery, and with about a third
we're seeing some waning of the
effect."
In the majority of patienL~. pallidotomy apparently slows down the
disease progress as well a~ stopping
most or all the symptoms.
"People were deteriorating
before
surgery;
they'd
had
Parkmson 's for 12, 14, or 18 years
and had really gone downhtll in the
pa~t couple of years," Iacono said.
"They were rap1dly becoming or
already were disabled. After the surgery, they improved dramatically,
and they didn't get worse agam. We
have altered the course of the disease
very favorahly.

"The outlook for Parkinson's
patients is now quite favorable.
There's been a renaissance of this
kind of functional surgery and 11 's
been very gratifying," the doctor said.
Dr. Iacono isn't content to rest
on Ius very 1mpressive laurels. He
continues to look toward the future,
using technology to remain on the
cutting edge of medical science.
"Lorna
Linda
University
Medical Center ha~ a proton beam
accelerator to use for radiotherapy,
just as you woutd use X-rays. That's
a very expensive p1ece of equipment,
and we're now harnessing that so that
we might not have to use surgery to
treat Parkmson's disease," Iacono
explained. "Just like a laser, we can
focus the proton beam to the point
where we now do the surgery; we call
that radiosurgery. We're hoping to
have that ready to go in about a year."
True to his hi~tory of bemg a
leader of the revolutionary confluence
of technology and medicine, Iacono is
looking beyond even that. "We're not
yet talking about genetic engmeering,
but that's the next step," he said
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Public Relations Firms in the I.E.

Old World Ambiance ...

u,tetl . \lphabetically
c-puyNaAddrtss
City, State, Zip

1998 Gross locome: I of Employees:
lalud Eaplrt
labnd Emplrt
Companywlde
Companywlde

WND

Browa & Broedow
11987 Ardmoor Ct.

loCO~:

Yur~lab~b~

Inland Empire
Companywlde

Inland Empire
Headquarters

14
14

WND

t993
Palm Desert, CA

2

Rancho OJcamonga, CA 91739

continued from page 29
Specialities

Top3 Clients

Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Strategic Planrung, Media
Relations, Event Mgmnt,
Cnsi.> Mgmnt , New Med1a

Inland Emprre He.allh Plan.
U.S. Filter,
Gardens on El Paseo.

WND

CODMr Enterprises, (DC.
3400 Inland Empire Blvd., NJOI
Ontario, CA 91764

WND

N/A

alz.oom

Ontario Museum of
History & An,

Larry Broedow
Partner
(909) 941-9449/941-9449

1991
Kelly Sp.lte & Technology. loc,
Redland>, CA
Tcmpe~ec,

4
4

CSPC..malcatio¥, IK.
2755 Wardlow Roed
Corona, CA 91720

$1,200.~

DameroD CommonlaliODS
255 N. ''D" St., Nl$
San Bemardmo, CA 9240 I

WND

12

I

12

2

4

2

5

3

Photography

1985
Omario, CA

WND

Mulu Med1a
AdvertiSing

1991
Corona, CA

Coors Brewing Co.,
Price Pfister,

$200.~

3
18

I

3

Emily Cbast

P11nc1pal
(909) 79R-6150[79R-6150
IUa J. Conner
President
(909) 937-1250/937-1251

Consumer Marketing. Technology. Cbrislopber Perex
Bllioiness-to·Business,
President
(909) 272-18881272-3111
Public AffaJJS

1989
Calif. Portland Cement Co.,
San Bernardino, CA
NAUA,
South Coast AQMD

$2,750,000

Public Relations, Special
Events, Med1a Relations,

Pool & Spa Center of Red land'

Toyota Motorsports

Fruk Willola & A.ssoclates, lac.
3550 Sbclby St, Ste. 200
Oourio. CA 91764

NazS...l

CEO
(760) 779-olnm9-otos

Madison Marquette

CaiSon Compames, Lowe Enterp1ises.

GaR C41U11Uiicatloas Groep
504 Lantern Cresl Dr
Redlands, CA 92373

Top Local Executive
Title

1987
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

2

1997
San Bernardino Assoctated Govt.s.,
Laguna Hill<, CA MFS Network Technologies

Crise> Commumcauon,
Environmental Issues
Entertainment, Gov't Affa11S

Carl M. Dameron
President
(909) 888-45711386-7154

TraMportation,
H1g)l Tecb Industries

Kelly Lyon
Sr Account Executive

P10motions, Special
Events, Media Events,

V P /General Manager

WND

KIMr/GoodKU
73-101 Hwy. 111, Sle. 4

WND

12
12

1958

Palm Spnng.. Aenal Tramway,
Palm Spnng~o, CA
Canyon Nat'l. Bank,

14
14

1994
Palm Des.:rt, CA

Palm Desert, CA 92260

The Landoo AgeDcy

WND

2534 S. Pleasant Ave.
Ontano, CA 91761

1991
Ontario, CA

4
4

MKWIIIbr
10 E. VUJe St, Sit. 212

$400,000
$400,000

Entrepreneur of the Year
continued from page 5
the academtc and business commumties.
The 1999 Inland Empire Entrepreneur of The Year's judging panel
included·
Ann Atkinson, owner and vice president of Center Chevrolet in San
Bernardino; Dr. Albert K. Karnig, president of California State University,
San Bernardino; William H Saito, president/CEO/chairman of I/0
Softwear, Inc. in Rtverside. Saito was recipient of the 1998 Inland Empire
Entrepreneur of The Year award; Debbi Huffman Guthrie, president of Roy
0 Huffman Roof Co. in Riverside; James L. Zecchini, corporate vice president of Mag Instrument, Inc. in Ontario; Alan H. Lewis, assistant dean of
external affairs at the A Gary Anderson Graduate School of Management,
Universtty of California, Riverside and director of the UCR Center for
Entrepreneurial Management, Frank Marttn, prestdent/CEO of MartinHarris Construction in Las Vegas.

Awards Announced
The 1999 Inland Empire EOY winners were announced June 17 at a
black-tie banquet at the Rtverside Conventton Center.
RegtOnal award winners wtll be inducted into the Entrepreneur of The
Year Institute in November during a conference of the Entrepreneur of the
Year Institute tn Palm Springs. At that time, the national Entrepreneur of
The Year awards will be announced.
The institute celebrates the accomplishments of the world's greatest
entrepreneurs and helps to create publtc awareness of benefit~ these tnnovators provide to society. It also provides business people with a forum to
express their views, compare approaches and hear the latest strategies.

hblldty UDllmlt~

WND

P.O. Box 724
Rancho Muage, CA 92270

Spa Hotel

Public Affalfs

(760) J25-1437m8-0Jzo

Advertising & Marketing
Slrateg..., Public

S<:oll KIDtr
Preoident
(760) 773-0290m3-t7SO
kgad\1@ aol.com

Virgmia Record>,
Dnve Entertainment,
lntermountam Mortgage

Entertainment,

Relations

Ufestylc,
Events

7

1994

Oeserl Hulthcare

Health Care.

Redlands, CA

Foundation,
GEO Health, Inc.

Manufactunng,
Software

1994

4

4

City of Palm Desert,

WND

23141JOrdc
Palm Spriags, CA 92262
$776,741
$10,374,946

(909) 798-4128{798-5487
mwalker@,'mkwalker.com

1986

1ime Warner,

Entertainment,

2

Palm Spring~>, CA

Madison &t Co.,
Southwest Medical Plaza

Spec1al Events

WND

Public Information,
Pubhc Affa11S

Health C~e.
Transportation,

Carolyn Hayeo Ubfr
President

Public Affaits

(909) 981-3141/982-0869

6

1

1990

5

San D1ego, CA

RiVCISide, CA 92501

VIler Adm1illal A hllllc ....._ WND

12

1

1976

Ciuz.c:ns BDSmc:~s Bank,

816 N. MowllalaAvc, Sit. 100

12

2

Upland, CA

Ootano lntemahonal Airporl,
City of Hesperia

i\ianagemenl

Mania Walker

2

83

\'

Creative Director/CEO

ezbpr@earthhnk.net

lllulwd MartleCilll A Pu!Rc.._

Chris Haas, President
Crisis

Mark Landon
Owne1
(909) 986-7502/986-0712
ma1k@·landonagency.com

Erika Z. Byrd
President/Owner
(760) 776-994(,[776-9956

Rancho Mlfage, CA Desert Orthopedic Center,
Desert Willow Golf Resort

RISING STAR AWARD

Barbara Stenning

City of La Quinta,
Valley Independent Bank,
USA Biomass Corp.

7

lt.cd1IDdl, CA 92373

Upaad, CA 91786

Leone said. "We have a
California openness to bringing
in different cuisines."
But Palagi would never combine dishes just for the sake of
being different. "If you can't
explain why something should
go together, it shouldn't go
together," he says firmly. "There
will be no Frankenstein dishes
served here. We have a respect
for the mtegrity of different
cooking styles."
Mario's Place focuses primarily on dinner, and also handles
banquets both large and small
and does off-site catering. On
Thursdays and Fndays, Mario's
offers lunches tailored to
Riverside's business crowd.
At night, a bistro menu, with
a focus on gourmet pizzas, is
available in the bar. Live jazz is
offered on Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday nights in the front room
until 1 a.m.
Leone Palagi looks to the
future with excitement. "We plan
to open another location downtown," he said. The planned site
is directly across the street from
the Mission Inn.
"What excites me about that
is that downtown Riverside has
something that IS pretty unique
for the Inland Empire - attractive older buildings," Palag1
said. "There's a chance to have
an organic, living core to the
city.
"People in the Inland Empire
need a place to go, a place to
park their cars and walk around;
to listen to jazz m one place and
dine in another," Leone said.
"It's time to provide the people
of Rivemde and the Inland
Empire with the urban amenities
that sophisticated people really
want."

Cbase Manhattan Bank

The Jooes Agency
303 N. Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Spnng.., CA 91262

Stoorza, Zqa1111 & Mtlllfr Int.
3403 Tentb St., Ste. 810
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Tom Staaford
Owner
(760) 778-6S50n7U549
Patrick O'Reilly
General Manager
(909) 781 .2240[781-0845

N/A = Not ApplteQb/e WND A KOcdd Not DuclrJR /Ill a no1 tiWJilJJbk Tit< rnfomulticn mlhe above list ....u obta<Md from 1he compontts listtd. To lht btst ofocu l:Jumledgt the rnformaiiOft supplied is accuratt as ofprtss lime. While
n'n"f effort u tMtk to msurt the acauacy and thoroughnts.J of tlr~ list, omissions and typo-graplucal mors wmn1mcs occur Pltast stnd corrtctwru or addllioru on company ltttcrhtad to: Tht Inland Emp1rt Busint.u Journal, 8560
1-iMyQn/ A>·e. Swtt 306. RIJ•cho CuclliMft&a, C4 917304352 Rtseorr:lled by Jerry Straun Copynght 19991nland £mp1re BusmtJS Journal

A t Stoorza, Ziegaus & Metzger, we've got over 90 senior communica.L-\..Jions specialists in five offices - Sacramento, Los Angeles, San
Diego, Riverside and our newest office in Central California- roundmg
out our statewide reach. Our focus is on highly-effective specialties such
as crisis management, coalition building, research, media relations and
public policy issues management. Specialties designed to help our clients
achieve their goals. We even have a division that handles elections and
ballot issues. ll's what we do. And it's what we've been doing quite successfully for over 25 years. Please call Patrick J. O'Reilly at (909) 7812240 to learn more about how we can help you.

Tho fowor of Good flR
LDIA..p._

Christopher Haas Enterprises Murrieta
When Chris Haas was in the third grade, he wanted to invent something
for a class project.
So he decided to paint hands on a basketball to help kids who weren't
adept at sports.
Those are the humble roots of Christopher Haas Enterprises.
Today, Chris is 14 and an eighth grader at David Brown Middle School.
He also travels the world promoting his products that help other kids
have beller lives.
These product~ include footballs and basketballs with visual aids showing where to place the hands, flippers and videos to help kids learn to swim.
When Chris won the Rising Star Award, he was surprised, not only
because it was the first time the prize was given, but because, as he says. "I
really only started out to help other kids. The recognition, the money and
the success sort of came along with it."
After becoming famous as one of America's youngest entrepreneurs,
Chris received letters from all over the world asking how he achieved so
much at a young age.
As a result, he wrote and self-pubhshed a book, "Shooting For Your
Dreams," which IS available through Amazon.com, Crown Books and
Barnes and Noble bookstores.
"In my book, I tell kids how to set goals and find mentors to help them
achieve their goals," Chris said.
"Anything is possible for kids. I was only a little kid when I started all
this, but I got help from my parents, teachers and neighbors.
(One neighbor now is Chris's attorney and another is his literary agent.)
"The funnest part of being an entrepreneur is traveling and doing publicity for my products and my book," he said.
It is a family business, with Chris as president. His brother, Brian, 15,
runs the publishing company. His dad, Michael, is in charge of products,
and mom, Judy, handles the new swimming-lessons end of the business.
continued on page 43
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''Risk Managing'' E01ployee Benefits
by Sam Cunningham, Senior Vice
Presidem, Calco Insurance
Risk management programs
have always been an integral component of property and liability coverages for controlling rising cosl~
However, only recently have loss
prevention procedures been considered as a possible means to tackle
healthcare expenses.
Employers are demanding more
programs and services that not only
help them control expenses, but also
educate their employees on health
issues to help reduce absenteeism
and increase productivity. With the
transition towards a more specialized working environment, employee skills are more valuable and difficult to replace when they are absent
due to injury or illness.
In response, employee benefits
programs are becoming much more
than simply a means of delivering
healthcare. Employers can now
access a variety of worksite wellness-oriented programs through
their healthcare provider or as a
value-added service from their
insurance broker to help risk man-

age employee benefits.
While tradttional healthcare
focuses on the delivery of healthcare
benefits, wellness-oriented programs take a preventative approach
and focus on helping employees
effectively manage their wellbeing
on and off the job. These programs
include many cost-saving services
ranging from regular blood pressure
checks and cholesterol screenings to
stress management and nutritional
education. They present employers
with an opportunity to provide their
employees health education with the
assumption that improved health
increases their productivity and
decreases company healthcare costs.
The business environment has
become more competitive with each
company offering premium benefit
packages to attract and retain skilled
employees. Implementing an on-site
wellness program is not only costeffective, it is also an attractive benefits perk.
These programs have gained
momentum throughout the decade.
Several research studies support the
cost effectiveness of implementing
loss prevention techniques in your

employee benefits program. In
1997, the Journal of Occupational
am/ Enl'ironmental \tfedicine published a study on employee fitness
programs Research mdicated that
"employees who exercised at least
once per week had an average
decline of 4.8 annual sick days."
Another study found that the "frequency of out-patient VISits declined
18.5 percent when a group of
employees received a 64-page self
care booklet from the1r employer."
As a result, healthcare costs dropped
24 percent.
In comparison, consider the scenario of a diabetic employee
unaware of the heath risks associated with pregnancy. Through an
unfortunate chain of events, the
baby was born prematurely. The
birthing was traumatic for mother
and child alike, and both were hospitalized for an extensive period.
Educational pamphlets and counseling received through a wellness program could have alerted the
employee to receive the appropriate
pre-natal care, as well as possibly
have prevented several weeks of
absenteeism and a few hundred

thousand dollars in medical bills.
Employee benefits programs
are a viable means to attract and
retain employees. Wellness-oriented
programs provide an employer the
means to keep those employees
healthy, thus reducmg absenteeism
and reducing healthcare expenses.
Employers interested in implementing a wellness program for the1r
company should contact their insurance broker or healthcare provider
for more information. Many healthcare providers either have established programs or can direct you to
the appropriate resources.

Sam Cunningham is the Senior Vice
President of Employee Benefits at
Calco Insurance Brokers & Agents,
Inc. Sam has been instrumemal in
creating
Ca/co's
Wellbeing
Program. Calco has offices
throughout California and is the
preferred insurance and nsk management broker for many statewide
associations. Sam can be reached
for questions and for further mformation on workslle we/lness programs at (650) 5724383 or scunningham@calco, com.

Business & Liability Insurance Agencies Serving the I.E.
Ranl..t'tl hy \aim· Pre miulll\ \Jrillen 19fJX

Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip

$Value
Prtmlums
Written 1998

Cako 1..-.att Brollas & A&eaG, IDC. 26 I ,000,000

Number
Clients
1998

# Licenced Agents I.E.
# Employees I.E.

WND

i8
41

1. 600 City Parltway west, Ste. 500
Orange, CA 92868

Coverage Offered

Headquarters
Year Established I.E.

San Mateo
COMPchoice, Workers' Comp,
Property/Liability, Employee Benefits,
1964
D & 0, 401 (K). EPLI, Business
Continuation Plannmg
BuSiness Property, Workers' Albuqueque, NM
Comp, Employee Benefits,
1981
Bonds, Au10, Home, Life. 401 K

160,000,000

WND

113
134

HamiJtoo Brewart losuraoce Ageocy
1294 W. 7th St.
Upland, CA 9171!6

20,000,0110

WND

3.

10
20

CommcrCI"I Property & Liability.
Workers C'nmpcnsation, Employee
Benefits. Personal Lines. Life & Health

Upland
1976

llamihon Brewart
Owner{Broker
(90'lJ 981-5210/985-3448

CaiBond losurance & Surety Ageocy
400 S. Ramona Ave., Stc. 205
Corona. CA 91719

3,300,000

WND

4_

6
9

Surely Bonds.
V.orkcrs' Comp,
Property, GL. Veh1cle

Corona
1991

George Burcbfiel
Prcs1dent
(909) 371-8147/371-2027

1,200,000

WND

2
3

Small Commercial
& Personal Lmcs

Riverside
!975

Paul J, O'Brien
Owner
(909) 682-043Jn84-5098

Golden Paclfk I osurance Services
II 0 N. Lmcoln Ave., #200
Corona, CA 91720

na

na

3
15

Busmess Property,
Workers' Compens"tlon,
GL. Hcallh. l.ife. Aulo, 401 K

Pasadena
1992

Clifford A. Davis
Managing Parlncr
(909) 273-7555/279-5615

Ralacr. 1...-..ce A&eaq, IJK.

na

WND

6
14

Commercial Insurance,
Workers' Comp, Personal
Lme~. Life, Group Health

San Bernardino
192.1

Holly \. Flets<:b
Prcsid1 n1
(909) RSI-2654/886-3558

6.

7.

2037 N. "D" St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405

cOIIIIIllled from page 3
treat them right, you'll be successful,"
he sa1d " Hard work never killed anybody." Alvarez' dealership employs 52
people and had $26.5 million in 1998
revenues.
Far West Meats C'EO Thomas
Serrato hopes that other lfupanic business owners will see hi!S company's
mclus10n on the list as a hopeful sign.
"With hard work and perseverance,
there are other people jll~t like them
who can and have succeeded," Serrato
sa1d. His business employs 65 people
and had $14.75 million in 1998 revenues.
" Hopefully, they can look upon
these comparues 10 the magazine as
people they may be able to contact and
use as resources in things like marketing, finance, and public relations,"
Serrato said. "I hope the people who
are on the list will take the time to
share their insight with up-and-coming
compames."
Serrato said he has already spoken
with some other entrepreneurs who
want advice in building their businesses.
Other returnees from last year's
list include automotive dealers Victor
Buick GMC Truck Inc. of Corona,
falling one notch to 102 from last
year's 101; food processing equipment
manufacturers Casa Herrera Inc. of

Pomona, ri~ing from last year's 279 to
226; truck10g and warehousing sef'•ice
providers Public Inc. of Mira Lorna,
ris10g to 244 from last year's 284, telephone booth refurbishers and installers
J&R Fernandez Inc of Pomona, rising
from last year's 315 to 280; general
commercial
contractors
H.P.
Contractors
Inc
of
Rancho
Cucamonga, falling to 347 from la~t
year's 323; and plastic container manufacturers Classic Containers Inc. of
Ontario, rising to 419 from last year's
ranking of 440.
"I'm honored, thnlled, and excited
to be on the list again," said C'EO
Victor Covarrubias of Victor BUick
GMC Truck 10 Corona, which has 42
. employees. Covarrubias said involvement in the community 1s key to running a successful business. "We participate in school activities, and I have an
open door policy which means all the
customers can talk to me; I'm open to
the public."
Covarruhias' dealership had
$35.19 million in revenues for 1998.
He has advice for those who are growlOg thetr own businesses. "Just stay
with consistency; it takes time to reach
the top. The biggest thing is to offer
good service to your customers.
Follow your goals and your dreams.
You have to really like what you are
doing and be dedicated to it,"
Covarrubias said.

PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN'S
ORGANIZATIONS
0 Professional Women's Roundtable (PWR Chapter of the
National Assn. for Female Executives): Robbie Motter, Exec.
Dir., 909-679-8048.
0 National Association of Women Business Owners (NAWBO):
Katherine Boeckeler, President, 909-590-6578.
0 Executive Women International, Inland Empire Chapter:
Rebecca Sawyers, 909-799-1999.
0 American Business Women's Association, San Bernardino
Chapter: Patricia Heacock, 909-427-1839.
0 American Business Women's Association, Redlands Chapter:
Terry Brown, 909-793-1131.
0 Women to Women Networking Group, Inland Empire:
Patricia Heacock, 909-427-1839.
0 Colton Business & Professional Women: Estella Aboytes,
909-794-3633.
0 Professional Women of Redlands: Theresa Lantz, 909-796-7419.
0 East Valley Professional Women's Network: Terry Brown,
909-793-1131.
0 Rialto Business & Professional Women: Janetta Anderson,
909-877-0625.
0 Yucaipa Christian Busmess & Professional Women's Council:
Sharon Orr, 909-820-2080.
0 Women Entrepreneurs Network: Marcy Musselman,
909-789-8417.
0 Womens Referral Service: Jo A. Della Penna, 909-394-4603.
This Information was

provid~d

by " For You

Magazin~

..

Kirk Cbrist
President
(909) 788-85001788-8502
kchrist@talbotcorp.com

NIA =Not AppUcoble WND- 1\WJd no1 Drsclose na " no1 available. 'The infomratiOtl Ul th.: abu.'f! list t<<U ohtaw:tl from the CWI(Xlllte!i bsred To rhc best of01u lcno+t!ledg< rhc u•formtmon SJq>p/led 11 accurare as ofJXf?.SS tvne. While
ef!on 11 ~toemun:theQfXW'IlC}!and thcmug/vlest ofthe list, CXIUSSIOfiSand l)pogrup/ualf errors sanetime:l oaur Please SC!dcorrtrlla!S oraddllims on comptJJry leaerhead ro: 'The Inland Empue &4SinessJOIITTitl( 8560
Vineyard A•·e., Sul/e 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-435Z. ResmrcNd by Jmy Srrous! Copyrig/rt 1999 bliand Em,.re Busu~eSSJOIUTIIll

n'tl)'

I.E. Business •••

Rick Fonllani
Sr. Vice President
(714) 937-4272J634-!328

Talbot lllSllMlll« llDd Fin. S•cs., Inc.
4371 l..alham St., Ste. 201
Riverside, CA 92501

Riversule, CA 92SQ6
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Top Local Executive
Title
Pbone/Fax
E-Mail Address

2.

PauJ J. O'Brieo ID8Uraoce Servkes
5. 6864 Indiana Ave., Ste. 100

JULY 1999

440 Classic Containers Inc., Ontario
419
MBE Electric, Inc., Riverside
492
•
•Not on 1998 list

Plastic Containers

120

$7.34

Electrical Contracting

30

$5.8

JULY 1999
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SBA Lenders Serving the Inland Empire
J<aul..cd h, ''''"/' Iundt d 1/(11 c ''u/c

CompaayN-•
Adcb'as
City, Sblte, 7Jp

SBALoaDS
Number or SBA
Foaded. I 0197·9198 LoaDS Fuaded
($ Alllouot)•
10197 • 9/98°

CDCS..Ia.._~

t·,,~, ~~

\an Uc 111tudmo ~\. thanr,:c ( ounf/c ,,

Types or ~DS Olftred:

Tyl: SBA LoaDS Funded:

504

Coatnct Loaa Prg.

S..S'L UDe or red.
Small LoaD Prograaos

otll.oiDSP~

Number or Otr~ees:
IDiaod Empire
CompaayWidt

~Loal Encutlve

Yes
Yes
Yes

2

4

Mli:UdOwcll
EJCQibve V.P•
(909) 3S2-5'730/3.S2-S737

SoooaJuc~ EcGa. n.v. citif
2000 E. Fourth St, Sle.
Santa Ana, CA 92705

30,971,000

69

No
Yes
No

No
No
No

I
2

J . .esR.Dam
Plesident
(888) 56(}.5363/(714) 95~

a;=IJ )

18,004,437

42

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

Baak or c--rce

17.594,937

34

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

1
10

Robert Flores
Sr. V.P./Sales Mana§\r
(800) 8704043/(71 ) 993-9976

DllndoBMit
rrn Coata Ave.

16,245,100

44

Yes
Ycs
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

1
5

Cldlerille CllapiU
EJCQJ!ive V.P.
(714) 891-S7301894-S2S7

15,706,797

281

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
Yes

184

Jolla Osbanae
Vice Plesident
(909) 67&-4114/676-9703

Yea
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

flnlu.iiiiS..I-..=
4

lrviae,

2400 E. Katella Ave., Sle. 125
Anaheim, CA 92806

~Ilea, GA.

92647

BukorA.trb

eo..u11y Developmeal BID.k

1

110

2,000+

~-~~Oflic:«
9) 251-!1016

(909} 983-$1

6.

27489 Yoez Rd
Temecula, CA 92591

7.

.hlllnlt ..........
3S3S lalaad
Blvd.
Ollario, CA 91

14,534,000

8.

lOBitCIIII Valli)' JlaDk
2n10 Jeffersoa Ave.
Temecula, CA 92590

12,855,373

30

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

c· ·~....
t. »-il1
12530~
Sic. 219

12,395,550

30

Yes
Yes

No

No
No
Yes

8
8

Ye.
Yes
No

No
No
No

I
118

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

0
60

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

0
15

Rachel Fuller
Sr. V. P.ISBA Mana~er
(800) 85&.4722/(71 ) 963.{)646

20

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

I
12

Jonlu Blillcbard

26

Yes
Yes
Yes

y.,

I
7

Joan K. Earhart
Senior V. P./Manafer SBA Loan
(800) 303-4662 X 50/(714) 289-83

na

BID~
I st Vtee esideot

'=

36

VidorYille; CA

Heller F1rst Capi!ol
10. 600 Anton Blvd, Sle. 950
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

u.

11,180,689

N~ fllludll
8,858,300
~~ATII't Ca~ Corp.)
SS
Ave, Sic 1100
Huoliogton BeldJ, CA 9"..647

Sootbera CallfOBia Bank••
12. 9042 Garfield Ave~ Sle. 203
Huntington Beach, CA 9"..646

8,78-1.600

~Sprillp 8uk

8,132,500

13.

tfomia Ave., 1100

7,846,269

~~,10
92SOJ

7,720,500

26

15

Rivmidc,

Enterprise FllDdiDg Corp.
16. 101 E. Redlands Blvd., Ste. 219
Redlands, CA 92373

7,249,000

Fni~Caa:NA 6,765,700

17.

28

Colona, CA 9t719

Oranr, National Bank
14. 1249 . Katella Ave
Orange, CA 92867

1!.

31

~~

E.1111tillo St.
Coviaa. CA91mt

17

17

Slate lllllk)

Callforalil Ftdcnl Ba•k

18. 320 N. Harbor Blvd~ 2nd Aoor

6,210,400

9

Fullerton, CA 92832

N01111~
19. 27403
YIIIIZ
Sic. 211
'D:mealla. CA

6,010,640

IS

I

Basillas Bull ol Callfonla

5,365,000

16

20. I40 S. Arrowhead Ave.
San Benwdioo, CA 92408

...... c..e.w..

2L 200 w. SliM Ala Blvd., Sle.1060
Si111ca Aaa, CA 92l01
Wells FUJO Balik
22. 3801 Universit921Qe.
· Riverside, CA
I

4,284,61S
3,933,200

16
25

y.,

No

Yes
Ye.,

2

s

1011 SelliiiiiiQ
VICC Presideut

(909) 941·2S09,-J41·2S36
Wodl Alita
Vice Plesident
(800) 939-3736/ (909) 506-1290

~M.DcCGtl
. SBA Officer
(760) 243-2140 xl027/243-3228

Gary N. Fowler
Busmcss Development Officer
(800) 795-9002/ (714) 444-9020
Julie Jolwoe

Acct. M~
rRmnal
842-2380/372- t3
JUiie-johoson(d'ncwcoort.rom
~)

Aost. VP.
(888) 122-1444/(909) 28()..5285
JO!dan{i!lpc.net

Det

Yes
Yes
No

Yes

No
Yes
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

4

Yes
Yes

16

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes

13
185

Heather Eadrrsea
1st Vice Plesident
(714) 525-8967/525-9967

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

4
8

LeuR.udall

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

4

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No

_,__..,._h4<,.,.,.....,_JIJ,. ......._......,.•.,._..,..,........

~Ju328-9142/.328-9150

.JlPI@eartlilink.nct

Pal NorvaU
Plesident
(909) 792-3803n92-3813

4

Rkhanl.hlt
Executive Vtce Plcsident

~~15-0964

Yrce l'reaideot

(909) 69S..22.3Z/699-89S7
E~ac Goazalez Jr.
V. :ISBA~·~·

(909) 88S-

5

-6173

~s.(714) 285-!1890/285-9893
53
1,190

Celeste Wal~ Bus. Dev. Officer
~626) 854-1343/810-6171
ltvc RUSIUio~mm. Loan Officer
(909) 781-193
7-9815

__,..,.........__

NIA •li«~ftl>• Wt.MN«/JII<IM••MI....... •, _ , _ , _ , . , . -..... DitlrlaOJ«, US _ _
.........._
..W"-""'IIIC/MM/'JitniJI--..WO.!PI&A.tlillobooi,_,_,.,_IIJW.
~Coli,bllio
<1,...
_ _ _,.,,_.,
_____, _

, _ _ _.,......,,.....,..,.,_,.,.., Jlrlt*M,.,...._Iantt/, ,_......,_..... .-_.,_...~ CA91130-4J52

_.....,<1.~

Rat.dWI,]tfr1S.-~1999/t*M,.,..,_.,hftA

MANAGER'S BOOKSHELF

Good Businessmen Can Be Great Dads
"Business Dad: How Good
Businessmen Can Make Great
Fathers (and Vice Versa)," by Tom
Hirschfeld (with Julie Hirschfeld,
Ph.D.;
Little,
Brown
and
Company, New York, New York;
1999; 278 pages; $23.00.

Plaoat/Fu
E-MaJJAddrea

Yes
Yet
Yes

2.

5.

11

1S9

10310 Heat~- 360
RiYalide, CA

4.

11

64,971,000

••

~

'" '"11'"1"

Torn Hirschfeld has taken an
important first step toward an even
more important objective. He
believes that it's well past time to do
away with one of the most harmful
self-fulfilling
prophecies.
Businessmen don't have to make
lousy fathers.
Hirschfeld points out that before
the industrial revolution the sons and
daughters of male business owners
were working side by side with their
dads at very early ages. In many
cases they were apprenticed to their
fathers' businesses. By the time the
industrial revolution had reached its
zenith in the 1950's, children were
seldom working with their dads.
Dad was often miles away during
the day, though mom was usually at
home. Dad would return from work
to take some part in parenting.
The author notes that at one time
the family was used as a metaphor
for business. By 1997, however,
career articles in business magazines
turned children into anchor and
other dead weight metaphors that
would have been unlhinkable in
1957. Hirschfeld states:
" ... Family is used less and less
as a metaphor for business,
with
the common analogies divided
instead among sports, war, and mind
games like chess. This is unfortunate, because family is clearly more
central to most individuals and to
society as a whole."
Although a reader's initial reaction may be that there are few skills
that are transferable from business to
parenting, the author clearly makes a
case to fathers that skills can be
transferred, but that the methods of
implementing them are vastly different. To make his poinl he lists as a
table four pages of skills and abilities including listening, critical
thinking, and crisis management
among many mothers. Adjacent to
these he lists how these skills oper·

ate at work and at home. In no case
during four pages of listing skills
and abilities are the methods of
usmg these skills at work in any way
remotely similar to those methods of
using them at home. Hirschfeld
underscores this incredible difference by commenting:
"The following table summarizes the adjustments that most dads
need to make in adapting their business skills to home use. As you will
see, nearly all the skills and abilities
listed need to be pumped up beyond
'indu~trial strength' for heavy duty
fathering."
One of the most refreshing
aspects of the book is the chapter
entitled "The Org Chart-How
Fathers Add Value." It marks the
first time in a long while that you

can rediscover a range of attribules
that make fathering not only good
for ktds' welfare, but vital in raising
emotionally healthy chtldren. Some
of these include:
"Dads get physical. Dads are
strong. Dad~ provtde balance in protectiveness. Dads discipline by the
rules. Ktds need role models."
There's lot\ of good advice and even
better suggestions about being a better father to your kids. The key is
that you become a lot more available
to children than your boss likes or
your business requires. When this
happens, Hirschfeld suggests that
you take another look at the way you
do business, and urges changes that
favor your children. Unfortunately,
there are cases and people for whom
this is an overly ambitious goal. The

author is certainly right m stating
that a growing number of businesses
are getting the mes.<;age about their
employees need to spend more lime
with thetr kids, but he may be a bit
too optimistic about how quickly
this is taking place and the eventual
number who adopt it.
The only element of the book
that is just a bit irritating is the use of
business jargon and language. Even
though lhe author alerts readers
early in the book to the use of the
technique, it seems to be more
annoying than helpful.
If you value your children's
future at least as much as your own,
"Business Dad" ts worth reading. Its
advice is more than worth considering.
- Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best·selling books for business. The list is compiled based on information received from retail
bookstores throughout the U.S.A.
1." The Courage to Be Rich," by Suze Orman (Riverhead ... $24.95) (3)" Creating material and spiritual abundance out of
money.

2. "The 9 Steps to Financial Freedom," by Suze Orman (Crown ... $23) (1) How to overcome obstacles in the path to
achieving wealth.
3. "Business at the Speed of Thought," by Bill Gates (Warner Books ... $30) (4) Gates forecasts how business will work
in the Knowledge Age.
4. "The Millionaire Next Door," by Thomas J. Stanley and William D. Danko (Longstreet Press ... $22) (2) Millionaires
are made of discipline, work, and frugality.
5. "Roaring 2000s," by Harry S. Dent (Simon & Schuster ... $25) (5) Despite the Bears of '98, Dent sees the Bulls of

·oo.

6. "Who Moved My Cheese," by Spencer Johnson (Putnam ...$19.95) (7) A way to deal wtth change at work and away
from work.
7. "Morgan: American Financier," by Jean Strouse (Random House ... $34.95) (8) A new look at J.P. Morgan, the first
modern investment banker.
8. "Die Broke: A Radical Four-Part Financial Plan," by Stephen M. Pollan (HarperBusiness ... $25) (6) Planning for retire-

ment by not retiring.

9. "The 48 Laws of Power," by Robert Greene with Joost Eiffers (Viking ... $24.95) (9) How to get power or defend against
it.
10. "Eat the Rich," by P.J. O'Rourke (Atlantic Monthly Press ... $24) (7) A humorous look at the "dismal science" of eccr
oomics.
"(4)- Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
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;· ., ... SBA Lenders Set·ving the Inland Empire
l<anl.., ,J/,, f,m,, '""''' ,/

Co.puyNAJac

SBA I...ous

NDmbcr or SBA
Fuded-10(97-9/98 Loaos Funded

Addnss

Oty, State, Zip

($AIIIoant)•

10197 • 9;98•

1H ilt I \Ide. \ an }l , 1uaulmo ,\. t Jwu~1 ( """"''I

Types or Loans Oll'ered:

1)'\: SBA Loaos Funded:

504

Scas'L Uoe or
Small Loan Programs

ntLLoans~

Number of Omces:
Inland Empire
CompuyWide

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

7
16

7A

Contract Loan Prg.

n

==w;;:~~lOO

3,909,52S

17

RaDCIIo Mizi&C, CA

SUII Coutry Baak
24. 123 E. 9th St., 1102
Upland, CA 91786

3,569,888

l'lnCC~Buk

l5. 601 ~~Way

Palnl

9

c.

.., ....

Z7. 200 B. Cllrias Ave.
ReciMd&. CA !n373

v.ncr llaak

28. 2408 Postal Ave.
Moreno ~ey, CA 92553

Yes

No

No

Yes

No
No

6

6

M•rk MUbourl
l:!xecutive V.P.
(760) 416-3336/SOS-5002

4

Kmtin< M. Chung

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

33

2,464,700

9

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
y.,.
Yes

II

1st V.P./ManaUf.
(909) 307-81011798-3646

Yes
Yes
Yes

I

Yes
Yes

7

Thomas A. Pool
V.P.ISBA Manager
(909) 242-1170{242-5388

No

na

2,125,033

15

5

Yes
y.,.

No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
5

y.,.
Yes

No

Yes

Westen State Baak
32. IBOJ E. Huaur o Dr.
Duarte, CA 91 0

1,052,000

3

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

!n c-..
1487 F01611111hd.
La \\nc,_CA!Il7!0

S44,llOO

6

Yes
Yes

No

No

Yes

3

Yes
Yes

Cm&aMau;CA

Aorida Ave.
Hemet. CA 92545

~

35. SISS

•

.......

:;& Sic. 2112

lrwiadlle. CA. 91

424,168

No

35,000

.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Sr Vice President
(213) 347-2434/347-2395
StenvOD~C!i

7

No

1,273,000

34. 800

Guy A. Bovee
V.PJSBA Manager
(909)982-3813/982-8319

7

1,288,635

v~ Mctduts Baak

VPJSBA Dept Mgr
(760) 776-411l0!176-4433

2,784,326

u:mac~Buk
30. I 474 Central Ave.
Chino, CA 91710
31SIAIJwayAw~B-1

Gerri B. Gordon

Yes
Yes

i.S97,000

G4llrtll N..-..llak

Pboot/Fu
E-MJIU Address

22

v-. ... "'Calrcil1li8
B. 3403 lOIII ~ Sle. lOS
Rlveniclo,
92SOJ

3L

Title

2,996,182

, CA 92262

~ N•lioul Buk
26.
S. O!Jve St., Ste. 2110
Lo5 Angeles, CA 90014

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Top Local Executive

. Dooald C&vli.ZOii
VP./Manager .
(909) 321-3840/321-3849

2

Roo Denapoli
V.P.ISBA Dept. Mgr.
(909) 591-63'71/591-6867

0
16

Ptlt r Coultb
SBA Loan Offic.:r
(714) 434-7700/434-7733

I

Suzanne M. Khoury
V.P.ISBA Manager
(626) 357-9611 X203!358-4371

2

No

2

Yes

No

I

Bryu MKFllliaad
Branch Mall8ger
(909) 593-7591/39Ull83

2

Patrick Lilly
V.PJComm. & SBA Lending
(909) 766-6666{166-6664

25 (S. Cahf.)

No

Yes
Yes

3

No

6

Yes
Yes

11

V.P.ISBA Manager

(626) 814-0231.1814-1222

NIA • NOI~ 11M> • w.lt/N«Dudoot .. • -~ ' U..ft[!,W<S,_;dedbys.nt.AMDutnct Of1k<, US. s-11 B.......,A<Imww....., and dono< uteiMd<fint,.,loaMdon< •1lh504.t AlldiboMJ,.fonnaliaoproo.&.tby...-rlu>td. " Sou#lmo ~
b..tftf.W<Sacii.Mfa- ~ N-....i&rN:(...,.,tJ/1/99). Todt<batofow bto.Vdg< dt< '"~ suppliol tJ O<avaruso{p=r-. Wlul<cwry</fort n...t< """""' dt<a<av«yandtlwrouglvowofrh< lisl, "'"""""'and l)pOgrapiucD/ trron..........., arou
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Snicker s® Soccer C hampionship
Has $3 Million Economic Impact
in San Bernardino A rea
The Smckers® US Youth
Soccer
Far
West
Regional
Championshtp held June 21-26 at
the new 17-field San Bernardino
California
Youth
Soccer
Association (CYSA)-South Soccer
Complex had an economic impact
of nearly $3 million, according to
city officials.
The tournament attracted 7,000
visitors from California and 12
other western states, including
2,300 players and coaches.
"This is an excellent event for
the city," said Steve Henthorn,
executive director of the San
Bernardino
Convention
and
Visitors Bureau. "Families from all
over the West came to watch their
children play al our first-class soccer facility, and they spent time eating out, shopping and sightseeing
while they were here during the
week. The tournament provided
some generous economic benefits
to our business community."

A portion of the tournament
was
held
concurrently
in
Bakersfield wtth 125 teams.
Tourism offictals there estimated
an economic thus of $2.5 million,
thus the tournament brought an
estimated total of $5 .5 million into
Southern California.
Many area hotels were packed .
Along with the players and coaches, the championship drew referees, administrators, families and
college soccer coaches. To accom·
modale the visitors during the tournament, the host CYSA-South and
area tourism officials secured more
than 2,000 hotel rooms in San
Bernardino and surrounding cities
such as Redlands, Riverside,
Corona, Ontario, Moreno Valley
and Victorville.
Soccer's burgeoning popularity has spurred recognition of its
economic potential, which tournament and tourism officials capitalized on during the championship.

ft·om "\\ \\ .Topl.ist.fom

Going the extra mile
to support small business.
If you are a small business owner looking for credit to help
your business succeed, you've come to the right place. Wells
Fargo is committed to helping small business get the credit

INLAND EMPIRE

Commercial Real Estate Financing
Business Expansion • Equipment Purchase
Preferred Lender Status • Local Approval
SBA 7-A Guaranty and 504 Loan Programs
c.Jl ,. toay 111

(800} 362-2252
SBA offices locations:

Ontario, Huntington Beach, Temecula, Fallbrook,
Vista, lDs Anscks and Sacramento

Member FDIC

* NEWS & WEATHER
* COMMENTARY
*BUSINESS
*FEATURES
* HEALTH BREAK
*SPORTS
* ENTERTAINMENT
* RESTAURANT REVIEWS

The Inland Empire's
only
Local TV Newscast
7:30 a.m. Weekdays
o r a sk yo ur ca ble co1npany
w h e r e t o f in d us!

Entrepreneur of the Year
continued from page 37

SERVICES AWARD
Robert J. Kain
President/CEO of HMC Architects, Ontario
Robert J Kain always has been a risk-taker, a quality that he says has
helped him throughout his life.
" It's part of my nature," he said. "I moved from one architectural finn to
another, always seeking to embrace the cutting-edge ideas.
"I'm very aggressive, and my partners are aggressive, entrepreneurial
archilecL~. too. We are risk-takers because we like to feel a strong sense of
accomplishment "
Kain has been prestdent and CEO of HMC Architects since 1995.
Kain ha~ expanded the finn to six local offices to place its architects closer to their clients.
"Oients want people based in their community," he said. "Each of our
offices looks and acts like a local finn. We've created a stand-alone profit and
loss center in each office."
Since Kain implemented this approach, HMC has grown and diversified.
The finn's business is now 80 percent schools and 20 percent health care facilities. One of HMC's recent projects was designing the Ontario Convention
Center.
Kain gets a sense of accomplishment from building "things that will be
around for 100 years," and he receives energy from his clients and employees.
"I get 50 percent of my energy from clients when I see their enjoyment
and happiness when they move into their new building. I get 50 percent of my
energy from the staff. Seeing people succeed and learn new things is wonderful."

CORPORATE ENTREPRENEUR

~W'.:rchantsbank.com

.
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they deserve. We offer resourceful alternatives including SBA
loan programs. Our goal is to become the #1 SBA provider
in every market we serve. Call us today to find out how
you can put an SBA loan to work for your small business.
Call Celeste Wall at 626-854-1343.

Tom Powell
President, Thor California, Inc., Moreno Valley
When asked the secret of his success, Tom Powell replies: "It's people.
We've got the greatest team of people here in the recreational vehicle business.
We're very tight. We have a good time, and we enjoy winning."
Powell built his team three years ago when he approached Thor Industries
about letting him build an RV plant in California from the ground up.
Powell recruited management from his most talented associates. Then he
tooled a new facility in Moreno Valley to produce lightweight trailers.
"Our team wa~ ripe to take this step, and we succeeded," he said.
In only three years, Thor California has grown from 108 workers making
eight trailers a day to 450 people building 34 trailers daily.
The venture turned a profit after only two full months of operation.
Thor California has pioneered lightweight trailers that can be pulled by
mini vans, sports utility vehicles, and light trucks. The most popular of its lines
are the Tahoe and Wanderer travel trailers.
"Our innovation was taking the light travel trailer 10 another level with
expandable rooms," Powell said. "These trailers have additional floor space,
and they are roomy. They only weigh about 2,800 pounds and can be pulled
easily by a mini van."
Powell likes being an entrepreneur because it allows him to be flexible.
"You can create your own products and attack the markets you want to
attack. You can watch people grow with your organization. You are r~ponsi
ble for what you do, and I like that."
Asked about his reaction to winning the Entrepreneur of The Year Award,
Powell said, "It's exciting. I like to win, and I love for my employees to win."
LasI year, Thor California captured 10 percent of the state market. It has
become the seventh-largest towable RV finn in North America.
contrr111ed on page 45
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Staff Leasing Companies Serving the I.E.
Htt ll~nl hy \ umha of Of11< ,., til/It< l lllttml / 111f'll'<

S~lalitib

Thp Loa! Extcutive
Headquarters
Compan}wide

P acements, I.E.
Ciry, State, Zip

1.

2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

'·

td,
Inland Empire

1998 Re•enue, I.E.
Address

Number or Offices:
Title

Phone/Fax
E-MaU Address

Barntt Buo~acsr; Senkes
1887 Busine... Center Dr.. S1e. 3
San Bernardino, CA 92401l

9
60

W.G.I. Solutions
2409 S. Vine~rd Ave.
Ontano, CA 1764

5
22

$51,000,000
60

1988
Cernlos, CA

Industrial, Oerical,
P.E.O. & Transportalion
Compliance & S1affing

EdTolnS
Regonal Director
(909) 947-4990/351-9941

.l
.l

WND

1989
Viaorville, CA

Oerical.
Ughllndustnal,
Engi-ring/Tech.

Robert Lovlapld
President
(760) 24S-l460/24S-172S
iovongood@cmro.com

2

$8,200,000
+7,000

1985
Onlllrio, CA

Technical, Oerical,
ughllnduslrial, Permanent
Placement

(909) 467-3200/46 -3206

1988
Upland. CA

Eng;:!J.t Oerical,
Tecb01cal, om~r.
Ltght loduslnal

Dim:tor of En ·neerio
(909) 920-so3fl9.20-s~

1995

Sales and
Managemenl

Jobu Breen
Branch ManaJ:er
(909) 989-33 31989-3962

San Diego, CA

H.R., Payroll,
WIC, Gov1.
Compliance

Jo.epbThlkan

c~~lac.

14011 Park Ave, e. 170
Vietorville, CA 92392

Hardiag Persouel Sen ice, Inc.
1802 E. "G" St., Sle. C
Ontario, CA 91764

4

.A.Yi&w F.qlaeeriq Senica

2

Keith M. Rentschler
1951
Payroll Services, Human Resour~
Vice President
Portland OR Maoagemen~ Benefil Admintslnlflon,
' Safety Serv1ces & Wo!ker'' Compcns.lssues (909) 89(1. 1000/890.10 II

$30,000,000
na

Bonnie La Ba!Wr
V.P./General Mana~er

3

$1,500,000
45

Culver Prrsoaoe~ Inc.
3200 E. inland Emp11e Blvd., #150
Ontario, CA 91764

2
21

WND

~Std.._.,
. "A", Ste. I 00
San Diego, CA 92101

I
18

WND

Priacrton C~ratr Consultants
630 S lnd1an ill Blvd., Sie. I
Oaremon1, CA 91711

I
3

$2,100,000
N/A

1986
Encino, CA

Medical Device/
Pharmaceutical

Steve Adams
V.P., o:z;rallons
(909) 25-3007/621-0315

Yt'ND

1995
Upland, CA

Telecommunication,
Voice & Data Staffing

Anita Starks
Princi~ Consultant
(909) 31·4441/9314445

WND
II

1997
irvme, CA

R1sk Mana~ment,
C'us1om1zed rv1ces,
401K Opllons

Lynn Greeley
Vice Pres1dent
(949) 752-2995/756-5015

$2.000,000
160

19R9
Rancho Mirage, CA

Employee
Leasing

Shelby Drummond
Pres1de01
(760J no.40ssmo.2m

5. 569 N. Mountain Ave.
Upland, CA 91786
6.

Company Name

Starts & A5sodata
1150 N. Mountain Ave. #lOlA
UpWJd, CA 91786

Kim Staff Employer Outsourcing Seoicts, Joe. 0
10. 9 Execu11ve Cncle, Sle. 100
I
Irvine, CA 91612

PuServlm
U. 39941 Kersten Rd.
Rancho Mirage CA 'P..270

~ •~01.<pplic4/>I<Ml'iD

•
•ll<.w/4 \urDurfos< .. •
thaoozluo=
u{d..li.J<Uopirr &ana, J C'..,nglu
1999/n/mod

San Otego, CA

na

VktorTdkibr

Regional Salt~> Manager
(lm) 87-STAFF/487-8233
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L.A. Times Targets Inland Empire Area
by Ste1•e Elfwtt
The Los Angeles Times is targetmg potential readers and subscribers in the Inland Empire area,
with a new regional office in
Ontario and a number of innovative new program.-;, according to
Steve Lee, the Times' regional
president for the Inland Empire and
San Gabriel regions_
"We believe as a company that
the Inland Empire area is very
important to our future in Southern
California," Lee said. "Our plan is
to be more focused on this area
than before. That's why we created
the Inland Empire regional office
and why I was appointed in

January to head this region.
Our plans are to better service
these commumties, and really
focus on the opportunities that are
available in this growing region,"
Lee said.
According to Lee, the Times 1s
aggressively promoting 1ts product
in the Inland Empire marketplace.
"We have a seven-day package we
offer to customers out there, and on
the newsstands our product is very
competitively priced at a quarter,
versus the other local newspaper
options."
Lee said the residents of
Montclair,
Ontario,
Rancho
Cucamonga, and Upland receive a
local supplemental product called

"Our Times," published weekly
and included with their subscription.
"This is a product that focuses
on local news, local schools, local
governments, local businesses, and
local sports," Lee said. According
to Lee, "Our Times" has a particular focus on government, city hall,
and educational issues. "This is
because these are the issues that are
important to readers today," Lee
said.
"The strategy there is we want
to make sure we meet our consumers' needs. What we want to
provide them with is all the great
things about the L.A. Times: our
international, national, state, and

local news, sports, business, calendar, and feature content, but in
addition to providing that, what
we've been hearing from a Jot of
our readers is that they want more
local news," Lee said. "So we want
to provide local news at the grassroots level and attach it to the L.A.
Times. This way you get local
news as well as all the news the
Times always provides. We think
that provides superior value to the
people of this area. And it's working; people have responded."
Steve Lee, phone 213-237-2233;
fax 213-237-3490, Steve Elliott,
phone 909-484-9765 Ext. 23; fax
909-391-3160.
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Entrepreneur of the Year

I.E. PEOPLE

continued from page 43

Manufacturing/Consumer Products

Astor to Bring Kickin' Country to the Empire
by Steve Ell1ott

Henry Mohrschladt, President
Mike Howarth, Vice President
Cabo Yachts, Aderonto
Henry Mohrschladt, president of Cabo Yachts, says he and partner
Mike Howarth are asked constantly why they build ocean-going sport fishing boats in the desert.
"That's a good question," he said. "Actually, it's logical. Mike and I had
been building boats in Orange County for 15 years, and the government
bureaucracy got to be too much for us.
"We were looking for a friendlier business climate. The city of
Adelanto welcomed us. Adelanto has been a great partner to us."
He added that the boats were likely to be shipped out of California, anyway, and the high desert offered good air quality and lower real estate
prices.
Mohrschladt said he and Howarth "get a lot of satisfaction out of building something we can call our own. We like to make decisions, and, of
course, we both have loved boats all our lives." Mike was born in England
and reared in New Zealand. Henry is a Southern Californta-native. They
met in 1975 while working for a boat builder in Orange County. "My partner is my secret weapon," the president said. "He is outstanding, and he has
a desire to succeed. He and I both try and try until we win."
Mohrschladt was honored to win the Entrepreneur of The Year Award.
"There were some awfully good companies and some great people nominated," he said. "I was proud to be in such company."

Supporter of Entrepreneurship
Michael Stull, Executive Director
Inland Empire Small Business Development Center, Riverside
Michael Stull likes to work hard in helping others start businesses in the
Inland Empire, but to him it's more fun than drudgery.
"We have a great team of people who make my job easy," Stull said.
"They're just as dedicated and passionate as I am about small business and
entrepreneurship.
"I really do believe strongly in small business because it's the driving
force behind our economy in the United States. Entrepreneurship is becoming more prevalent worldwide, and it's always been one of the things that's
kept our country great.
"People can start from scratch and build a company. A lot of people
continued on page '54

• Business loans to $3 2 m1 han
• Commeretal real estate loans
• ConstructiOn loans

• SBA!oans
• Accounts ReceiVable Financmg

In early July, there'll be a new
radio station in the Inland Empire
Astor Broadcast Group purchased "K-Muscle" KMSL, the
10,000-watt AM sports station in
Ontario, in a deal approved in May.
The station, at 1510 on your AM
dial, will be re-christened KIKA,
and in a format change will feature
country music.
Owner Arthur Astor is a 40year veteran of the broadcasting
business, and has been a station
owner for more than 20 years.
"I worked my way up the ladder," Astor sa1d. "When I finally
became a station owner, It was the
American dream to me. I' m one of
the last of the independent broadca~ters."

Astor is excited about entering
the local broadcasting market. "We
needed a key to the Inland Emp1re,"
he said of his latest acquisition.
"We feel that there's a good
country music market in this area,"
Astor said. "This stallon is a good

addition to our Southern California
network. After all, this is one of the
fastest-growing regions in the
United States."
According to Astor, KIKA
plans to work with local night
clubs, concerts, and store openings,
as well as other special promotions
to be announced.
The Astor Broadcast Group
now consists of five radio stations
(three AM and two FM) throughout
Southern California.
Three stations in San Diego
call Astor Broadcast Group their
home, along with Orange County
FM country station KIKF and now
KIKA in Ontario.
Astor said he plans to bring
"good solid family entertainment"
to the Inland Emp1re with KIKA
"We take very seriously our responsibility to have programming in the
community interest," he said. "We
welcome any comments and suggestions.
"We're looking forward to
entertaming folks in the Inland
Empire," Astor said.

Palm Desert Chamber
Installs Board
The Palm Desert Chamber of
Commerce installed new officers
for 1999-2000 on June 15 at
Bighorn Golf Club.
The dinner and awards presentation
honored
outgoing
President Bill Brunskill, and
installed Dave Putman as the new
president.
The dinner also honored community and leaders with the annual Chamber Awards. Janet Cook
of PFF Bank & Trust was named
Ambassador of the Year; The
Gardens on El Paseo won the Art
& Business Award; Pat Scully,
community affairs specialist, won
the Award of Excellence (City
Employee); and Rick Post, J.D.
Professor at College of the
Desert, was named Board
Member of the Year.
Ace
Printing won
the
Community Service Award;

Evelyn Bennett of A Star Rents
won the prestigious George V.
Berkey, Sr. Award; Cordova
Photography under the direction
of Phil Cordova won the Member
of the Year Award; First
Community Bank won the
President's Achievement Award;
and Carolyn Barry of Fun-DMental Traffic School was named
Volunteer of the Year.
In addition to incoming
President Dave Putman, Norrell
Staffing Service, the new executive board will include immediate
past President Bill Brunskill,
Computer Payroll Company;
President-Elect Mary Beth Hunt,
ASAP Events; Vice President Stu
Bailey, First Community Bank;
Vice President Sarah Seils, Desert
Personnel; and Vice President
Leo
Sullivan,
Sullivan
Maintenance.
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Yeager Construction:

Private Water Ski Community
Nears Opening
Officials at the ShadowLake
Estates development near Indio
have announced that the project
should be complete in October.
ShadowLake is a private, residential water ski community at the
base of the Shadow Hills.
The development includes a
42-acre, man-made lake with 48
custom-home lots fronting the
water. Reservations for the lots are
currently being taken but home
construction is not part of the current project, said a representative of

the developer, ShadowLake LLC.
The Inland Empire was the
home of the first water ski community, Newberry Spnngs, which was
built some 30 years ago near
Barstow. Today, nearly 400 such
developments dot the lancbcape
nationally.
ShadowLake Estates is an
upscale pnvate community featuring a gated entrance and extensive
lancbcapmg. Each of the lots ts 2/3
acre with 160 feet of beach
frontage.

Rainboworks Puts Services at the Touch of aButton
Too much money? Not
enough time? If that sounds like
an appealing customer base for a
business, you might be David
Duffy, coo of Rainboworks
Services, a Palm Springs-based
service firm.
Using the latest in Internet,
networking and database technology, Rainboworks provides busy
executives and community leaders
in the Coachella Valley with tM
freedom to handle their obligations
while not neglecting needs at

home. With a simple phone call,
services like pool maintenance,
carpet cleaning, hair care and even
massages can be coordinated.
Service providers on the
Rainboworks database are selected after extenstve review and provide quality service on time and
on budget, said Duffy.
Rainboworks customers can
use home and office computers,
via the Internet, to relay specific
instructions and set appointments
24 hours a day.

VEP Web Marketing
Lures Florida Firm to
aim Spri gs
The
Coachella
Valley
Economic Partnership and the city
of Palm Springs have announced
that a Florida-based nutritional
supplement company will be relocating its headquarters to the low
desert. Titan Laboratories of
Homosassa Springs will be moving to Palm Canyon Drive in the
next few weeks.
Michael Bracken, executive
director of the CVEP said that
Titan contacted his organization
about relocating through the
PalmSprings.com Web site. He
added that two )ther nutrition
industry firms are considering

moves to the Coachella Valley as
well. According to Bracken, Titan
president Galen Ballard was
attracted to the area by the growing
Inland Empire economy and the
active lifestyle of Southern
California.
Titan Laboratories distributes
performance nutrition products to
retailers and suppliers such as
health clubs and nutrition stores.
Titan joins two other firms,
Comercial Tire of Fresno and
Daewoo Motor America, in establishing operations in the Coachella
Valley. All announced their plans
in the month of June.

Infrastructure for the Empire
by St~ve Elliott

If you've driven on any freeway
in the Inland Empire, you've likely
seen E.L. Yeager Construction
Company's work.
For 80 years Yeager Construction
has been one of California\ premier

ShadowLake Estates

R

v

n

A study by the widely respected Rose Institute of State and
Local Government has found
strong support for Indian gaming
in the Coachella Valley. "It is clear
that the public in the Coachella
Valley is supportive of tribal gaming operations and wants to see
continued growth in gaming operations," said institute Director Dr.
Alan Heslop.
More than 70 percent of those
surveyed support expanded gam-

ing operations on reservations.
Interestingly, a similarly large
majority, 67 percent, oppose card
clubs and horse track betting on
non-reservation property.
The survey was conducted in
mtd-April and included random
telephone interviews with 400
adults in the area.
The survey also found that
area residents rank gaming as one
of the top five economic factors in
the region.

Desert Notes
The Coachella Valley Economic Partnership and Cathedral City have
announced that Daewoo Motor, America will be opening a new dealership
on the northeast comer of Highway 111 and Melrose. Daewoo is the 18th
largest car manufacturer in the world with annual sales in excess of $70 billion ...
The Economic Council of Pass Area Communities (ECOPAC), an
organization representing business and government in the Yucaipa,
Banning, Beaumont, Cabazon and Cherry Valley area, recently announced
that the Casino Morongo is the region's largest employer. The casino
employs 900 people, 50 percent more than Deutsch engineering, the next
largest. The Desert Hills Outlet employs 1,400 people at a number of different businesses ...
Parade Charities has announced the theme for the Nov. 7 Palm Desert
Golf Cart Parade at the Gardens on El Paseo. "A Century to Remember"
was submitted by Christyann Aguilar of Thermal ...
Kiner/Goodsell advertising has added junior account executive Tonya
Brown to its advertising department's client relations team. Brown is an
active member of the Coachella Valley community and is vice president of
health and welfare of the Second Missionary Baptist Church's program to
feed and clothe the hungry. She holds a degree in communications from the
University of Nebraska.

Carl Boyer

heavy construction companies. Since
its establishment in 1919, this
Riverside-based corporation has
become an mdustry leader with an
unmatched reputation for performance, safety and innovation.
The company was formed by
Jacques and Gene Yeager and purchased in 1995 by a group of senior
managers including Carl K. Boyer,
the firm's chairman/ceo/president.
Boyer has been with Yeager since
1965.
Boyer takes personal pride in his
company's reputation and performance. "In all the years I've been here
we've newr paid liquidated damages," Boyer told the Inland Empire
Business Journal.

"We have been invited on many
high-performance jobs by the State of
California- jobs where there are limited bidders, based on performance,"
Boyer said. "Because of our vast
equtpment pool, our long-term
employees, and our reputation, we've
been able to perform and complete all
of our JObs on time."
According to Boyer, E.L. Yeager
Construction employs from 750 to
1,000 people at any given time,
depending upon workload.
Just a few of the many maJOr
Inland Emptre infrastructure projects
currently underway by Yeager
Construcuon include the 1-15/1-40 and
1-15/Lenwood Road interchanges and

the 1-15/Mojave Rtver bridge widening, all in Barstow; the 1-15/SR 30
mterchange and the SR 30 (1-210)
Segment 5 in Rancho Cucamonga; the
bndge over Etiwanda/Highway 30 in
Fontana; the 1-15/1-215 interchange 10
Murneta Hot Springs, and the huge
SR 57/SR 91 mterchange project on
the way to Anaheim.
Of these projects, the biggest 10
terms of dollar value is the 1-15/SR 30
mterchange at Rancho Cucamonga.
The project, whtch was started in
February of 1998, is valued at almost
$73 million and ts slated for completion m February of 2001
Other big-dollar projects are the
95/57 interchange towards Anahetm
($47,0%,937), the 1-15 and Highway
58
interchange
in
Barstow
($36,532,399), and the 1-15/1-40 interchange in Barstow ($19,977,972).
Some of the latest Inland Empire
projects undertaken by Yeager
Construction include the $3 million
SR 395 realignment in Hesperia,
which was started May 18, and the
$4.7 million SR 58 widening in
Barstow, started March 29.
If 11 sounds as if E.L. Yeager
Construction has been staymg busy,
that would be an accurate impression.
With its state-of-the-art equipment and knowledgeable and expenenced staff of in-house engineers, estimators and construction crews, the
organization oversees a diverstty of
projects from mception to completiOn.
With a solid background of highway construction and improvement
projects, Yeager continues to be one of
the dommant forces behmd the construction of many of the Inland
Empire's and Southern California's
major freeways.
According to Boyer, E.L. Yeager
Construction expects to maintain its
position of influence. The company is
well positioned for the future, having
already secured work for the next five
years. This includes participation in a
variety of public works programs
funded by the federal government and
a number of highway projects, mass
transit ventures and tollways.
"We're backed by three generations of strength and integrity," Boyer
said. "E.L. Yeager Construction is wdl
prepared to continue its legacy of quality in the fields of heavy engineering
and construction."

General Andrew Jackson. the namesake of Jackson Federal Bank. slashed the ribbon to mark the re-opemng of the institutions newest branch, the former First
Federal Sav1ngs, in San Bemarduto at a June 14 ceremony. CEO D. Tad Lowrey,
second from left, pledged to open more branches, retain employees and continue
.1en·1ces such as First Federal's "Totally Free Checkmg."

Report Looks at Work Force of the Future
Technology is the future, a~ any
busmess leader knows. But, according to a recent report from an
employment industry think tank,
technology will soon permeate most
every aspect of labor, including dayto-day activity, training and philosophy. This trend is revealed in the
report "New Models for Closing the
Skills Gap: Developing the
Workforce of the Future," which
was recently released by the
Olsten
Center
for
William
Workforce Strategies.
According to the report, the top
10 trends in workforce development
are going to be:
1) Lifelong learning will be a
requirement. Job skills will require
constant updates as technology
improves at an ever quickening
pace.
2) Focus of traming will be on
performance, not on skills alone.
3) Employees with varied skills
and competencies will be more valued than those with a depth of
expertise in one area.
4) Problem solving and deci-

sion making will be part of the
required curriculum.
5) Training will be delivered
"just in time," using a variety of
technologies.
6) Compames will expect constant personal growth of employees.
7) Basic computer skills will be
essential.
8) People who learn quickly
will be highly valued.
9) Team projects and special
assignments will become major factors in personal development.
10) Employees will become
much more productive in complex
tasks.
The report notes that significant
changes are about to occur in the
workforce. The portion of the U.S.
population over the age of 65 will
increase 60 percent by the year
2020. In addition, corporations are
expected to move away from centralized training and instead begin
usmg location-specific training systems with localized recruiting and
traimng curricula based on local
needs.

Norton AFB Site Gets Special Designation
Governor Gray Davis has
announced that the area of the former Norton Air Force Base will be
included in a Local Area Military
Base Recovery Area (LAMBRA).
The designation means that busi-

nesses which establish operations
in the area will receive special tax
and regulatory incentives. The benefits are designed to Jure new jobs
and off-set economic losses from
military base closures.
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New Postage Stamp to Raise Awareness About Prostate Cancer
The U.S. Postal Serv1ce has issued a new
commemorative stamp to raise awareness of
prostate cancer and the devastating effects it has
on Arnencan men.

Comm1ttee.
She dedicated the stamp m natiOnal ceremonies May 28 m Austin, Texas, w1th Lance
Armstrong. Armstrong is captam of the U.S
Postal Service Pro Cycling Team and a testicular cancer survivor.
"For more than 150 years, the Postal
Serv1ce has issued stamps w1th themes that have
helped raise awareness of many important
issues affectmg dally life," said Noelke.
"Recent stamps highlighted breast cancer
research, organ and llssue donatiOn, and hospice
care . These stamps have helped sllmulate conversation about these serious top1 cs in communities from coast to coast. These acllvities go
hand-m-hand with the Postal Sen 1ce 's historic
role as a community leader"
Designed by Michael C ronan o f San
Francisco, the new stamp incorporates the male
gender symbol and the words "Prostale Cancer
Awareness."

Penny Stevenson, Posunaster of Pomona,
led the dedication ceremonies in Pomona June

12.
"Prostate cancer is the second-leading
cause of cancer deaths m men," sa1d Stevenson
at Pomona Valley Hospital Med1cal Center.
The ceremonies took place at the Robert
and Beverly Lewis Family Cancer Care Center,
as part of the hospital's annual "Surv1vor's
Day" celebration.
"Awareness and early check-ups are the
way for men to beat prostate cancer," Stevenson
said.
The 33-cent stamp was is.~ued May 28 in
Austin, Texas.
··we believe this stamp will go a long way
toward helping spread the word among men,
young and old, about how important it is for
them to discuss this deadly disease with their
health care providers," said Dr. Virginia Noelke,
chair of the Citizens' Stamp Advisory
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Workers' Comp Rates to Increase, Say Insurance Brokers
by Steve Elliott
Workers' compensation rates,
which have seen yearly decreases
since 1991, are expected to
increase dramatically before the
end of the year, according to some
industry experts.
Insurance brokers Fritz Mutter
and Phil Beakes of Golden Pacific
Insurance Services, Inc., in
Pasadena, have analyzed figures
obtained from the Workers'
Compensation Insurance Bureau
and the National Council on
Compensation Insurance.
"''llere are several factors that
I see coming together at one time
that indicate to me that rates are
going to go up," Mutter told the
Inland Empire Business J01U1UZL
According to Mutter, workers'
comp rates have been going down
dramatically every year. "lf somebody paid a million bucks for their
workers' comp insurance five years
ago, they might be paying
$250,000 now," Mutter said
"'A few years ago, we were in a
'Minimum Rate Law' environment_
The
Department
of
Insurance wanted to make sure that
rates were low enough so that even
a poorly-run company could stay in
business," Mutter opined. "'Rates

kept gettmg higher and higher."
"Smce we went into a competitive rate environment, rates ha-;,e
plummeted every single year,"
Mutter said. This represents the
longest sustained period of rate
decreases ever, according to Mutter
and Beakes.
"'Now, the rates are so low, it's
off the radar screen of CEOs in the
area. They haven't been minding
the store. The average cost per
indemnity claim has gone up; the
benefits have gone up a little and
are about to go up more; losses are
at an all-time high," be said
According to figures obtained
by Mutter and Beakes, loss ratios,
at 95 percent, are the highest ever.
This is coupled with increasing
expense ratios, which at 38 percent, are the highest ever, according to Mutter and Beak:es, and
increasing average loss per indemnity claim, which at $25,000, is
also the highest ever, according to
their figures.
Re-insurance, according to
Mutter and Beakes, is starting to
dry up due to unprofitability. "'The
availability of re-insurance is
going to largely go away. Under
the law of supply and demand,
with Jess availability, premiums
will go up," he said.

Ways to prepare for the coming
increases:
Mutter believes that soon we
will see a differentiation between
workers' comp accounts. "Those
that have a good safety program,
that pay attention to claims and
losses, that are minding the store,
are going to continue to be preferred customers and will continue
to get competitive rates," Mutter
asserted. "On the other hand, there
are a Jot of guys who really haven't
paid attention to workers' comp
and haven't reinvested any of the
savings they've seen. They will see
dramatic increases in their workers' comp fees," he said.
But according to Mutter, there
are things management can do to
make sure they are part of the "A"
team instead of the "'B" team.
"First and foremost, be sure
your safety team is solid - compliance in effect, illness-prevention
program running, good loss-control services," Mutter explained.
"Sometimes these services such as
loss control you get from insurance
carriers aren't very good because
they are cutting services," he
claimed. For this reason, Mutter
believes loss control by brokers
mstead of insurers is preferable,
espcially for small companies.

"You have to make sure you
are reviewing, proactively and very
aggressively, the claims handling
procedures of your workers' comp
carrier," Mutter advised. "'You
have claims adjusters overworked
with huge file loads who can't get
to particular cases and work them.
This will artificial! y inflate your
Joss ratio. You need a broker that
will proactively and aggressively
look at insurance companies' claim
procedures. ..
Mutter advises companies to
institute or maintain safety inspection programs and rewards for no
lost-time accidents.
Budget for rates iucreases uow
"Prices have been so darn
cheap, that workers' comp is off
the radar screen and nobody cares,
but they'll start to care once prices
go up," Mutter predicted. "They've
been saving hundreds ofthousands
of dollars on their workers' comp
expense without really noticing.
Once it goes up and starts to cut
into their bottom line, it will get
their attention. They really need to
pay attention to it now," Mutter
emphasized.
"1lus is going to be a big issue
and employers really need to do
something about it now," he concluded.
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by Robert Parry
While it may not have the
super-sonic climbs and breathtaking
... shall we say ...
corrections ...
of its Nasdaq-neighbor Internet
stocks, Ontario's own Kaiser
Ventures (Nasdaq: KRSC) has
displayed something the socalled "dot-corns" haven't consistency and dependability.
And, though the "dot-corns"
have been expanding, bursting,
re-inflating, and so forth on to
higher highs, KRSC has enjoyed
considerable growth with less

fanfare- and much less stress.
That Kaiser Ventures is not
on the same glamorous road as
the tech stocks may be more a
matter of karma than economics.
The firm's roots are in the industrial revolution of steel and
sweat, not the Internet evolution
of Silicon Valley and 20-something millionaires draining soda
cans. KRSC is the remnants of
the old Kaiser Steel corporation.
Its prized trophy is the California
International Speedway which
was built on top of the steel company's Fontana plant.
The speedway project has
also lead KRSC to greater glory.

It was onginally done as a partnership
with
Penske
Motorsports, Inc (PMI) (Nasdaq:
SPWY). That relationship has
now lead to even brighter developments. PMI has announced a
merger
with
International
Speedway Corporation, a deal
which Kaiser has backed. When
completed, KRSC will receive as
much as $57 million of ISC stock
and $24 million cash
The merger announcement in
early May sent KRSC from the
$11 range to more than $15.
Though the pace has cooled
somewhat (June 25 closing price:
$13), it is still 50 percent above

its 52-week low from last
December.
The merger and resulting
income news will look quite
good on KRSC's reports.
Because, while it may not have
roots like the Internet stocks, it
has been turning the same types
of profits- none!
KRSC reported $1.2 million
in revenue for the first quarter of
1999 and a loss of $.03 per
share.
But, with a significant stake
in a major sports firm and cash to
make new investments, KRSC
can likely look: to continued
growth and success.
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Inland Empire Restaurant Review
by Joe Ly01t1·

MEAD O N WINE

Casual Dining iil the Inland Empire

Ca.~ual dining in the Inland Emp1re
is almost a redundancy. Very few places
that actually require a coat and tie reamam. In fact, some. like the Pinnacle
Pete restaurants, will cut off your tie if
you walk through the doors wearing
one.

This should be no surprise when
you consider that the MacDonald
brothers are credited with inventing fast
food at their San Bernardino hamburger stand. Farmer Boys· and Baker's
Drive-Thru 's are still based here and
doing very well. Baker's often takes
over sites that have been abandoned by

Wendy\ or Burger Kmg.
Still, "casual" is nor necessarily
"fast"

patrons no more than that of Sizzler, but
the quahry is far supenor (except for the
dessert~).

Take the example of the twms of
In fact, buffer chains like the Home
Foothill Boulevard, the Magic Lamp
Town and the Country Kitchen are big
and lh~ Sycamore Inn. They sir acrOsS
m th1s area. Also very big are the chain
from each other at the Upland-Rancho
"sir downs" such as Denny's, Coco's
Cucamonga border. True, the Sycamore
and IHOP. Some of these are locally
Inn has high-back chairs, cloth napkins
owned, including Michael J's and BC
and wallpaper. Even so, its original
Cafe.
patrons, back in 1848, came in covered
Slightly better are the chains like
with trail dust, looking for an outhouse.
Carrows, Applebee's, Mimi's and TGI
Pavement and plumbing have done a
Fridays. Marie Callender's is especially
lot to improve the atmosphere.
good for com bread and chili.
As for the Lamp, it is constructed
Big breakfast restaurants draw
of brick and dark wood and features a
great crowd~ with their giant portions.
fantaslic buffet. This food line costs
Red Hill Cafe, the Homestyle Cafe in
Guasti (home of the 25¢ coffee), and
the Country Junction in Norco, just to
name three, give you more' than you
pay for.
Seafood 1s a trickier thing, but the
Red Lobster restaurant~ have done
well, as have Crabby Bob's in Chino
and TB Scott m Corona.
Takeout is almost all Chmese food
around here. Royal Panda, Magic Wok,
Pick Up Sllx all have combo plates that
include lo m1en and fried rice. If you're
willing to ear at the restaurant irt~tead, I
recommend the Mandarin Orange in La
Verne.
For delivery, the pizza is still king
and although most are handled by the
two big national chains, local pizzerias,
like Rocky's New York Pizza are happy
to knock on your door.
Many rcsrauranl\ hke to gather in
groups. Th1s is most evident <H San
B.:rnan.Jino \ il<l\pitahry Lane. Bur.
)OU can now also find it along Foothill
Boulcvartl 10 Rancho Cucamonga,
where Comp;L'' Creek ha\ just opened,
as well as among the great theme
restaurant\ of the Ontario Mills Mall.
The latter includes the Rainforest Cafe,
Dave and Busters and the Wilderness
Grill. There is also the newly developed
Market Place, off of lht: 91 frccway, in
Rivcrsidc. And don 'r forget downtown
Clan:monr. where you find Yanni's
(Greek) and Waller's (Afghan).
I am cons~mtly amazed by the
number of people in this region who
will wait in line for the Old Spaghctti
Factory or the Claim Jumper wh.:n they
could ea\ily walk acros.~ the street.
Contrary to most rules, the hotels
of the Inland Empire seem to have

some of the best restaurants. La
Potiniere at the San Bernardino Hilton·
the Pacific Grill at the Ontano Marriott;
Duane's at the Mi~ion Inn; Spencer's
at the San Bemard10o Radisson. To my
deep regret, Calle's at the Ontario
Hilton is closed. They use the space for
storage now.
In addition to the hotels, there are
any number of free-standing, locally
owned and operated dining experiences: Mario's Place in Riverside; Joe
Greensleeves in Redlands; the Cask
and Cleaver cham based m Rancho
Cucamonga; Riverside's Coachman;
Crescent City in Montclair; and
Shelly's in Rancho Cucamonga.
Italian runs m all directions from
Northern to Southern to Mediterranean.
Buca di Beppo's in Claremont, Ciao
Bella in Riverside, Crest in Redlands,
Pomona's Rillo's, Chian11 Risroranre,
Cucina Cucina, the Macarom Grill and
DiCenso's are some examples. The
Olive Garden restaurants are all over
our area, too.

Mexican comes m a vanety of
forms, from the grand old Gay &
Larry's on Mission Boulevard in
Rubidoux to the chains like El Toriro
and Ancho 's.
My favorite barbecue place used to
be the old Liberty Bell in Perris. It was
run by an old black man with a voice
that reminded you of New Orleans.
Today, you can try The Pit 10 Rancho
Cucamonga or Joey's BBQ m Chiou
and Upland.
If you want a reMaurant with a
view, look our the windows of the
Temecula Crcck Inn, thc Castaway (on
the hill above San Bernardino), or
Woody's Boar House on Lake
Arrowhead.
The Inland Empire doesn 'r have a
lor of dinner theater, bur the one we do
have, Ben Bollinger's Candlelight
Pavilion, is excellent.
Still, not ev.:ryone survives.
Seattle's Red Robin chain is long gone.
So is Numero Uno and the Nile. Rally's
and Sonic Burger, which fared well in
other market~. have failed here.
I anticipate that you have favorites
I failed to mention. I am, fortunately,
very open minded. Write to me about
your favorite ca.~ual dining location in
the Inland Empire. If I have m is.~d it, I
want to know.

CHAPPELLET REVISITED

by Jerry D. Mead

Family-owned wmeries are disappeanng for any number of reasons. Some gel gobbled up by corporate buyers or involved in some
kind of merger or consolidation.
Others seek capital by going public
and end up surrendering their souls
to a board of directors.
Then there's Chappelle!, the
second new winery built in Napa
Valley smce repeal (the first was
Robert Mondav1, now one of those
pubhcly-owned wineries), more
than 30 years ago. It's even more a
family winery today than when it
was created by Donn & Molly
Chappelle! in 1967.
How does an enterprise become
"more family oriented?" Simple.
You raise your children on the property and end up with six of eight
active in the business.
Chappelle! was the first new
winery since before prohibition to
plant ilS vineyards exclusively on
high elevation hillsides on the eastem side of Napa Valley.
Perhaps most famous for its
"signature" cabemets, it is also well
known for chardonnay and produces
merlot, cabemet franc and has quite
successfully mastered sangiovese.
And Chappelle! is "the master"
when it comes to chenin blanc,
being the only winery to treat this no
longer popular grape with such great
respect. In a good year, as many as
four distinct wine types are made

from chenin.
The year 1998 was one of those
versattle vintages that permitted
production of all four styles. The dry
chenin blanc is basically a fresh
stainless steel fermented style. "Old
Vines Cuvee" is 100 percent barrelfermented, made from the very oldest vines (nearly 40 years old), and
at a fraction of the price, will challenge top chardonnays. It 's one of
my secret weapons on restaurant
wine lists.
Chappelle! 1998 "Demi-Sec"
chenin blanc ($14) limited production. Made from grapes seriously
affected by the noble mold Botrytis
Cinerea (a beneficial mold that
raisinizes grapes on the vine). It
combines a full 13 percent alcohol
with just over 5 percent residual
sugar. Flavors are melon and honey
and, while decidedly sweet, it does
not cloy. It is perfect for an afternoon snack of fruit and biscuilS, or
perhaps with some creamy cheeses.
Rating: 95/86
Chappelle! 1996 "Napa" cabernet franc ($24) a new variety in the
Chappelle! line. The current 320
case production level will increase
dramatically in coming years. Cab
Franc can frequently be as soft and
appealmg as merlot, but this is
mountain grown fruit! A nose of
violets and blueberries, and boysenberry and more blueberry in taste.
Still very youthful and mainly about
fruit; not showing much wood or
complexity at this point. Definitely a

CALCULATE MATH AT RECORD SPEED!

Kevin Trudeau
&

Scott Flansburg's

MEGA MATH
Become A Human Calculator!
Discover How You Can Easily:

*

Add and subtract up to 4 digit columns
• Divide using 2 mistake-proof formulas
• Multiply complex numbers
* Solve difficult algebra problems
* Calculate challenging story problems
* Figure percentages, square roots and
cube roots

For More Information
Call:

1-800-954-3366

keeper Sock 11 away and check back
five years. Rating: 90/84
Chappelle! 1996 "Napa" merlot
($22) With less than 10 percent
cabemet franc in the blend, the end
result is full bodied and full flavored. The flavors are classic black
cherry. With a round, voluptuous oil
mouthfeel the wine is drinkable
now, but there's a solid background
which says "no worries" if you want
to cellar it. Rating: 93/85
There's a little secret about
Chappellet cabemet sauvignons you
should know. The winery has a
release price, which is what they
usually sell for in the trade, with
10

l

some discounters actually selling at
prices below suggested retail. But
to maintam some older wines in
stock, for restauranlS and others
who wish to acquire them,
Chappelle! retires each vintage to
"library" status when stocks get
down to 100 cases.
At that point, the price goes up
dramatically, and each lime a new
Cabemet enters the "library," any
remaining older vintages go up in
price even more.
Wines are scored using a unique
100 point system. The first number
rates quality; the second number
rates value.

Wine Selection
1 & Best Rated

by Bill Anthony

Beringer Vineyards
White Zinfandel 1997
$6.00
California
Port 1994
$20.00
Napa Valley, Cahfnrnia. Port of
Cabernet Sauvignon
Johann1sberg R1eshng 1996 $8.00
California
Sauv1gnon Blanc 1996
$9.00
Napa Valley, Califorma
Gamay Beaujolais 1996
$8.00
California
Merilage Type Red 1994 $25.00
Knights Valley, California,
"AJluvium Red Table"
$15.00
Pinot Noir 1996
North Coast, California
$25.00
Viognier 1996
Napa Valley, California
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994 $20.00
Knights Valley, California
Merlot 1994
$45.00
Sonoma County, California,
Reserve
Zinfandel 1994
$12.00
North Coast, California
David Bruce Winery
Pinot Noir 1995
California, "Chalone"

$32.00

Petite Sirah 1996
$15.00
Central Coast, California
Zinfandel 1996
$15 .00
Ranchita Canyon Vineyards.
Paso Robles, California
$32.00
Pinot Noir 1995
Santa Cruz Mountains,
California, Estate Reserve,
Davis Bynu m Winery
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994 $21.00
Hedin Vineyard, Russian River
Valley, California
Merlot 1994
$22.00
Russian River Valley,
California, "Laurelee Estate"
Kendall-Jackson
$20.00
Chardonnay 1996
Camelot Vineyard, Santa Maria
Valley, California, Single
Vineyard Ser.ies
Meritage Type White 1995 $25.00
California, Grand Reserve
Pinot Noir 1994
$30.00
California, Grand Reserve
Zinfandel 1994
$25.00
California, Grand Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994 $42.00
California, Grand Reserve
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SCE Helps Keep 100 Jobs
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Entrepreneur of the Year

J ULY 1999

by Steve Elltott

continued from page 45
start with little money, and many successful companies even start as hobbies."
Stull and his staff at the Inland Emptre Small Busmess Development
Center provide free, confidential services to ex1stmg and aspmng entrepreneurs.
Last year, the center assisted nearly 1,500 clients and logged more than
5,500 consulting hours.
Stull joined the staff in January 1997 as a business consultant and was
promoted to executive director eleven months later.
"I love the job," he said. "It's a great place to work, and we ' re helping
people every day. I can 't wait to get to work in the morning. We call it a
'feel-good' job because that's exactly how we feeL
''We have a great program. It's supported not only by the federal government, but by the state, local governmenL~. and by business. Success
means working hard and being dedicated to what you do. People tell me I
work hard and I say, 'It's not hard when you love what you do."'

Emerging Entrepreneur
Robert Bennington, President
and Cort Christie, CEO
National Audit Defense Network, Las Vegas
Robert Bennington, president of the National Audtt Defense Network,
has faced the mighty IRS on many occasions. But, when he faced 500 people at the Inland Empire Entrepreneur of The Year banquet, he felt just as
nervous.
"It was like the Academy Award~." Bennington said. "It was very exciting."
Bennington accepted the award on behalf of his company, which battles the IRS daily- and usually wins.
He and partner Cart Christie have made a success of a unique idea, the
pre-paid IRS audit defense. Like a pre-paid health plan, it helps greatly if
you need it, and if you don't, you probably won't fret over having paid the
fees.
The network has grown to more than 32,000 members across the country since it started in 1996.
"I knew from my own experience how people hate IRS audits, " said
Bennington, a former accountant and salesman . ''My tax accountant used
to tell me not to take all the deductions I was entitled to, for fear of an audit.
"The average audit costs $5,000 in attornl'y and accountant fees. Most
people just pay the IRS, even when they're not guilty, to avoid the audit
costs. That's not fair.
"When the IRS audits you, the burden of proof is on you to prove you
don't owe any money."
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Inland Empires Largest Chamber
( 950 m embers and growing)

Provides Strong Return Qn Investment
Through

I
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Networking Opportunities
Referra l Program
Directory & Newsletter Adverttsmg
Legislat ive Advocacy

CHAJIBER OF CO~~ERCE

Manufacturers Council
Community Events

J8280 U tica Ave., Ste. 160 • (909)987-1 0 12 • Fax (909)987-591 7

JOIN THE HIGH DESERT'S
MOST PROGRESSIVE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Apple Valley Chamber of Commerce ~~~-1j~J"
is
Your Business Legislative Advocate
Our Value-Added Membership Benefits
include:
broadcast faxes, press releases, free flyer inserts, and BRAVE,
the only Chamber pro-business political action committee in the
High Desert.
Just say " YES" when our representative calls you, or contact the
Apple Valley Chamber of Commerce

(760) 242-2753

The Chamber of Commerce is PEOPLE ... dedicated to helpi ng each other
Members of the chamber work In the following areas:
• Business Services:
Networking, referral service, educational seminars and low cost
advertising.
• Governmental Affairs:
We ensure that a untted vo1ce for business is heard at the Federal,
State, County and City level. We are the •watch Dog• on legislative
matters that Impact busmess.
• Economic Development:
The primary responsibility of the chamber 1S to create and support
a positive business climate and to provide members an opportunity
for growth and profit.
• Community Development:
The leadership of the chamber IS ded1cated to the concept of a well
balanced commumty.
Telephone (909) 931-4108 Fax (909)931-4184

Inland Empire Business Journal

Carlo Moyano, President/CEO

continued on page 60

Corona

Thomas satd that SCE conltnues to strive to keep JObs in
Southern California "We are
workmg very diligently to attract
and retain business by offering
them good utility rates and
showing them ways to be more
energy efficient, thus allowing
them to be more profitable and
productive," he said.
Direct efforts on the part of
SCE to attract new businesses to
the region and attract, expand
and retatn existing companies
resulted m the preservation of
more than 4,000 jobs between
Jan . 1 and May 26 of this year,
according to utility officials
"This hades well for the further economic development and
mfrastructure of the Inland
Emptre," Thomas pointed out.
"The more jobs we attract and
keep, the better off we will all be
in maintai111ng the quality of life
here in Southern California."
Smce Jan I, SCE assisted 46

companies by offenng them special Economic Development
Rates and other incentives,
according to Sedlik. EDRs allow
selected customers to receive
five years of discounted rates m
exchange for agreeing to mamtain a specified level of electrici ty consumption for seven years.
Last year, SCE's efforts
resulted in more than 20,000
local JObs being saved, according
to David Ned Smith, the utility's
division vice president in the
Customer Servtces Department.
"At SCE, we know that when our
customers succeed, we succeed,"
Smtih said. "When we hear
about firms that are considering
attractive relocation offers from
other cilles and states, or about
companies that need assistance
in addressing their energy costs,
we step in to take immediate
action. These companies are simply too valuable to our regional
economy to lose."

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
UPLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Industrial
JCM Engineering Corp., On/Qrio
Carlo Moyano said be is "extremely proud" not only for himself but for
his father, Jose, who was a master machinist in Argentina and wanted to
pursue the American dream.
The family came to this country in 1968. In 1979, Carlos and Jose started JCM Engineering in their garage with $500 from a savings account.
Jose now is retired, and Carlo runs the company with a combination of
guts and determination. "I take a lot of gambles," said Moyano. "Because
I have an incredible crew, I am able to make aggressive moves. I have a
team that will back me up."

Thanks to a cooperative
effort by Southern California
Edtson (SCE) and governments
at the city, county and state level,
100 jobs are staying in Corona
that would otherwise have gone
to M exico.
For M arko Foam Prod ucts, a
Corona manufacturer of foam
packing material fo r the electromcs industry, rising labor and
operating costs led owners to
consider consolidating operations in their Mexicali, Mexico
plant. This would have meant the
closure of the Corona facility,
with the loss of 100 jobs to the
local econom y.
M arko s tayed in Corona after
recetving a Retention Economic
D evelopment Rate (EDR) from
SCE, which will enable the company to reduce electricity costs
while opera ting compet it tvely,
according to B arry R . Sedlik,
SCE's manager of econo m ic and
business developme nt.
Gra nt F. T ho m as of SCE
said tha t convi ncing M arko

Foam Products to remam in
Corona was a JOint effort. "We
worked with government and
commerce officials to keep them
here m California by addressmg
their needs- rismg labor costs,
facility costs, and raw matenals
that they required to manufacture their products," Thomas
told the Inland Empire Business
Journal.
" We were able to provide
them a variety of servtces that
would allow them to remain
competitive and be more productive by stay mg in the Inland
Empire," Thomas said. "One of
them was certainly by reductng
the utility rate to the EDR rate,
and also helping them to locate
suitable manufactunng facilities
" We felt we had the infrastructure and persistence. With
the assistance of the city, county,
and s tate as well as our reduction
m utility rates, we were able to
keep the company here m
Southern California, saving 100
jobs for the Inland Empire area,"
Thomas said

•
Ill

ARTICLE REPRINTS
Make headlines every dav With Inland Empire Business Journal art1cle reprints.
Scoopl Med1a Services· custom designed reprints are the ultimate PR lool. They sell
for you through promol!onal ma!11ngs to shareholders, clients, prospects. employees
and d1stnbutors - and hand10g them out at trade shows and convent1ons makes a
powerful Impression.
We carefully des1gn your art1cle so there 1s no mistakJng that 1t is ed1tonal coverage.
Prices vary accord10g to size, complexity and quantity. M1mmum quantity for reprints IS
t 000. So call us and we'll g•ve you a quote nght away

714•225•6000 ext. 308
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LET..BELL CONSTRUCTION

Solve Your Tenant Imferovent

Problems at Affordab e Rates!
• Painting
• Electrical
• Roofing Repairs
• Plumbing
• Tile & Marble Work
• Carpentry
• Marble Polishing Specialist

BELL CONSTRUCTION GUARANTEES THEIR
WORK 100% TO YOUR SATISFACTION, AND
OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES AT THE
LOWEST REASONABLE PRICE. CALL TODAY
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE.

coURIER SERVICE

4t

lWOWEEKS

•

....

ONE WEEK

~
?

-·)

:!L_£,_,
SAME DAY

Your lntra-Cot.rty bl.siness mail will be pd<ed l4> by rotiier
lWICE a day ard hand delivered on OLr next route.
• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems
• Parcel Delivery

• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Overnight Letter Service

---

LP.

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

909-943-0482
pager/909·508-403 2

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California
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1227 Emerald Bay Assoc.,
3733 Ar11ngton Ave., #C,
Riverside, CA 92506-2608,
Aware Development
24-hr Express Svc. Inc.,
44793 Calle Banuelos,
Temecula, CA92592-1167,
24-hr Exp Svc
28th St. Works, 5791 28th
St., Riverside, CA 925092002, Barry Ross
2nd Change Inc., 642 N El
Dorado Ct., Ontario, CA
91764-4012. 2nd Chance Inc.
3 Kids Mgmnt. Co., 45445
Portola Ave., Ste. 2A. Palm
Desert. CA 92260-4844,
Kimberly Olson
4 Garden Gifts, 40234
Dutton St.. Beaumont, CA
92223-4526, Gwen Dean
4th And G Liquor, 708A W
4th St., San Bernardino. CA
92410-3218, Stephen A.
Lapham
4th St. & 10 Chevron, 1544
E . 4th St.. Ontano, CA 917642636, Nowzar Nazari
A & A Mobile Homes, 1211
W Acacia Ave., Hemet, CA
92543-3956, Malcolm B.
Stephenson
A & B Towing, 945 W
Brockton Ave., Redlands, CA
92374-2903, CURS West Inc.
A& B Landscape, 15629
Athol St., Fontana, CA
92335-4447, Adolph Angulo
A & H Group, 9033 Baseline
Rd., Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-1255, Raoul Amescua
A & J Transport, 11425
Topaz Rd • Victorville, CA
92392, Alfonso Gonzalez
A & M Santana Trucking,
2084 Santa Barbara St,
Corona, CA 91720-4145,
Martin Santana
A & M Servlcee, 25067
Sansome St., Hemet, CA
92544-1734, Manuel Estrada
A & P Billing Svc., 760
Captiva Cir., Corona. CA
91720-8507, Emmy Mead
A & W Embroidery, P.O. Box
30727, San Bernardino, CA
92413-0727, Alicia
Simoneaux
A A F Rent A Car Driving
Teat, 9389 Sierra Ave., /lA.
Fontana. CA 92335-2408,
Maria Lemus
A A N A Enterprises, 54370
Eisenhower Dr., La Quinta.
CA 92253-3684, Eddie Ortiz
ABC Bounce Co., 22781
San Joaquin Dr , Canyon
Lake, CA 92587-7829, Joe
Grasso
ABC FO()d Store,24491
Alessandro Blvd., La Qumta.
CA 92253, Kwang Lee
A Beat LockamHh, 9228
Sierra Ave., /lA, Fontana, CA
92335-8601, Christopher
McDaniel
A Better Legal Source, 102
Ferndale Ct., Redlands, CA
92374-4285, Nancy

Scheppers-Cox
A Cleaning Experience, 233
Northshore Dr., Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530-1816,
Damon Bingaman
A F Systems Ins. Svc., 155
S Memorial Dr . #CBOO, San
Bernardino, CA 92408-0169,
Amencan Financing
A Fine Element, 9539
Central Ave., #33, Montclair,
CA 91763-2424, Rarchelle
Mayo
A G Noel Enterprises, PO.
Box 214, Thousand Palms,
CA 92276-0214, Aaron Noel
A Grade Construction, 6935
Capistrano Way, Riverside,
CA 92504-2215, Michael
Miller
A M C Construction, 6448
Elmhurst Ave , Alta Lorna, CA
91737-4212, David Hale
A M Nail. Advertising,
38465 Chaparral Dr,
Temecula, CA 92592-8858,
Tom Thompson
AM T Logistics, P.O. Box
4116, Ontario, CA917611007, Fred Wunder
A R Stainless, 1950
Executive Dr, Palm Spnngs,
CA 92262-4032, Arthur
Lawton Jr
A S C Industries, 2046
Eastridge Ave., A7, Riverside,
CA 92507, 26322, Kurt
Robinson
AT G Greetings, 200 E
Alessandro Blvd., Apt 110,
Riverside. CA 92508-6172,
Swanzetta Smith
AT I Windows, 401 A St.,
Upland. CA 91786-5345,
Aluminum Tech. I
A Vlck Painting Co., 17376
Barbee St, Fontana, CA
92336-2719, Victor Pelayo
A1 Business Supplies, 4039
Chicago Ave. , liB, Riverside.
CA 92507-5339, Leslie
Downs
A1 Dependable Hauling,
10711 Fremont Ave., Ontario,
CA 91762-3910, Jim Dunn
A1 DlgHal Camera Ou11et,
31365 Willowood Way,
Menifee, CA 92584, Andrew
Michell
A 1 Queen Termite & Pest,
1033 Mount Doble Dr., Big
Bear City, CA 92314-9773,
Gho Inc.
A 1 Sliding Doors & Delivery
Svc., 30220 San Joaquin Dr.,
Cathedral City, CA 922345042, Mack Jones
AA Performance Specialist,
1890 W 9th St., Upland, CA
91786-5649. Independent
Home Repair Inc.
Aaccent Custom Pools,
41238 Chemin Margaux.
Temecula, CA 92591-4972,
Paul Russell
Aamea Home Loan, 800 N.
Haven Ave., Ste. 440,
Ontario, CA 91764-4919,
Aames Cap1tal Co.
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Aatek Financial, 2038 Iowa
Ave., Ste. 100, Riverside, CA
92507-2471, Mortgage
Capital Corp.
ABC Machining, 149 N.
Maple St Ste. F, Corona, CA
91720-1773, Roy Zembower
ABC Restaurant, 1232 E
6th St, Beaumont, CA
92223-2502, Kai Chu
ABC Sewing & Vacuum,
40485 Murrieta Ht Spgs. Rd.,
#B6, Murrieta, CA 92563,
Clifford Owens
Abcdelg Music Publish,
77550 Mountain View Ave.,
Palm Desert, CA 92211-8868,
Coleen Richey
Abes Ready Mix, 11964 Rue
Way, Etiwanda, CA 917399749. Abraham Valencia
Above The Ground Music,
PO. Box 2176. Chino, CA
91708-2176, Noel Arthurton
Jr
Absolutely Nalls, 24788
Washington Ave .. Murrieta,
CA 92562-6253, Tom Nguyen
ACC Business, 3950 S
Main St, Corona. CA 917206301, AT & T Corp.
Accent Furniture, 600 S G
St .. San Bernardino, CA
92410-3400, Boyd Flotation
Inc.
Access Insurance
Brokerage, 9755 Arrow Ate.,
#1, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-3676, Khaled
Abdulkarim
Access Medical Transport,
8996 La Verne Dr. Alta
Lorna. CA 91701-4884,
Hernan Munoz
Access Point Com, 8351
Gabriel Dr., Apt A, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-3261,
Access Point Co
Accessible Disability
Accomodatlons, 10660 Ohio
St .. Lorna Unda, CA 92354,
Paul Uskevicz
Accu Clinic, 1280 E. Cooley
Dr., Colton, CA 92324-3932,
Norman Arnold
Ace Appraisal, 42225 Calle
Capistrano, Temecula, CA
92590-3503, John McAnnich
Ace Paralegal Svc., 1910
Orange Tree Ln., #348,
Redlands, CA 92374-4500,
Murray Cohen
Ace TV Rentals 457, 603 E.
Foothill Blvd . Rialto, CA
92376-5283, Paradise Valley
Act 1 Grading & Gnrl.
Cont., 2197 Corona Ave.,
Norco, CA 91760-2778,
Ttfany Trenholm
Act Appliances, 216 E. Base
Une St, San Bernardino, CA
92410·3708, Adam Trujillo
Action Arms, 31811 Mission
Trl., Lake Elsinore, CA
92530-4503, Ahmet Kaya
Action Au1o & Glasa Svc.,
15260Anacapa Ad, 8-12,
Victorville, CA 92392, 12938,
Jack Landsman

Active Consignment, 189 E.
AleJO Rd .. Palm Springs, CA
92262-5515, Allen Way Jr
Acumedlc Billing, 5542
Aster St., San Bernardino,
CA 92407-2458, Rick Jaques
Adams Wrought Iron, 33465
Peach St, Indio, CA 92201,
Sylvia Villarreal
Adelanto RV Park, 11301 Air
Base Rd., Adelanto, CA
92301-1904, John Rush
Adrlans Party Central, 761
West 2nd St San Bernardino,
CA 92410, Gerardo Salazar
Adv. Blosclences Inc.. 8460
Red Oak St., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730, Ca.
Adv. Bioscien
Adv. Business & Tax Svc.,
P.O. Box 1691, Ontario, CA
91762-0691, Adv Business

Tax
Adv. Computer Trng.
Center, 2151 E. Convention
Center Way, 11115, Ontar~.
CA 91764-5491, Rossini
Gamalinda Inc.
Adv. Computers & Tech.,
7231 Boulder Ave .. 541.
Highland, CA 92346, Intel
Data Svc.
Adv. Financial Fund Svc.,

15173 Ughthouse Ln., Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530-5677,
Sue Mansker
Adv. Home Technologies,
1110 N. May Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262-4810,
David Semones
Advance Auto Repair,
14969 Palmdale Rd.,
Victorville, CA 92392-2507,
Timothy Ward
Advance Ball Bonds, 8407
Haven Ave., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-3893,
Gilbert Salazar Sr
Advanced Business
Computers, 840 S Church
Ave .. Bloomington, CA
92316-1320, Lazarus
Mascarenhas
Advantage Athletics, P.O
Box 3551, Big Bear Lake, CA
92315-3551, Unda Werner
Advantage Auto Dealer
Supplies, 14740 Nanticoke
Rd., Apple Valley, CA 923074053, Steven Allen Jr
Advantage Marketing Svc.,
5206 Benito St., #109,
Montclair, CA 91763-2897,
Christopher Corr
Adventure Sales & Mktg.
Grp., 2511 Maroon Bell Rd.,

Coming Soon

bus1ness 1ournaI
iNLAND EMPIRE

•Is your company oo OUR lht? II
>llould be!! Ir you tblnk your company qualifits to be Included oo any or
tbe August llsL• and you bove nor
"'<eived a \lmple qa.,.uoanal"' rrom
Inland Empir~ Busi11tss Journa/
please coalact Jury Straws at:
1

(909) 484-9765 ext. 28

SPACE RESERVATION
DEADLINE
July 20
For information call:

(909) 484-9765
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Chino Hills, CA 91709-3540,
Rob Ogden
Adverse Effects, 449 E.
Arenas Rd. Apt. 811, Palm
Springs. CA 92262-6685,
David Mauro
Aerial Support Svc., 73121
Santa Rosa Way, Palm
Desert, CA 92260-2831, Mary
Fyock
Aero Industrial Supply,
13509 Vintage PI, Chino CA
91710-5243, Guy Buxman
Aero K Aviation Co., 1717
Sessums Dr., Redlands, CA
92374-1910, Vernon Koenig
AFCS Services, 13445
Estelle St, Corona, CA
91719·1877, David Rex
Affordable Energy
Concepts, 16473 Avenida
Ramada. Desert Hot Springs,
CA 92240-9092, William Ost
Affordable Lube N Tune,
57768 29 Palms Hwy., Yucca
Valley, CA 92284-3070,
Rosario Rubio
Aggregate Transport Svc.
LLC, 39880 Calle Bellagio,
Temecula, CA 92592-8302,
Aggregate Trans, LLC
Agpalza Labor Contractors,
51974 Genoa St., Coachella,
CA 92236-2630, Carliot
Agpalza
Aguanga Farm & Feed, P 0.
Box 691, Aguanga, CA
92536, Mary Owens
Aim Inc., 2353 Meadowglen
Way, Upland, CA 917848610, Anand Ins. Mktg.
Alrkraft Heat & AC, 14941
Rolling Ridge Dr , Chino Hills,
CA 91709-2661, Michael
Plyley
Alro Air Cond. & Heat,
14531 Saddlepeak Ct.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Keith
Hyun
AI Patio Hotel, 472 N Mount
Vernon Ave , San Bernardino,
CA 92411-2675, Mahesh
Desai
Alecs Bucktlow, 26420
Melba Ave., Homeland, CA
92548-9236, John Gillis
Alexanders Mobile 011
Change, 1996 Minnesota St,
Riverside, CA 92507 Jesus
Portillo
All American Signs, 17293
Darw1n Ave., Ste. 3,
Hesperia, CA 92345-5189,
Jeffery Norris
All Seasons Cruise &
Travel, 77584 Country Club
Dr, 11150, Palm Desert, CA
92211-0443, Katherine
Kranseler
All Valley Real Estate,
30720 Avenida del Yermo,
Cathedral City, CA 922342992, Det Inc.
All Ways AC & Heat, 39950
Calle Breve, Temecula, CA
92592-8869, Thomas Mosby
Allan Notary & Doc. Sign,
10566 White Oak Dr ,
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Rivers1de, CA 92505-1908,
Kecia Proper
Allegro Recording Studio,
71906 Hwy 111, Rancho
Mirage. CA 92270, Robert
Waldman
Allflnance Auto, 9917
Mission Blvd , Riverside, CA
92509-2560, Lisa Reagan
Allied Exhaust Systems,
240 Citation Cir. Corona, CA
91720-2522, Allied Manufact.
Inc.
Allied Sports Dealers
Assoc., 3812 Pierce St., #G,
Riverside, CA 92503, Rene
Valencia
Allstar Graphlx & Signs,
53260 Avenida Obregon, La
Quinta, CA 92253 3442,
Brian Ewing
Alltrans, 520 Hibiscus Dr ,
Redlands , CA 92373-6119,
Frank Anemone
Almas Med Quick Bill Svc.,
25635 Sun Ave., Lorna Linda,
CA 92354-2017, Verle Parrilla
Almost Bros Tattoo, 5180
Etiwanda Ave., Mira Lorna,
CA 91752-1860, Robert
Blankenship
Aloha Tan, 12220 Pigeon
Pass Rd ., Ste. U. Moreno
Valley, CA 92557-6904,
Naoma Capson
Alpine Transport &
Trucking, 12150 Theodore
St., Moreno Valley, CA
92555-7401, SMA Svc.
Corp.
Always Care Med Svc.,
8253 Sierra Blvd , 201 ,
Fontana, CA 92335, Ekaete
Bassey
Amageddon Pest Svc., P 0.
Box 401 058, Hesperia, CA
92340-1058, Leonard Davis
Amazing Websltes, 2346 S
Cucamonga Ave. Apt. 206.
Ontario, CA 91761-5652,
Crystal Vysocky
America New Century
Mortgage, 777 E. Tahquitz
Canyon Way, Palm Spnngs,
CA 92262-6784, Hans
Voglmeyer
America Western Co.,
46225 Yerba Santa Dr , 12-2,
Palm Desert. CA 92260,
Susan Puchalski
American Artworks, 36022
Vineyard St., Yuca1pa, CA
92399-4980, Dorothy Miller
American Auto Repair, 4392
Brooks St. A, Montclair, CA
91763, Cheryl King
American Ginseng Wine
Co., 12467 Baseline Rd ,
Etiwanda, CA 91739-9522,
Filippi Vinta
American Home Mortgage,
15053 Avenida Del Rio,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-5007,
Sandra Escalante- Sisco
American Maid
Housekeeping, 36028 Corte
Renata, Murrieta, CA 925624687, Lance Danks

Ammons & Associates,
2725 N State St. San
Bernardmo, CA 92407-6551,
Francine De Tar
Ams Electronics, 1141
Rimpau Ave., #06, Corona,
CA 91719·2347 Mohammad
Arain
An Other Alternative, 1910
Orange Tree Ln .. Ste. 350,
Redlands, CA 92374-4528,
Regena Waugh
Anaheim Mem. Med. Cntr.,
P.O. Box 400684, Hesperia.
CA 92340-0684 Mission
Ranch Inc
Analytical Ins Svc., 1924
Harbor Dr., Hemet, CA
92545-9015, For Him
Enterprises
Anchor Chiropractic Center,
90 W Grand Blvd, Ste. 103,
Corona. CA 91720-2049. Dr
Alex B1rren
Andrews Carpet &
Mattress, 31629 Outer
Highway 10, Ste. A,
Redlands, CA 92373-7590,
Todd Winler
Angel Jewelers, 9768 19th
St., Alta Lorna, CA 91737,
Luis Angel
Anlsh Real Estate, P.O. Box
846, Upland, CA 91785-0846,
Anish Inc.
Annie Fung Health
Advisory , 12253 Tuscola St.,
Moreno Valley, CA 925577628, Suk Leung
Another Look Art Gallery,
32890 Club Rd., Wildomar,
CA 92595-8725, Terry Herb
Apache Trailers, t4705
Country Ln., Fontana, CA
92335-3164, Fidel Ornelas
Applied Geo & Civil
Engineering, 28673
Sycamore Dr , Highland, CA
92346-5351, Desh Bangia
Inc.
Appraisal Network, 9045
Haven Ave., Ste. 103A,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-5427, Charles
Newsom
Aquadoc, 15252 Seneca
Ad , Spc. 154, Victorville, CA
92392-6534. Kelly Reed
Ara Computer Systems, 650
S Uncoln Ave , Ste. 111
Corona, CA 91720-3540,
David Cho
Arco Am Pm Station, 687 S.
San Jacinto Ave., San
Jacinto, CA 92583·4135,
Joseph Sasa
Area 51 Sales, 1687 Melrose
Dr, Corona. CA 91720-1207,
Michael Hall
Argo Sheen Rite Way
Carpet, 18020 Via La Cresta,
Chino Hills, CA 91709, Jack
Ostronic
Arrow Ball Bonds, 12759
Foothill Blvd., #C292, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91739-9336,
Patricia Newcombe
Arrow WO()dtumlng, 13546

Central Ave , liD, Ch1no, CA
91710-5105. Christopher
Peterson
Arrowhead Regional Med.
Cntr., 400 N Pepper Ave ,
Colton, CA92324-1817,
County of San Bernardino
Arrowlane Mobile Park LLC,
2640 W Rialto Ave ., San
Bernardino, CA 92410·1900,
Arrowlane M P, LLC
Art Millers Western Hills,
P 0 Box 820. Yucca Valley,
CA 92286-0820. Yucca Valley
Re. Inc.
Art Works Gallery, 74405
U.S. Highway 111, Palm
Desert, CA 92260-4100, Art
Works LLC
Artistic Magic In Metals,
19065 Grand Ave., Lake
Elsmore, CA 92530-6229,
Duncan Turrentme
Arya Management, 9798
Foothill Blvd., #B. Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-3614,
Ed Shamuilian
Asad Fastrlp, 13710
Calimesa Blvd . Yucaipa, CA
92399-2306, Asad Zaman
Ask Diana, 15671 Ume St.,
Hesperia CA 92345-3954,
Diana Davis
Aspen Plumbing, 24548 Via
Las Laderas, Murrieta, CA
92562-4330, Michael Callison
Aspire Salon, 12165 Central
Ave., Chino, CA 91710-2421,
Edmond Contreras
Assoc. Appraisal Svc., 9170
Encinitas Ave., Fontana, CA
92335-4911, Steven Kutansky
Aurora Animal Care, 43475
Tenaja Rd ., Murrieta, CA
92562-8624, Michelle Lettre
Auto Depot, 8155 Indiana
Ave. , Riverside, CA 925044021 , William Anderson
Auto Kase, 77700 Enfield
Ln. Palm Desert, CA 922110407. Leslie Prode
Auto Point, 421 W 6th St.,
Fl 2, Corona, CA 917203352, Se Chang
Auto Services, 1411 Rimpau
Ave .. Ste . 111, Corona, CA
91719-2681, Nelson Dvlpmnt
Auto Sounds & Alarms, 299
S "E" St .. San Bernardmo,
CA 92401-2008. Raed lshqair
Auto Supply Club
Warehouse, 9970 Magnolia
Ave , Riverside . CA 925033525, C U S Corp
Autosport Auto Svc., 10292
Arlington Ave., Riverside, CA
92503-1052. James Malone
Autozone, 10249 Arlington
Ave. Riverside, CA 925031055. Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 11020 M1ssion
Trl, Mira Lorna, CA 91752,
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 12601 Perris
Blvd , Moreno Valley, CA
92553-41 01 , Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 1470 S San
Jacinto Ave ., San Jacinto, CA

92583-5106, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 1675 N Perris
Blvd .. Perris, CA 92571-4726,
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 1717 E. Vista
Chino. Palm Spnngs. CA
92262-3569. Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 1947 University
Ave ., Riverside, CA 925075203, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 19486 Van Buren,
Riverside. CA 92504. Chief
Auto Part
Autozone, 23031
Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno
Valley. CA 92553-5223, Chief
Auto Part
Autozone, 24481 Alessandro
Blvd. Moreno Valley, CA
92553-3501, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 30123 Antelope
Ad Menifee, CA 925848068, Ch1ef Auto Part
Autozone, 30850 Riverside
Dr., Lake Elsinore, CA 925304935, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 3100 E. Florida
Ave., Hemet, CA 92544-4973,
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 32231 Mission
Trl, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530-4526, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 3400 La Sierra
Ave , Riverside, CA 925035203, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 34051 Date Palm
Dr, Cathedral City, CA
92234-6860, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 394 E. 4th St.,
Perris, CA 92570-2229, Chief
Auto Part
Autozone, 4030 Madison
Ave , Riverside, CA 92507,
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 49617 US
Highway 86, Coachella, CA
92236-1428. Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 5623 Miss1on
Blvd , Riverside. CA 925094402. Ch1ef Auto Part
Autozone, 6047A Magnolia
Ave .. Riverside, CA 925062525, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 6066 Camino
Real . Riverside, CA 925095362, Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 62220 Hwy 111,
Indio, CA 92201 Chief Auto
Part
Autozone, 641 N Ma1n St.,
Corona, CA 91720-1438.
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 68399 E. Palm
Canyon Dr., Cathedral City,
CA 92234-5415, Chief Auto
Part
Autozone, 701 W. 6th St.,
Corona. CA 91720-3236,
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 73800 Hwy 111 ,
Palm Desert, CA 92260,
Chief Auto Part
Autozone, 78792 Hwy 111,
La Quinta, CA 92253, Chief
Auto Part
Autozone, 812 E. Hobson
Way, Blythe, CA 92225-1813,
Chief Auto Part
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Avantf Transport Svc. Inc.,
P.O. Box 2245. Chino, CA
91708·2245, Avanti Transport
Inc.
B & B Bait & Tackle, 10390
6th Ave., Blythe, CA 92225,
Catherine Downes
B & B Rentals, 39522 Oak
Cir , Murrieta, CA 92563,
James Ginette
B & B Sales, 3159 Kluk Ln .•
Riverside, CA92501-1103,
James Barton
B & B Wood Works, 7535
Delaware St.. Riverside, CA
92504-3738, Blair Bogens
B & G Automotive, 12121
Adams St., Yucaipa, CA
92399-4326, Garry Hallberg
B & G Management, 32031
White Spruce Ct , Murrieta.
CA 92562. Brian Berry
B & Ks Refreshments,
24785 Chippendale St.,
Moreno Valley, CA 925535869, Karen Simpson
B & M Development, 1 001
N . Palm Canyon Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262·4419,
Bond & Assoc. Inc.
B & VIes Air Condltionfg,
30880 Arbol Real, Thousand
Palms, CA 92276-3010,
Voctaviano Victoria
B Baker Backhoe &
Construct, 81800 Avenue
51, Indio, CA 92201 -9702,
Barbara Baker
BC Construction, 5538
Lucretia Ave .• Mira Lorna, CA
91752-2060, Robert Craig
BCR Engineering Co., 5301
Holt Blvd., Montclair, CA
91763 , Luther Chambers
BCS, 593 Marlboro Way,
Banning , CA 92220·3362,
Robert Brito
BLS Sign Supplies, 2045
California Ave .• Ste. 112,
Corona, CA91719-7231,
Bottom Une Sal
B Laning Ins. Svc. Inc.,
5871 Schaefer Ave., Chino,
CA91710-7004, Laning Ins.
Svc. Inc.
BMB Enterprise, 42181
Avenida Alvarado, Temecula,
CA 92590·3429, Terry
Blackmore
BMF, 14619 Hunter St.,
Fontana. CA 92335-6219.

Kellle Bailey
BNW Diversified Funding,
3619 Summertree Ln.,
Corona, CA 91719-3981,
Wayne Alexander
Baby Rack, 232 N . 2nd Ave .,
Upland, CA 91786-6002,
Tracy Bolton
Baby St. Germain, 4 Corte
Lateuza. Lake Elsinore, CA
92532-0211, Kari De St.
Germaine
Baby Star, 489 N . Main St. ,
1183, Corona, CA 91720-2042,
Seong JaKim
Backside Board Shop,
24105 Sunnymead Blvd .,
Moreno Valley, CA 925533027, Anthony Rabano
Backstreet, 55833 29 Palms
Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA
92284, Patricia Brower
Badger Cork, 2131 S .
Hellman Ave .. Ontario, CA
91761-8044, Am orin lndustr.
Inc.
Baker Baker & Son, 22201
Fisher St., Perris, CA 925708042, Lavayne Baker
B;lldy Electric, 883 N. 11th
Ave, Upland, CA 91786·
4009, Jerry Baldonado
Banning & Associates, P 0.
Box 3704, Fontana. CA
92334·3704, George Banning
Banning Herbal Accu
Therapy, 8350 W . Ramsey
St., Banning, CA 92220, John
Wilson
Bar Z Industrial
Development, 8356 Bella
Vista Dr.. Alta Lorna, CA
91701 -1332, Stan Kinkosky
Barley Screening, 1913
Nutwood Cir.. Corona, CA
91719-7458, Christopher
Verplanck
Bartlett Boys Beef Jerky,
2115 Conejo St., Corona, CA
91720-4000, Gregory Bartlett
Baxter & Cross, P.O . Box
3021, Blue Jay, CA 923173021, Edith Remington
Bay VIew Nutrition, 1788 W .
Highland Ave ., San
Bernardino, CA 92411-1126,
Anjum Malik
Be Weavable Hair & Co.,
25635 Rosewood Dr., Lorna
Unda, CA 92354·2011, Elaine
Jenkins

Beachsfde Equities, 13 Villa
Vahelena, Lake Elsinore, CA
92532, Robert Dembrowski
Beanies R Us, 22500 Town
Cir., Moreno Valley, CA
92553-7509, Tahr Mehmobo
Beaumont Health Care
Center, 1665 E. Eighth St ,
Beaumont, CA 92223, Cecil
Mays
Beauty Lawn Maintenance,
4064 Saont Paul Pl. .
Riverside, CA 92504-3040,
Fidel Carranza
Being At Home
Accessories, 11636 Vista
Ln . Yucaipa, CA 92399-3520,
Diane Elmore
Beklns Moving Systems, 134
S E St.. San Bernardino. CA
92401-1912. Michael Weiss
Belllsslma, 217 E. State St.,
Redlands, CA 92373-5232,
Ullian Pock
Bennett
Telecommunications , 291 04
Sandlewood PI , Highland.
CA 92346-5405, Michael
Bennett
Bermer Cleaning Svc.,
38222 Calistoga Dr . Murrieta,
CA 92563, Emerllta Sicat
Bermuda Dunes Plaza ,
40100 Washington St., Indio,
CA 92201-9640, Jack Alcalay
Best Value Ins Brokerage,
9755 Arrow Ate., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-3676 ,
Khaled Abdulkarim
Better Internet Solutions,
30477 Stargazer Way,
Murrieta, CA 92563-6815,
Victor Flores
Big D's Carpet & Tile
Installation, 6443 Richard
Dr., Yucca Valley, CA 922845739, David Huff
Big 0 Tires, 525 W
Redlands Blvd., Redlands,
CA 92373, Jerry Rogers
Promotions, PO. Box 6012,
Sugarloaf, CA 92386-0012,
Denise Cole
Bill & Wags Towing , 1516 S
Bon View Ave. , Ontario, CA
91761-4407, Urs West Inc.
Bill Little General
Partnership, 18035 Sunburst
Rd., Victorville, CA 92392,
Wilbert Uttle
BJS As Seen On TV Store,

23863 Sunnymead Blvd., liB,
Moreno Valley, CA 925533075, William Jeremy
Black Diamond Properties,
26143 Jan Valerie Rd.,
Murrieta. CA 92562-9187,
Steven Montoya
Black Rock Composites,
9990 Indiana Ave .. 1111,
Riverside, CA 92503-541 0,
Thomas Strasser
Black Whale Productions,
PO Box 710, Arrowbear
Lake, CA 92382-0710, Alan
Burrows
Blackball Bodyboardlng
Apparel , 30406 Milano Rd.,
Temecula, CA 92591 -1 663,
James Koch
Blaine 76, 1395 W Blame
St., Riverside, CA 925073617, Martha Zaioun
Blakes Place Cafe &
Catering, 5670 Schaefer
Ave., Ste. A , Chmo. CA
91710-9017, MGSSC Enterpr.
LLC
Blanches, 73712 U S
Highway 111 , Palm Desert,
CA 92260-4008, Concepcion
Jameson
Bliss, PO. Box 797, San
Bernardino, CA 92402,
Clarissa Harper
Bloomers Wholesale, P.O.
Box 6027, Blue Jay, CA
92317-6027, Candyra
Fairchild
Blue Coast Protection , PO.
Box 491 , Riverside, CA
92502-0491 , Kevin Knudsen
Blythe Construction Co.,
630 Grande Vista St., Blythe,
CA 92225-2872, George
Buban
Blythe Housing, 9543 E.
Hobson Way, Blythe, CA
92225-1973, Eagle Cntr. Inc.
Bobcat Gym, 1840 E Main
St., Barstow, CA 92311-3235,
No American lnv
Bob's Transmission Svc.,
35066 Avenue, Yucaipa, CA
92399-5423, Robert Morris
Body By 0, 27720 Jefferson
Ave., Ste 110, Temecula, CA
92590-2630, Oddo LLC
Body Works, 25680 Calle
Agua, Moreno Valley, CA
92551-2047, Renee
Thompson

Bold Ventures
Refreshments, 27941 Patti
Ln , Wildomar, CA 92595,
Gordon Cox
Bond Young & Assoc.,
17351 Arrow Blvd, Fontana.
CA 92335-3950, Bond &
Assoc. Inc
Boog ie N Beanies, 10458
Valley Crest Cir. Moreno
Valley, CA 92557-9010,
James La Brot
Boxes For Less, 68035 Vista
Chino, Cathedral City, CA
92234-5607, Daniel Stevens
Boxsprlngs Quail
Properties, 190 N
Arrowhead Ave . Ste. G,
Rialto, CA 92376-5663,
Errynne Obryan
Bradhurst Advertising,
12990 San Antomo Ave.,
Chino. CA 91710-3883,
Stephanie Bradhurst
Bravo Mobile Home Park,
4041 Pedley Ad, Riverside,
CA 92509-2821, So. Cal.
Housing
Brazilian Kleanlng, 4655
Minnier Ave , 11236, Riverside,
CA 92505-2620, Daisy De
Oliveira
Bridges Child Development
Center, 500 N. State St.,
Hemet, CA 92543-2924,
Private Educ. Dv. Inc.
Bronco Construction, 2952
Tennessee Ct., Riverside, CA
92506-4145, Michael Quinn
Bryan Family Daycare,
57966 El Dorado Dr., Yucca
Valley, CA 92264-6260, Janet
Bryan
Budget Maintenance, 66709
Pinto Way, liB, Desert Hot
Springs, CA 92240-2651,
Richard Bayliss Jr
Builders Broker, 16580
Hercules St., Hesperia, CA
92345-5523, Chester
Lautznheoser
Bullet Transport Ltd. , 9636
Highland Ave . Alta Lorna, CA
91737-3521 , Steve Murray
Burns Fire Prot.Svc., 10353
4th Ave ., Hesperia. CA
92345-2628, Jason Burns
Business Consult Svc.,
17100 Bear Valley Rd ., B144,
Victorville, CA 92392,
Vantages Inc.,
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BANKRUPTCIES
Wilbur AU"a, Mary Elka
Alka, 19051 Glenwood Rd.,
RJVer.;ide; debts: $66,019, assets:
$205,900, Olapter 13.

Craig Glass, aka Craig Arthur
Glass, 44-150 Camu10 Azul, La

JOSto ~el, Guadalupe Angel,

Qumta; debts: $259.199, assets:
$399,441; Olapter 7.

10089 Hershey Way, Rover.;ide;
debts: $284,576, assets:
$292,326; Olapter 7.
Paul Berliag. Barbano Berling,
211 I 5 Gallant Fox Dr., Moreno
Valley; debts: $267,087, assets:
$277,365; Olapter 13.

Unda Ana Bieckbach, 2950 G.
Escoba Dr., Palm Sp•in~; debts:
$231,414, assets: $111,955;
Olapter 7.
Mark S. Bndky, CharkM L.
Bnodlcy, dba Bndky
Pbotognopby, 6617 North
Ventura Cn., San Bernardino;
debts, assets schedule not available; Olapter 7.
Mkbatol Viattot Cnbtrtt,
Breada Sue Cnbtl'ft, aw BeU
Reats lac., dba Cnbtl'ft
Cateriag aod Evea ts, 4661
Merrill Ave., Riverside; debts:
$73,317, assets: $55,916;
Olapter 7.
Robtort Clair Cawy Jr., aka
Cawy's Pool Assembly, dba
Rullaods Bicycle Caller, 1543
Webster SL, Redfaods, debts:
$79,250, assets: $11,354;
Olapter 7.
Robtort Diaz, Non lrea" Diaz,
aka Non I. Jimen.ez, fdba Diaz
Turf Storvice, fdba Vertidrain,
967 Winthrop Dr., Corona: debts,
assets schedule not avaolable;
Chapter 7.
Diaz Turf S.,rvke, lac., dba
DTS, 967 Winthrop Dr., Corona;
debts, assets schedule not available; Olapter 7.
Magdakno Alltoaio Estrada,
aka Magda!tao A. Estrada,
Veroaia HayeS« Estrada, aka
Veroaka H. Estrada, 3121
Santofinas St., Roafto; debts,
assets schedule not available;
Olapter 7.
Giaa A. Estrella, 10359
Oakbark Ln., Mira Lorna; debts:
$116,400, assets: $266,319;
Olapter 7.
MichHI E.ae Flsller, 3418
Ridgecrest Dr, Corona; debts:
$208,684, assets: $308,31 0;
Olaptcr 7.
J._. Ra.clolpla Foy, Deboralt
Kay Foy, 31160 WoJiowood
Way, Menifee; debls: $251,329,
assets: $5,700; Olapter 7.

Fred L. Garda, Mary F.
Garda, 33255 Little Red Pl.,
·Menifee; debts: $220,700, assets:

$203,600; Olapter 7.

J~ A.

Gotierrtt, Maria A.
G utiernz, aka Maria A.
Napoles, 4405 Nonhcroft Rd.,
River.;ode; debts: $313,675, asset.:
$288,1 00; Olapter 7.
David M. Hawk.insoa, O.,bonh
K. Hawkiosoa, aka Deborah
Eima-s, 1359 Longwood Pones
Ln., Corona; debts: $222,352,
assets: $211,770: Olapter 7.
Bryaa Jacksoa, 3 I 488 Electnc
Ave, Nuevo; debts: $230,329,
assets: $145,800; Otap1er 7.

Ernest A1ka Jeflio;oa, Ciady Lft
Jellison, aka Cindy Ckviag.,r,
aka Ciothia Ckvingtor, 314 I
Ume St, River.;ode; debts:
$226,462, assets: $163,335;
Olapler 7
Cyril Johasoo, 26058 Ehot Ave.,
Moreno Valley; debts: $348,716,
assets: $365,350; Olapler 7

Mattir Lou Judkias, raw Prilk
Distributioas, IXD, 73270
F'tddleoed l.n, Palm Desert;
debls: $453,513, assets: $42,024;
Otapeer7.
William Hugh !Gtonnaa, aka
Bill Kiennaa, Jodi Ana
Kiermaa, Jodi A. Stipe, 35189
Sunnystde Dr, YucaJpa; debts:
$263,936, assets: $158,470;
Olapter 7.
Ttrreatt James Lee, Jodi Heko

Lee, aka Jodi """'• P'll'ia
Hughes, aka Jodi Helen Hugbes,
aka Jodi Helta Hughes Lee, 44825 San Benoto Ctr., Palm Desen;
debts: $216,617, assets: $174,704,
Olapeer7.
Pdrr S. Loesche, Doaaa J.
Loesche, 17645 Iris Dr,
River.;ide; debts: $259,690, >&SSCts:
$151,320; Olapter 7.

01p Macias, aka Olga 0.
Macias, 503 Panther Dr., Corona;
debls: $164,962, assets: $205,900;
Otapter7.

Saatos Maldoaado, Marla M.
Maldouado, 26151 Oshua Dr.,
Moreno Valley; debts: $216,950,
assets: $197,913; Otapter 7.
Cba-yiJ.A. ~aka
Cllayl Maodoza, 2083 Rorimer
Rd, Riverside; debts: $308,789, '
assets: $357,530; Otapter 13.

Roba1 ~Moll,
Mari1ya K1Dow*1 Molt, ftb
M & M, 31240 De Rey Rd.,
Thmealla; debts: $286,020, assets:

S2'17,200; OtapCtt 7.

Noe S. Morales, UJia L.
Morales, dba Morales & Soas
Gardeaiag. 63362 Dollon Ave,
fndoo; debts, assets schedule not
avaofable; Olapeer 7.
Patrick Sean Moreno, Sberi
~ Moreao, fdba lody
Computrr Service, 22663 Valley
VISta Cir, Wildomar; debts:
$154,697, assets: $126,264;
Chapter 7.
Robttto A. Moz, 692 W. "G" St.,
~. Coflon; debts: S217,m,
assets: $237,010; Olapter 13.

JliiD"S J. Murphy, Aodna G.
Murphy, akaAodrea G.l...eslie,
7543
Libcny Pkwy, Al664,
Fontana: debts: $159,120, assets:
$256,836; Otapter 7.

w

Melissa Murpby, fdba 'Illol
Paiot.iag, 2265 Th:ehouse l.n,
ApL 20 I, Corona; debts, assetsscbedule not avaolable; Olapter 7.

David NeweU, Patricia Ana
Newell, aka Patricia Ana Tiao,
raw Gloria Newell, Inc., 15396
Regatta Way, Lal<e Elsinore;
debts: $192,703, assets: $165,220;
OlapleT7.
Slunutol B. Pattoa, aka Samuel
Brady Pattoa, Hdlea U.
Pattoa, aka H"llea Urbiaa
Pattoa, fdba Pattoa
Productioas (SIP), 2265
Bradford Ave., Hoghland; debts:
$97,254, assets: $76,206;
Olapter 7.

Gary Bryan Pitorce, Micbelle
Helena Pitorce, dba Alarm
Screell'ilatuuatioual, 2145
Rainbow Ridge, Corona; debts:
$259,218, assets: $220,719;
O!apler 7.

Olfford Rlaym, CarotyJo Rlaym,
3119 New liarnpslure Dr,

Dr, Foow.a; debls: tn2,l:T2.
assecs: S145,950; Otapeer 7.

Corona, debts: $278,532, assets:
$209,742; Otap1er 7.

Jod Hamaa Slllulsool, Karat
Snmhoa, elba Herita&'e Quality

Thomas L.awnoott Rot.c:Ur,
rcn. Rialto Loan & J.,..,.,lry,
I 36 E. M:ushall Blvd, San
Bemanfmo; debts: $551,31 I,
assets: $226,185; Olapter 7.
Keith A. Robertsoa, Usa M.
Robertsoa, 26336 Snowden Ave,
Redlands; debts $320,968, asseiS:
$14,935; Olapeer 7.
John 0. Rogers, Maria &
Rogers, fdba Bous To Go, aka
Boxes Th Go. I DC, 26616
Drapper 01., Highland; debiS:
$97,291. a:..set.: $10,.500; OtaJll>'f

7.
Samuel R~Di, Lori L. Rosdli,
aka Lori L. BeiiOower; 13601
Basswood Dr., Corona; debts:
$270,006, assets: $201.105;
Olapter 7.

Tyler RMd Rydtt, DaDa ZaU
Ryder, dba Polo Ralph L.anrea,
8 Stcrhng PI, Rancho Mirage;
debts: $671,030, assets: $550,435;
Otapter 7.

William D. Sdby, Loretta D.
Stolby, aka Loretta D. DDBois,
aka Loretta D. Hess, ~ E & L
Pllllllbiag. 29814 Goldrmnc Cir,
Sun City; debts: $187.164, assecs:
$ 153,095; 0tapleT 7.

CltaDns, 974 Silven:reek Rd,
Corona; debts: $57 1,115, assels:
S146,300; Olapter 7.
Leoa Acbilles SD.ijckrs, aka Lft
SD.ijders, Anita Saijckrs, dab
The lavestigatioa 0(('1CeS of
Leo a A. Snijders aad
Associates, 6339 Edwm St,
Rancho Cucamonga; debts:
$156,432, assets: $195,615;
Olapter 13.

Ernest joe Striddaod, I>iaDto
Stricldaod, 12855 Bnnarua Cn..
Moreno Valley; debts. $262,801,
assets: $280,075; OlapteT 7

Swa H<>ldia& lac., A Nrnda
Corpontioa, aka 'Illlnt- Bay
Corpontioa, 1000 E. Tahquotz
Canyon, Pabn Springs; debts,
assets schedule 001 avatfable;
Otapeer 7.
BriaJme Hardaett Swain, I 06.39
Willow Creek Rd, Moreno
Valley; debts: $229,235, assets:
$8,775; Olapt.er 7.

Paal Skploca ndltow, Loretta
Ttddow, rca. Professioooal
BaDk Servkes, 4118 Manchesltt
Pl., Riverside; debiS: $163,453,
assets: $161,350; Cbapler 7.

Hap Allao 1ldwd, I>iaDto
Harijt Singh, aka SiaP Haljd,
Rachtolle CaiUida, aka Radodlt
Aagtola Canada, 13794 Mesquite

Bobdt.e Tidwell, 14702 Shadow
Dr, Fontana; debts: $230,972,
assets: S97. I 00; Otapeer 7.

Andreas s. Pineda, Saodra L.
Plntoda, fdba Mi Ru:uerdo
Pboto Studio, 25714 MISSion
Rd., Lorna Linda; debts: $98,308
assets: $91,550; Olapter 7.
Douglas Gmto Pratt, Sharon
Louise Pratt, :!5446 Alpine
Murrieta; debts: $206,710. assets:
S188.30I; Olapter 13.

en..

Gary WaJDC Pollard, Sharon
Lymw: PoDanJ, dba D & S
Coaveyors, 660 E. Or.mge Ave.,
Perns; debts: S196,162, assets:
$136,410; Olapter 7.

Coastalldo G. Ramilo, Maria
O.Oaa Ramilo, 44898 Co<1e
Sierra, Thmecula; debts: S198.,596,
assets: $202,400; Olapeer 7.

Plolllp F- ltaiDsey, aka Plolllp

Eooct- Ramsey, s-a H.

o.n.&-Ramsey, aka s-a
Hdoa Dlll'aal, aka Suy
Ramsey, 69-365 Vera Dr,
Dlbedral City; debts: $252,157,
assets: $107,350; OtapCtt 7.
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prol«t }'OU lhf'OU3h UR of:

• Sltillood •nstaU.Loo ..><~

·Coot~ S«Urity

CaD "" loday for • fKEE
proleosiooal ~ ol
your l«<lrity llftds.

t«<mooos:f

• A

fuD raiiF ols~

capabililios
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BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES
WEB SITES

Entrepreneur of the Year
contuwed from page 54

A~iastar Communications, Inc. ..

..http://www.avJas tar. net
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
.•...... ............
. http://\\ww.atmct.org/aep
Bank@'Home, Union Bank's Internet Banking Center
.......................... http://www.tdmJ .com/ usa
Bu~iness Bank of California
.. ................................. http: iwww.busmcssbank.com
California State Government Home Page

JCM builds compone nt~ for the aeros pace, defen.~e and auto motive
andustnes. The company has a $24 million co ntract to bmld about 60 percent of the parts for the Tactical Tomahawk Cruise Missile. " I go after the
big contracts," said Moyano.

Communications/Technology
Monica Garcia, President/CEO

...................... .... .............................. http:• 'www.ca.gov
Center for lnternationai'Ihtde Development
..•. . ......... ........................................... http://www.resources4u .com 1ci td/
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga
........• ..... ••.•. .......... .. .. ....... .. http://www.cllivu.com
Columbia Chi no Valley Medical Center

Complas, Inc., Corona
"Needless to say, I'm ecstatic," said Monica Garcia, who is no s tra nger
to prizes and honor:;. She expressed gratitude to her employees for he lping
make her ach1evement possible.
Last summer, Garcia won the YWCA Woman of Achieveme nt Award
in Riverside. Her company is one of the top Hispanic-owned businesses in
the nation. More than half of her employees are women and minorities.
"My father raised me to believe that if I had faith in myself and worked
hard, there were no limits to what I could achieve," she said.

.............. http://www.cvmc.com
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley
......................... http://www.firstfederalsgv.com
Giant I.E. RV .............. . .................... http://ww\\.g1antrv.com
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr ............. ..http://www.iesbdc.org
San Antonio Community Hospital .. . http://www.sach.org
Small Business Developm. Center........ http:l/www.iesbdc.org
U.S. President ................ .................http:l/www.whJtehouse.gov

Complas sells telecommunications equipment, s uch as copper and
cable, to industry. The company also provides project manageme nt, engineenng, field installation and custom assembly services. Sales topped $125
million last year.

Retail/Distribution

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard
.....................................senator.leonard@ sen.ca.gov
California Center for Health Improvement
......... ................. ............................. cchimail([z aol.co m
Inland Empire International Business Association
........... . ....................................1eibatrade(!z ao l.com
L.S. Go~ernment Printing Office, GPO Access
.................... gpoaccess(!z gpo.gov
U.S. President .............. ................. president(n whuehouse.gov

Ken Smith, President
Southwest Traders, Inc., Temecula
So uthwest Traders was founded by Ken Smith an 1977 m Leucadia,
and 1t 's been smooth sa1hng ever since, thanks to h1s leadership. The company d1strihutes fresh juice , s moothies and health food Ite ms to retailers.
Smith also o pened a one-stop shop in Temecula, which features the
w o rld 's largest yo gurt, icc cream, jUJce, and smoot hie invento ry.
The compa ny has its own private label, Rainbow's End, which
includes soft-serve yogurt mixes, juice concentrates, and other items.

BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS)
lnform,JUon IS SU~Jc!t.'l to chJngc w1thout noticr! and some Clperator-. may charge fee.'

Atict•\ \.\oodtrlaod: Amateur radio. P~1on and Renegade support, C'D· ROM , No Rallo~. On-line
games, at1l'e message bases. (909) 597-446Q.
Applt Elitt ll: Ncll'orkc<l mcs.<;agmg. on-line games. lran,fc" for Apple II and Mac. 144 baud;

t90'1) 3.5'1-'IJJH.

"We ' re very happy with our new facility in Temecula," said Sm1th.
" We have 67 ,000 square feet with dry storage, low-tempera ture storage,
freezers, and medium temperature coolers."

The Rll>q>rint !"- BllS: CAD-plolllng servtce; drop " DWG" Auto-CAD Ilk.• . 11ppcd and le<t file
10 CAD hhrM)', 14 4 baud, (31 0) 595·50R8.
~hot and Youn BBS: \\\\IV .!\:et'"orl'i, Large F1lc, \1SG D.~ G.imes, lnlc:rnt:t L-.. mall .-nd Local
Echos, Fees free, (760) ~44-08~1i
Fbtl.- Bu\i.O~: Bus1ness management. l.1bot li..t\\S, CPA IS.S.Ul."S. human rCSOUH.'CS. cmploy(!c hen·
clits, 14 4 baud. 24 houf'; (714) !39-6X64
lou·scorL1ak: Stocil. commOthty pnces, real est.lte. da1ly news, person:~! finance.. mutual fum..b,
:!8 R b.Jud. (818) 33t-4611
Mommadillo's BBS & Brukf.-t : W"tv'cl, E-matl. TrJ<IcV.Jrds, Lord Scr•bblc On·hne. 144
baud, (310) 432-242.1.

PC-W1adowmaktr BBS -A.U.G.I.E.: Compuler us<r group dub BBS. supportmg IBM. Awn
Mac downloads, on-tm< g;omc.' RIP menus, ~8. 8 baud (9<~1) 637· 1274

""<I

LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD

Name of board _________________________________________________
Phonenumber-------------------------------------------------General •ntarest

0

Product suppon

Modem speed ----------------

Specialty------------------

E·m&ls~ces

_________________________________________________

Fea~r~------------------------------------------------------

Fees--------

Hours ____________________________

VOice phone'---------------------------------------------TIH• lni.-HH I [ rnp or o

f3u~on e ~'>

Journ.-11 IS comp111n1J a IJSI Ol the loc al buiiOtln board5

If you

would l•k c t o ha v e yo ur b o ard •n c tudcd fill out lh•S c oupon .lfld mold 11 lo Inland Empu e
Ou•.• rH •".S Jou trhl l Attn
Oullt~tm O o ..J r d s. 8 5 60 V1neyard A ve
Sic 306 Hancho Cucamonga
( l\ q 1 • i ' 1 J'•7

99
A semmar on mcreasmg sales and
profitability through advertising
will he held July 7 and 8 in
Riverside. The seminar IS called,
"Developmg a Marketing Plan and
Advert1smg Strategies." It 1s sponsored
by the Inland Emp1re Small Business
Development Center. The meetmgs
will he from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the
center, 1157 Spruce St., R1verside. Cost
IS $15 for both nights. Experts from
advertising agenc1es will provide
advice. Top1cs will include: market
research, targeting your market, product-distribution methods, defining your
customer, and developing an ad strategy. Pre-registration is recommended at
least 48 hours in advance For information, call (909) 781-2345 or (800) 7502353.

7

'Protecting and Growing
Your Business m the 21st
entury" w1ll he presented
at 7:30 p.m at the Double Tree Hotel,
222 Vineyard Ave., Ontario. The seminar is sponsored by Jos1e Zun1ga,
mdependcnt associate, of Pre-Paid
Legal Services, Inc. in
Rancho
Cucamonga Every participating business w111 rece1ve a free Interne!
Directory listing. For information, call
(800) 533-8207.

12i

sem1nar designed for
people who plan to start a
us mess or have recent! y
established a business will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
Greater R iverside Chambers of
Commerce, 3985 Umversity Ave.,
Riverside, California. For information,
call (714) 550-7420, ext. 3711.

12£

seminar o n "SBA Loans
and How to Get One!" will
e hdd from 9 a.m until
noon at the Inland Emp1re S mall
Busmess Devdopmcnt Center, 1157
Spruce St., Riverside Officials from
the:: Small Business Adm iniStration and
lending mstllutlons w1ll speak. Cost is
$15 per person. l11e seminar is hosted
by the SBA, the Inla nd Em p1 re S mall
Business Deve lopment Center, and the
In la nd Empire Econo mic Partnership.
For reservations, call (909) 781-2345
or (ROO) 750-2353.

14{

---------------------------------~

0
0
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TopList Allows You To:
L)
Pnnt mailing labels and follow-up reports.
0
Create exportable text f1lcs .
0
Load and usc over 30 additional "Book of Lists ."
U
Plus more!

It's Easy To Order. For fastest service,

www.toplist.com
or call (909) 484-9765
TopUst @ $125 00 ea/add 7 5% sales lax/Shoppong and handlong $3 50/next bus<ness day tS8 50)

" Manageme nt for Lead
Perso nnel" will be prcsentcd Jul y 15 and 16 at

15

M1sS10n Lake Center, 3600 Lime St.,
Suite 421, Riverside. The seminar is
sponsored by the Fmployers Group
Regional Office. Hours arc 9 a.m. to 4
p.m Cost is $380 for members. For
information call (909) 784-9430.
The Santa Ana office of the
Small
Business
Administration (SBA) will
host a one-day comprehens1ve conference for home-based business owners
in the Inland Emp1re. The conference
will he held at Cal Stale Umversity
San Bernardmo, 5500 Umvers1ty
Pkwy., Jack Brown Hall from 7:45
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. For information call
(714) 784-9430.

15

A seminar for small business
owners
called
"Computerized
Bookkeepmg Using QuickBooks
Softwan:" will he hdd from 9 a.m. to
noon at the Murrieta City Hall, 26442
Beckman Court, Murrieta. Future
entrepreneurs also are welcome. Cost
is $15. An expert from Moreno Valley
Technical Sk1lls Center will conduct
the semmar, which is an overview of
accounting using QuickBooks software. The sponsors are the Inland
Emp1re Small Busmess Development
Center
and
the
Murrieta
Entrepreneunal Center. For reservations, call (909) 781-2345 or (800)
750-2353.

15

An unemployment insurance workshop is being
by
the
. ponsored
Employers Group Regional Office at
Miss10n Lake Centre, 3600 L1me St.,
Suite 421, Riverside. Hours arc 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m Cost is $215 for members
and $270 for nonmembers. For information, call (909) 7!!4-9430.

2Z

"Practicing
Difficult
Management Decisions"
will he presented h} the
Employers Group Regional Office at
M1sS10n Lake Centre, 3600 Lime St.,
Sulle 421, Riverside. T he cost is $215
for members. For mformation, call
(909) 784-9340.

28

A one-day seminar for
management and s upervisory personnel IS planned

29

for 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m . at the
Airport Marrion Hotel in Ontario.
Reg1strat10n starts at 8 a.m The sem
1nar 1s sponsored by Strategic
Employment
Solut1ons
of
Huntington Beach. Stephen Barker,
president of Strateg1c Employment
Solut1ons, will lead the session. He
has more than 15 years of scmorlevel experience 1n management and

human resources. He IS known for
h1s entertaining, informat1ve, easyto-understand presentulions The title
of the seminar IS "The Secrets to
Managing Employees Legally and
Effectively." Cost is $199 per person,
or S 179 each for two persons, or
$159 each for five persons. For registration or mformation, call Karl
Hammond at (714) 842-811!4.

r---------------------REGULARLYSCHEDULEDEVENTS
Monday
Bus1ness Builders of Rancho
Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a m. at Socorro's
Mex 1can Restaurant, 10276 Foothill
Bl vd.,
Rancho
Cucamonga .
Membership: $25. Contact : Dawn Grey,
(909) 4H4-S244; Shirley Patrick, (909)
625-231!6.
Personal Break Through/ Networking, weekly, 7 a .m at 73!!5
Carnelian St., Rancho Cucamonga. The
club meets to d1scuss maximiz1ng business and personal leverage, Contact:
Warren Hawkins, (909) 626-2681 or
(909) 5 t 7-0220 (pager)
Thesda)
Busmess Network International, La
Verne Chapter, weekly, 7 am. at Cino's,
309 E. Foothill Blvd, Pomona Contact·
Donald Clague, (909) 593-3511
Bus1ness Network International,
Inland Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30
a.m. at Mimi's Cafe, 10909 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Contact.
Michael Baiky, (909) 948-7650.
Ali Lassen's Leads Club, Claremont
Chapter, weekly, 7; 15 a.m. at the
Claremonl Inn, 555 W. Foothill Blvd.,
Claremont Contact. Philip Board, (909)
981-1720. Regional office: (KOO) 7677337.
Wednesday
Busmess Network InternatiOnal ,
Victor Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at
Marie Callendcrs, 121BO Manposa Rd .,
VictOJ'\'JIIe. Visitors welcome Contact:
Jo Wollard (760) 241-1633.
Business Network International,
Chino Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m . at
Mimi's Cafe, Spectrum Marketplace,
3890 Grand Ave., Chino Contact Mike
Agee, (909) 59t-0992.
Busin~ss Network International,
Rancho Cucamonga Chapter, w~e k ly, 7
a.m. at Plum Tree Restaurant, 1170 W
Foothill Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga
Contact: M1chael Cuncrty, (909) 4679612.
West Fnd E\ ecutives' AssociatiOn,
weekly, 7 to B a.m. at Ontario Au·pon
Mamou Hotel, 2200 E. Holt Blvd ,
Ontario. Contact (909) 949-3525, or
(R I!!) 960-St.;:\4.

Toastmasters C'luh 6H36, the Inland
Valley Earlyh1rds of Upland, weekly
6:45 a m. at Denny's, nonhwest corner
of Seventh Street and Moun1ain Avenue
10 Upland. Info Nancy Couch, (909)
621-4147
The Institute of Management Accountants Inland Empire Chapter, the tounh
Wednesday of the month 6:30 a m at the
Mission Inn, 3649 Seventh St, Rive!'-ide.
Contact: Ester Jamora (81 K) 105-7200 Ext.
106.
The Rancho Cucamonga Women\
Chap1er ofAll Lassen\ Leads C'luh, weekly, 7·15 a.m. at M1mi\ Cafe, 370 N.
Info: Patric1a
Mountain Avenue
Brookings, (909) 9!1 1-4159 or (909) 5945159
Thursday
Consumer BU',iness Network,
weekly, 7 am. at Michael Js, 201 N.
Vineyard Ave., Ontario. Meeting
Charge: $15 mcluding breakfast
Contact: (818) 446-1986. Host. Sandy
Patterson.
Business Nelwork InternatiOnal,
Upland Chapter, weekly, 7 am. at
Denny's, 3!15 S Mountain Ave, Upland.
Contact J1m Mang1apane, (909) 9-t66616.
Friday
Sales
Success
Institute
"Prospectmg Without Cold-Calling!"
with D. Forbes Ley, author of "Success
Today I" weekly, 1·30 p.m to 5:00p.m.
at the Ontario Airport Marrion. Free, but
reservations a must. Call (SOO) 772-1172.
Previe\\: www.sdl-tast.com
Saturday
Peopl~ Helping People to Keep
Dreams Alive'. weekly, I 30 p.m. at The
Peoples Place, 135 W. FiN Street,
Claremont. Info: Dr. D. M Yec, (909)
624-6663.

Sunda)
Claremont Master Motivators
Toastmastas Club, wee kly. 6 to 7 30
p. m in the Jagel s Building at
Claremont Grad uate School, 165 E.
lOth Sl, Claremont. Contact. Chu ck
or Dolow. Week, (90<l) % 2-3430.

I<.":X.E<"'U'I'IVE TIME OU'"I"'

Jamaica: Lusty, Lush and Live y
dI h
Montego Bay 1s one of the most
popular commercial areas Hotels.
apartments and vtllas, dUt} free shoppmg and tourist-filled beaches are tn
abundance Start out w 11h a few da)s in
Ocho Rios Located on the northeast
coast halfway between Port Antonio
and Montego Bay. thts is a glorious,
lush area w1th gardens and nvers and
many up-scale resorts W1thin dm ing
distance IS the famous Dunn\ Rtver
Falls. one of Jamaica's most scenic
attractions Sandal's Dunn's River
Resortts a couples-on!) proper!) and is
all inclus1~e and ~ef) upbeat. Great
food and sefl ice abound. On the lower

b1· Canu/lc Bounds. Tral't•l Ediror
Thtnk of the whitest sandy beaches in the untverse, lush jungles. beautiful mountatns. glistening rivers. and
clear waterfalls. Throw 1n gastronomic
deligh~ and omnipresent reggae and
you have botsterous. untnhtb1ted, hvely, happy-go-lucky Jama1ca

Jama1ca has been undula11ng since
Columbus first sighted her 1n 1494 during his second jaunt to the New World.
The island was inhabtted by Arawak
Indians who had mtgrated from South
America through the Greater Anulles
in approxtmatel) 2.50 A.D.
Fifteen }ears after Columbus spotted th1s idyllic spot in the Caribbean.
the Spanish tried colontztng her to
search for gold. It was a d1sappomttng
ventun:. Thereafter. Spain neglected
the island and. by 1655. it was fa1r
game for a Brittsh takeover. Thts, too.
was an unhappy acqutsliiOn. A group of
organtzed freed slaves called the
Maroons conducted a guerrilla war
from the woods and mountat~s against
the Bntish.
Brlltsh buccaneers operated from
Port Royal, auacking Spanish ships.
They gave present-day Jamaica a more
quixotic htstory and the locals draw
upon it to weave romantiC, swashbuckling stones for anyone who will
listen.

Jama1ca is the thtrd largest ISland
10 the Carihbean (follow mg Cuba and
Puerto R1co). It CO\ers about 4.400
square miks. A majestic coastline that
rises from the sea and sweeps Immediately into the mountains (peaking at
7,400 feet) makes for breathtaking
scenery. Almost half of the tsland is at
least I ,000 feet above sea level. The
John Crow and Blue Mountains are to
the east. The peaks continue west to the
Cockpit Country, an area that IS made
up of lush limestone that descends to
the west coast.

You can't do justice to Jamaica in
one week. so try for two. Arriving in
Montego Bay or Kingston will g1ve
you access to both coastlines, allowing
you to follow your chmce to delightful
adventures. Driving in Jamaica can be
frustratmg, and bemg as alert and careful as you would in anv foreign country
is advised. Using guides and available
tours are your safest, best bets.

hotels wllh fmc roottop restaurants
Pantomime. dance. classic theatre. art
museums, gallenes, pzz clubs, English
pubs, up-scale dming and dtsco dives
are all a part of the up-beat Kmgston.
A few days m here will gtve you
the real feel of Jama•ca The markets in
the central part of town and a ferry nde
to Port Royal are musts.
On the htgh end, Stra\\berr) Hill is
a beautiful, qutel, secluded proper!)
JUSt 45 mmutes north of Kingston . At
3,100 feet above sea lev d. it needs no
a1r condlllonmg. A distmctive menu
and chmce serv1ce are offered. The
Htlton Kmgston Hotel, former!} the
W)ndham New K1ngston llotel,

Photo by Greg Cro,.rord

end. but delightful, is the Hibtscus
Lodge, whtch has peacocks and its own
tmy pri' ate 1
I

Headmg east to Port Antonio, you
will find a relaxed, charming town
located on a distant part of the island.
The combmed lushness and easygoing
attitude of the area wtll make it d1fficult
to move on to the nearby John Crow
mountains. Here you can raft the R10
Grande or stay at the very elegant, very
expensive Trident.
This is the ultimate. It has everything from strutting peacocks to 14
acres of sculpted topiary wtth a un1que
pool that JUts out over the crashing
waves of the ocean. Television and
clocks are not to be found on the property. It is the absolute in gracious ltving.

(

'

Kingston, the capital, is the most
culturally dynamic center 1n Jamatca. It
boasts some of the chotccst high-nse

extends all ame01t1es through a $7.5
m1lllon reno,ation .
The mid-range Terra Nova Hotel
located a mile from the commerctal
district 1s a qu1et, family-style hotel
that offers high tea

From Kingston, go to the south
coast and take a tour of the Blue
Mountains. The lofty peaks seem to
go to infinity. The deep valleys and
lush terram are spectacular.
Pine Grove, a working coffee
farm that 1s also an inn and restaurant, should be seen. It is a great
place for a retreat from the hustlebustle of Kmgston and vis1tors can
sample the wonderful Jamaican coffee.
A free tour of Dr Sangster's
Rum factory is another must-see stop.
The small factory produces wonderful liqueurs flavored with local coffee
beans, oranges, coconuts and other
md1gcnous
Jamatcan
produce
Sampling IS .tvallablt:

at" t I
If you want to see how the
natives spend the1r holidays, try to
arrange a tour to Black River. a
slightly seedy town on the south
coast. To make up for lis faded aura,
boat ndes are offered into the Great
Morass Swamp. The mangrove trees
are fasc•naung. Their hang1ng ten drils set the stage for an expenence
With views of great blue herons,
jacanas, and purple gallinules. A lazy
crocodile will tour the area like an
old log. floattng somewhere with a
slow deliberate purpose . On occasion. if you're luck) and 10 the right
place at the nght lime. you may get to
s1ght the rare manatee.
Another local Jamaican holiday
chotce IS Treasure Beach, a dehghtful
seastde town that leaves beh t"d the
tourist mentality. It 1s pkasant, latd
back and a great place to unwtnd.
Very basic, nothing fancy

Negri!, about 50 miles west of
Montego Bay, is a great spot to
decompress wtth a little luxury
added The scenery is unmatchable
and the sunsets are stunning. The
white beach stretches for seven
miles. There's nothtng much to do
here but play a little golf and enjoy
the v1ew- but what a vtew!
The natives will relive the days
when pirates used Negnl as thetr
headquarters to pillage ships gmng
from the Spamsh Ma1n to Havana.
There are quality, classy places to
stay Sandals, Grand Lido Negnl and
Swept Away are the nest known and
most have all-inclus1vc packages,
wtth all meals, 1iquor and entertainment pre-paid Negri! c.llcrs to the
younger, smgle, thirty-something set,
although all age levels are welcome if
you are 1010 the hvely ambiance.
Jamaica has many mlllenn~um
packages offered by the many travel
consultants in your area. It has infinitely more places to see, go and stay
which we will visit in another article
at another lime. We have only
scratched the surface.

American Airlines, U.S. Air,
Continental and Northwest all have
connect1ng flights to Montego Bay
from Los Angeles.

CamWe Bound~ is the trm•e/ editor
for Sunrise Publications and the
Inland Emptre Bustness Journal.

When the Inland Empire Tv ews is there,
then so are You!
Now on Broadcast, Cable and Satelite TV
Inland Empire
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